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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

In January 1986, the U.S. Department of Education awarded a contract to the University of

WisconsinMadison School of Library and Information Studies to study libraries and literacy

education. The purposes of the study were:

1) to assess the current status of libraries in literacy education,

2) to determine an expanded role for libraries in literacy education, and

3) to identify library literacy programs that could serve as models.

Several types of libraries were studied: public, public secondary school, community college,

academic, and state institutional. State library agencies were also studied.

Three primary tasks were conducted. First, based on a review of literature from 1979 to 1987, a

written summary of the state-of-the-art in library literacy services was prepared (See Chapter 1.).

Second, the libraries listed above were surveyed regarding their involvement in literacy education (See

Chapters 2 to 6.). Third, case studies of model programs were conducted (See Chapter 7.). Within these

three major tasks, the following activities were conducted:

1) State of the art paper

Literature review _onducted

Preparation of paper and bibliography

Review by USDOE staff, advisory group, and project consultants.

Revision and updates of paper and bibliography

2) Surveys

Definition of literacy education developed

Survey instruments drafted, one for each type of library and one for program characteristics

Pretest of questionnaires

Identification of universes and samples selected

Revision of instruments based on pretests

Submission of survey package to FEDAC/OMB for data collection clearance

Final revision of questionnaires

Data collection and data analysis
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3) Case Studies

Candidate list (from literature and nomination) developed

Nomination of cited programs to USDOE

Site visit interview schedule developed and pretested

Case studies conducted

Details on each of these activities are provided in the comprehensive report. The final

comprehensive report was prepared by the project investigators with the advice and editorial

assistance of the advisory committee, project consultants, and U.S. Department of Education Staff.

Investigators for the project were Jane Robbins and Douglas Zweizig, copimcipal investigators,

and Deb -a Wilcox Johnson, project coordinator. The project also used the expero of two consultants,

Alan B. Knox (Professor, Department of Continuing and Vocational Education, University of

WisconsinMadison ) and Helen H. Lyman (Adjunct Professor, School of Libraryand Information
Studies , State University of New YorkBuffalo and Professor emeritus, School of Library and

Information Studies, University of WisconsinMadison ).

An advisory group met twice during the project (February 1986 and October 1987) and responded in

writing throughout the project. The advisory group members were: David Carr, Associate Professor,

Rutgers; Jinx Crouch, Director, Literacy Volunteers of America; Jim Nelson, State Librarian and

Commissioner, Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives; Roberta Luther O'Brien, Head

Librarian, Greenhill School, Dallas, Texas; and Roger Parent, American Library Association. Yvonne

Carter, U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, Library
Programs, was the project liaison.

RECENT LITERATURE ON LITERACY, 1980-1986

Library involvt ment in literacy activities spans a century of educational services offered by

libraries. Lyman (1979) reported an increase of activities in the 1970s and predicts for the future

"continuing developments in the library world's involvement in literacy education" (p. 213). This section

examines the status of library involvement in literacy education during 1980-1986 as described in the

literature of that period. (A bibliography of the literature for this review can be found in Appendix Aof

the Comprehensive Report.) Literacy for adults is defined here as sufficient reading, writing, speaking,

and math skills for coping with everyday situations. A more detailed definition is provided in the next
section.

A review of the literature for the period 1980-1986 shows:

public libraries as the predominant type of library for the delivery of literacy services;

increasing national interest in combating illiteracy, evidenced in part by the activities of the

Coalition for Literacy, headquartered at the American Library Association;

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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an increasing coordination and funding of library literacy activities at the state le% el,

a continued concentration on literacy collections for adult new readers, ink_luding the

introduction of basic education microcomputer software in libraries,

continued use of Library Ser . ice and Construction Act (LSCA) funds to initiate and support

literacy activities,

an increase in the existence of cooperative library literacy projects invol% mg several types of

agencies;

increased continuing education opportunith--; for libranans on literacy; and

growing concern over the need to evaluate the impact of library literacy programs

Generally, the literature can be categorized into four groups:

1) Research on the topic of libraries and literacy;

2) Discussion of potential roles and activities for libraries involved in literacy education, with

descriptions of current library literacy programs:

3) Bibliographies and collection development guidelines on materials for adult new readers; and

4) News coverage of events and funding of programs.

The review of the literature is intended to highlight the type of literature that has appeared

dunng the 1980s. Special attention is given to articles with detailed information. The approach used in

this first section is that of a bibliographic essay. The second section of the chapter employs the

literature in developing the framework for this study.

DEFINITION OF LITERACY EDUCA1iON

Special effort was made in this study to define what was meant by "literacy education in

libraries." The project staff and advisors developed a statement defining literacy education and added

examples of services that would be and would not be included within the definition.

DEFINITION OF LITERACY EDUCATION

Literacy education provides learning opportunities for adults sixteen and over who
are not enrolled in secondary school. The opportunities include the range from initial
acquisition of basic reading ability through the threshold of functional literacy in home,
work, and community.

The following activities are examples of library involvement in literacy education

Contributing to public understanding of the nature of illiteracy and
ways to increase adult literacy.

Preparing and disseminating print and electronic materials to help
low literate adults to increase their communic,:tion proficiencies.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -- MADISON
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Helping to plan and conduct educational activities for adults seeking
to reach a threshold of functional literacy, for example, recruitment
and training of volunteers.

Including, within adult education activities related to any content
area or life role, a literacy education component that includes
deliberate attention to raising literacy to levols that allow people to
function in society and to enhance their lives.

The following activities are not examples of library involvement in literacy education:

Offering social work or counseling services to assist less advantaged
low literate adults to cope with personal and social problems.

Providing adult vocational education for people at low levels of
proficiency and employment.

Providing course-related remedial education for students enrolled at
the community college or university level.

Undifferentiated provision of library services for the general public,
some small portion of whom are adults with low literacy.

Providing educational opportunities for adults with high
educational levels, to enhance their literacy (such as through Great
Books discussion groups or National Issues Forum study circles).

This definition and examples was duplicated on the cover page of every survey questionnaire used

in the study. In addition, a boxed statement on each approriate page of the questionnaires read, "Note:

Adults sixteen years and over who are not enrolled in secondary school constitute the audience for this
service."

A second effort at defining literacy education in librarieswas through a list of literacy activities

that could be offered by libraries. The list was used in the questionnaires to determine level of

involvement in literacy by a library. The longest list was that for public libraries and contained

fifty-two activities grouped into three roles.. literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy

support services.

LITERACY MATERIALS

Print materials for adult new readers in library

Print materials for adult new readers in another facility

Print materials for ESL in library

Print materials for ESL in another facility

Print materials for tutors in library

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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LITERACY MATERIALS continued

Pnnt materials for tutors in another facility

Audiovisual materials for adult new readers in library

AV materials for adult new readers in another facility

AV materials for ESL in library

AV materials for ESL in another facility

AV materials for tutors in library

AV materials for tutors in another facility

Microcomputers/software for adult new readers in library

Micro/software for adult new readers in another facility

Micro/software for ESL in library

Micro/software for ESL in another facility

Micro/software for tutors in library

Micro/software for tutors in another facility

Develop software for adult new readers

Develop software for ESL

Develop software for tutors

Compile bibliographies

Write literacy materials

Produce literacy pnnt materials

Produce literacy AV materials

Provide a research collection

Identify literacy collections in the area

Provide a demonstration collection

LITERACY INSTRUCTION

Train library literacy tutors

Participate in nonlibrary tutor training

Participate in ABE staff development

Recruit library literacy tutors

Recruit nonlibrary literacy tutors

Recruit students for library program

Recruit students for nonlibrary program

Evaluate student progress

Provide library-based instruction at another location

Library offered CE on literacy for staff

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES

Provide space for tutoring

Publicity about literacy providers

Publicity about literacy problem

Maintain information on literacy prodder',

Provide central literacy phone number

Refer requests to literacy providers

Follow -up on referrals

Provide library tours

Member of literacy coalition

Coordinate literacy effort in community

Library tunds support local literacy efforts

Administer funds for Iota; literacy efforts

Consult with other libraries on literacy

Provide support service to learners

These public library literacy activities were adapted as appropriate for the other types of
libraries.

VARIABLES

The number of library literacy activities reported by the library formed the variable level of

literacy involvement.

The variables used to relate with level of literacy involvement were divided into community

conditions and institutional characteristics. The community conditions variables were:

type of community (urban, urban-suburban, suburban, suburban-rural,and rural)
population size of the service community

existence of other literacy providers in the community

English as a second language

ethnic diversity

education level

poverty level

The institutional characteristics variables were:

revenue per capita

number of funding sources

percent of library revenues from donations and grants in the last five years.

level of adult education activity

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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level of outreach activity

level of cooperative activity with non-library agencies

use of non-literacy volunteers

For those libranes reporting involvement in literacy education, a follow-on program descrptiun

questionnaire was sent to pros ide a fuller impression of the nature of the literacy programs Only the

public library survey provided enough cases of libraries to allow for general observations

CASE STUDIES

In order to allow for exploration of literacy programs that could serve as exemplars, eight case

studies were conducted in the following locations:

Mary H. Weir Public Library
3442 Main Street
Wierton, West Virginia 26062

The literacy program, serving a rural area of the state, has been in existence since 1977 and
is currently supported by city funds. It has written objectives and a separate advisory group
for the literacy program. The library participates in the West Virginia Coalition for
Literacy. Features of the library's literacy program are collection development (print and
audiovisual, including microcomputers), writing and producing literacy materials,
coordinating a volunteer tutonng program that includes tutor training, and a wide range of
non-instructional services in support of local literacy efforts.

Caruthersville Public Library
1002 Ward Avenue
Caruthersville, Missouri 63830

Serving a community of less than 8,000, the library coordinates and funds a volunteer
tutoring program affiliated with Laubach Literacy International. A collection of
materials supports this tutoring effort. Of all the public libraries on the nominated list,
this is the smallest town represented. Local funds support the project which began in 1978.

Onondaga County Public Library
335 Montgomery Street
Syracuse, New York 13202

Since the early 1970s, the library has been involved in local literacy efforts. &ginning in
1983, an effort was made to develop a more extensive literacy collection to support local
tutoring efforts. Non-instructional services, such as publicizing local literacy offerings,
also are an integral part of this library's project; it also writes and produces literacy
materials. Currently, the library's literacy effort is funded from a combination of federal,
state, and local resources. Including this library will provide a model for a library not
involved in direct literacy instruction and as such is representative of many library
literacy programs in the U.S.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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Tulsa City-County Library System
400 Civic Center
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103

The library coordinates a large volunteer tutoring program for Tulsa County, funded
entirely by County funds. Active since 1977, the library approved a literacy coordinator
position in 1984. As a member of a literacy coalition, the library cooperates with
educational, social, and religious groups in serving the adult new reader. A full range of
support services and a print and audio\ isual collection support this instructi nal library
program.

Dodge Correctional Institution
West Lincoln, Box 661
Waupun, Wisconsin 53963

The Dodge Correct, ,al Institution is a maximum security facility housing approximately
600 adult, male, felony-level offenders; It serves as the State of Wisconsin's evaluation
and assignment facility, i.e., sentenced males are sent to this facility for an approximately
six-week assessment period.
This program was selected because it offered:

microcomputers and microcomputer sof tivar. teaching
basic skills (i.e., math, reading, and writing);
literacy tutor training, and
evaluation of student progress.

California State Library
1001 6th Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, California 95814

The California State Library has a strong commitment to library literacy efforts, with 2.5
full-time staff members working on the literacy effort. In addition, the state provides
about four million dollars to support local literacy efforts. The program, called the
California Literacy Campaign, grants funds to libraries that show wide community
involvement in the literacy project. At the state level, the Cooperative California
Alliance for Literacy helps to coordinate literacy efforts. The state agency staff provide
the technical assistance to libraries involved in the California Literacy Campaign (46 in
19851986) and the program has a strong evaluation component. Since the literacy effort is
popular with legislators, the governor, and local communities, the state library agency is
projecting increased involvement in and funding for library literary programs.

E. S. Bird Library
Syracuse University
222 Waverly Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210

Syracuse University has an outstanding collection of print and audiovisual resources on
adult literacy education. For nearly 40 years, the University has collected materials on
adult education to aid researchers, adult education teachers, and students being trained in
teaching methods for adult learners. in addition to published sources from all over the
world, the library houses archival materials from several adult education organizations,
including Laubach Literacy International and Literacy Volunteers of America. The
University recently has received a Kellogg Foundation grant to disseminate the collection

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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using opticaldigital storage; part of this project is th^ funding of a special adult
education manuscripts librarian.

Anson Technical College Learning Resource Center
Box 68
Ansonville, NC 28007

Ansel aunty is a rural county of 25,500 people with an agricultural and textile economic
base. Three key factors are associated with the Learning Resources Center's involvement in
the literacy activities of the Anson Technical College. These are: an expanded role of the
LRC as a public, community library; the efforts of the cu: rent staff to integrate the LRC
into the college; and the presence of the Learning Lab in the LRC.

CONCLUSION

The following observations can be made based on the findings from the surveys of libraries and

from the case studies.

LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY VARIES GREATLY

This study shows that libraries are active partners in the national literacy effort. Activity,

however, is variable. Public libraries, as expected, are the primary provider of literacy services in

frequency and in the range of activities offered. State institution libraries and community

college/technical school libraries report a more limited range of literacy activities and a lower level of

involvement, but both offer traditional library literacy services. State library agencies are taking an

increasingly active role in funding and consultation with local libram2s.

When literacy activity is examined as three rolesliteracy materials, hieracy instruction, and

literacy support servicesall are present in the types of libraries noted above. The role of literacy

instruction, on the whoh., remains the least offered. Literacy support services and literacy materials are

pervasive across all the libraries reporting involvement in literacy.

It is probably misleading to compare literacy activity across all types of libraries. Given the

different missions of the libraries, it would be expected that the type of literacy activity would vary.

The public library, with its mission to serve the general public, offers the widest range of literacy

activities, across the literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services roles.

Because literacy classes are often held in community colleges, the library logically supports the

individual learning of these students by providing collections and learning lab facilities rather than

offering direct instruction. For state institution libraries, literacy training may be offered by a separate

branch of the institution or directly by the library. Depending on the parent institution's approach to

literacy instruction, the library's response will vary.

For college and university libraries, their primary client groups are students and faculty. Their

literacy role would be to provide materials to enhance curriculum and research in adult education. For

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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school libraries, their mission is focused on the school-aged population. While some secondary schools
could open their collection to adult basic education classes in the community, their primary contribution
will be in the area of breaking the illiteracy cycle, that is, family literacy. State library agencies, with

their mission to promote library development, logically look to supporting local literacy efforts with
consultation and funding.

Describing the most likely roles by type of library should not be interpreted as saying that each

library will carry out the same activities. As the data from thequestionnaires show, a library selects
from the entire range of literacy activities, making each program unique depending on the community

and institutional characteristics. To narrowly definea "required" set of literacy activities for a type of

library fails to take into account local differences and preogatives. In particular, a library does not need

to be involved in direct instruction to be "involved" in adult literacy education.

ILLITERACY WON'T BE ACTED ON IF IT'S NOT SEEN

Identifying indicators for levels of literacy in a community is not simple, and this study used four

indicatorspercentage of population for whom English is a second language, ethnic diversity, education

level, and povertyto examine whether the level of literacyactivity would relate with such objective

indicators. This study could identify no clear relationship with communityconditions, but did find a

consistent relationship between level of literacy activity and the attitudes of the library managers

toward literacy services. The case studies further illustrate the importance of the individual's

perception of the need for service. This observation suggests the need for further examination of the

perceptions of librarians regarding the problem of illiteracy and the library's role in literacy services.

LITERACY ACTIVITIES FIT IN A CONSTELLATION OF LIBRARY SERVICES

Across types of libraries, the most consistent predictor of library involvement in literacy services

was the library's involvement in similar kinds of services: adult education activities, outreach services,

and cooperation with non-library agencies. Apparently those libraries more hospitable to such services

are also more open to an increase in the number of literacy activities. In the public librarycase studies,
literacy services were seen a natural response in a tradition of responding to needs in the community, such
as those of the hearing impaired, visually handicapped, homebound.

LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES FIT IN A CONTEXT OF COMMUNITY SERVICE

Libraries were more likely to be involved in literacy when there was more non-library literacy

activity. An opposite expectation might have been justified: that libraries would be more likely to be
involved in literacy education where others were not addressing the problem of illiteracy. The reason
for the finding that library involvement is greater where there are more non-library providers is not
clear. In some cases, the library has been asked for space for tutoring or for literacy materials by the
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non-library pros iders. The presence of literacy education actin ities may increase others' perceptions of

the needs for service. The picture that emerges, however, is of libraries finding their place in the

configuration of literacy educat i services offered in their community. There was little reference to

conflict or redundancy among the adult educators, lib.-ariansind others offering literacy services.

LITERACY SERVICES MAY NOT BE INSTITUTIONALIZED IN THE LIBRARY

The premise of cooperation that underlies much of the library literacy activities leads libranes to

choose among a wide s ariety of activities. To say that libraries are entirely comfortable with their

involvement, howeser, is incorrect. As demand for library literacy activities increases, librarians try to

find a logical place for the service within the organization. Are these activities a part of adult ser Aces,

reference, or outreach? As the data from the questionnaires show, funding from local library sources is

limited; libranes depend on outside sources to fund these activities. As outside funding increases for

library literacy actisities, more attention should be given to assuring that the literacy programs become

more institutionalized, rather than being seen as a "special service." Without this library-wide

acceptance of the literacy service, these activities in most libraries will sutfer the same fate as other

special user services.

A lack of institutional support for literacy activities may stem from a number of factors. As the case

studies and literature illustrate, library literacy programs tend to be identified with an individual who

has a particular interest in this kind of library service. For other libranes, once they become involved in

literacy activities, they realize that the journey for adult new readers to becoming steady library users

is a long one. The payoff for libraries is not dramatic in terms of a new user group; the return to the

community, however, is considerable.

VOLUNTEERS ARE KEY PERSONNEL

Basic to many library literacy programs is support from volunteers. These volunteers, however, tend

to be more "professional" than the general library volunteers. For example, many have a higher

education or other professional background and view their involvement in the literacy program as

profess' mal sers ice. This particularly is true of those ins olved in tutor training and stL -lent recruitment

and placement. Given this level of commitment, libraries find that, as a group, the volunteers are

making many of the service decisions comparable to those that would normally be made by the staff in

other library services The inters sews suggest that this situation has the potential to detract from the

perception of the literacy program as a general library service and that integrating a primarily

solunteer-based library service with more established library services is the challenge facing many of

the rapidly growing library literacy programs.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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EVALUATION IS A CRITICAL AREA FOR DEVELOPMENT

The basic question regarding library literacy programs is "what differencesdo they make?" This is

a perennial question for any library service and is problematic to assess. The majority of librariesare not

involved in direct instruction; these libraries' literacy materials and literacy support services contribute

to the community-wide literacy effort. To what degree these contnbute is particularly difficult to

assess, although interviews with non-library literacy providers suggests that thissupport is critical to

their efforts. On the instructional level, libraries report that their programs are having an impact on

individuals. Each person who reaches his or her learning goal is a success story. But considering the

survey and case study data, the number of adults being helped does not appear to be making a major

difference in the communities' illiteracy rates. The challenge of this low difference is not a library

problem alone; all literacy providers combined are reaching only a limited number of adults who need

help (Kozol, 1986).

LIBRARIES ARE FINDING THEIR PLACE IN THE LITERACY EFFORT

Individually, libraries do make a difference by winning small skirmishes, although nationally,
the campaign against illiteracy may seem to make little progress. When one examines the strengths of

libraries especially public and school librariesservices to children provide a great opportunity to

prevent illiteracy. Prevention of illiteracy, in the long run, has a greater chance of success than

remediation. Family literacy progni _ focussed on parents and children have the potential for more

institution-wide support since these services bring together several different service units in the library.

Recent news from state library agencies (such as, New York and California) of activities in support of
family literacy is encouraging.

The immediate future for library adult literacy programs seems optimistic. Libraries currently

involved in literacy education are reporting expansion of existing services. For those libraries not

involved or with limited involvement, plans to study and start services are reported. In the long term,

however, the current amourt of library literacy activity may level off unless there is librarysupport of

these services. Until literacy services are seen as a basic service function it libraries, many of the

programs will disappear. Libraries, especially public libraries, have historically been involved in

literacy. But a review of this involvement shows upward and downward swings. Increasing community

involvement in library literacy projects and continuation of cooperative efforts among providers can help

assure that this current level of activity at least remains constant, if not increases.

Literacy has always been implicit in the role of libraries. At this time, libraries are making

explicit their role as essential partners in the loca, and national effort. Future library involvement in

literacy activities may dependon parallel services in remediation and prevention. The first may help
alter the texture of the individual's life; the second may do more to break a social cycle.
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CHAPTER ONE

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE ON LITERACY

FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF LIBRARY LITERACY INVOLVEMENT

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE 19804986

Library involvement in literacy activities spans a century of educational services offered by

libraries. Lyman (1979) reported an increase of activities in the 1970s and predicts for the future

"continuing developments in the library world's involvement in literacy education" (p. 213). This section

examines the status of library involvement in literacy education during 1980-1986 as described in the

literature of that period. (A bibliography of the literature for this review can be found in Appendix A.)

Literacy for adults is defined here as sufficient reading, writing, speaking, and math skills for coping

with everyday situations. A more detailed definition is provided in the next section.

A review of the literature for this period shows:

public libraries as the predominant type of library for the delivery of literacy services;

increasing national interest in combating illiteracy, evidenced in part by the activities of thy.

Coalition for Literacy, headquartered at the American Library Association;

an increasing coordination and funding of library literacy -ctivitics at the state level;

a continued concentration on lil_racy collections for adult new readers, including the

introduction of basic education microcomputer software in libraries;

continued use of Library Service and Construction Act (LSCA) funds to initiate and support

literacy activities;

an increase in the existence of cooperative library literacy projects involving several types of

agencies;

increased continuing education opportunities for librarians on literacy; and

growing concern over the 'wed to evaluate the impact of library literacy programs.

Generally, the literature can be categorized into four groups:

1) Research on the topic of libraries and literacy;

2) Discussion of potential roles and activities for libraries involved in literacy education, with

descriptions of current library literacy programs;

3) Bibliographies and collection development guidelines on materials for adult new readers; and

4) News coverage of events and funding of programs.

This review of the literature is intended to highlight the type of literature that has appeared

during the 1980s. Special attention is given to articles with detailed information. The approach used in

this first section is that of a bibliographic essay. Th, second section of this chapter employs the

literature in developing the framework for this study.
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RESEARCH

Research on the topic of libraries and literacy has been reported by Birge (1981) and Smith (1981,

1984). Birge's study, Serving Adult Learners, attempts "to identify the underlying motivations, concerns,

catalysts, and impediments to the development of service for adult independent learners..." (p. xiii).

Her definition of an adult independent learner includes "new Americans" and "new readers," placing

library literacy activities in the broader context of the public library commitment to educational

services. The Birge study provides an historical view of the development of these programs in public

libraries, covering primarily the period from the 1920s to the 1970s. She categorizes these activities for

adult learners into five service areas ranging from provision of materials and information services to

sponsorship and provision of direct instruction. Lyman's (1979) review of the library's role in literacy

from 1955 to 1978 complements and continues beyond the early 1970s the historical information found in

Birge's study.

Smith (1981) provides a snapshot of the extent and type of literacy activities occurring in libraries

and state library agencies in 1980. Surveys were sent to all state library agencies and a sample of public

libraries, public school libraries, community college libraries, state institutional libraries, and nonprofit

agencies cooperating with libraries. Seven case studies of exemplary library literacy programs also are

reported in the study. Approximately onequarter (142) of the 544 libraries about which information

was given in the survey provided some literacy education services. By type of libraries, 53% of public

libraries, 44% of the state institutional libraries, 35% of community college libraries, and 16% of public

school libraries were involved in literacy (p. 135). The definition used for literacy education activities,

however, is not limited to services to adults..iherefore, the extent of involvement by libraries serving

adult learners may well be less than the approximately 25 per cent reported in the Smith study.

Characteristics of libraries involved in literacy also were compared to libraries not involved in literacy

education.

Information on 17 factors were collected from public, state institutional, and community college

libraries. These factors included size of budget, background of library staff, and perceptions about the

need for literacy services by library directors and boards of trustees. Smith cites lack of awareness of the

need for services as the major deterrent to library involvement in literacy. Cooperation with other

agencies is one way awareness of the need for services was generated in the libraries reporting literacy

activity; the majority of public libraries cooperated with other providers of literacy education.

As with the Birge study, Smith categorized the types of literacy activities in libraries. The most

common activities across all types of libraries were: identification, selection and maintenance of

materials for students and tutors; provision of space and equipment for literacy classes, tutoring, or tutor

training; and the provision of information and referral and publicity regarding literacy education

services (p. v). The least common activity repot ted by Smith (1981) was library coordination of literacy

instruction to individuals by volunteer tutors.
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DISCUSSION OF THE ROLE OF LIBRARIES IN LITERACY AND

DISCUSSION OF PROGRAMS

Two key topics within the literature are program planning and activities for libraries interested in

literacy. Traditional explanations of effective program planning are given, although there is an

emphasis on the need to link with other community agenciesparticularly literacy providersin

developing library literacy services. For example, Dale (1980) stresses the need for coordination of

efforts among those concerned about illiteracy and encourages librarians to look outside the library for

potential support groups.

The Literacy Coop in Connecticut (Searles, 1979), the English as a second language (ESL) project in

Washington (Benson, 1983), and the Queens Borough Public Library (NY) tutoring project (Wolf &

Kavanagh, 1983), are three examples of programs that include cooperation with other agenciesas part

of their programs. The case studies in Smith (1981) illustrate the linkages needed in conducting effective

programs. Seymour (1980), in the background papers for the 1979 White House Conference on Library and

Information Services, identifies volunteer tutor groups as potential partners in library literacy efforts.

Like Birge (1981) and Lyman (1979), Smith (1981) addresses the development of primarily public

library involvement in literacy education. She reviews the professional response to illiteracy, starting

with American Library Association activities in the 60s and 70s. Fleming (1982) briefly outlines the

history of literacy activities and provides an annotated list of selected references on the topic. Lyman

(1982) reflects on library literacy efforts and makes suggestions for strengthening these efforts. Among

these suggestions are greater involvement of learners and tutors in decision making and selectio,. .

materials, more collaboration with other providers, and continued staff education and training in

literacy (pp. 21, 22). Drennan (1981) discusses the commitment of both the library and education

communities to literacy and includes information on adult learners, especially new speakers of English.

The Los Angeles County Library Project Libre is explained. The role of public libraries in literacy is

explored by Nauratil (1985) in addressing the broader question of the politics of special services for

nontraditional clienteles. She sees some public librarians as reluctant to provide special materials for

adult new readers; most librarians are said to be unwilling to provide direct reading instruction.

Redistribution of resources in the library from present services to literacy services is seen as unavoidable,

as a sufficiently literate population is necessary for the public library's existence (p. 95).

In addition to discussing the role of the library in literacy, authors focus on library literacy

activities. These activities range from collecting materials to joint publicity effortson literacy

programs. Axam (1983) categorizes activities as "services for teachers" and "services to students."

Alford (1985), based on California projects, offers suggestions for activities in the areas of developing

partnerships, community study, materials, publicity, and equipment. Johnson and Soule (1985) adds

"advocacy for literacy" as another category of activities for libraries. Several activities are suggested

by Perritt (1982); many of these are inexpensive and easy to carry out. The articles prepared by Helen

Lyman (1979-1985) for the ALA Yearbook provide excellent coveraze of library literacy programs
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currently being offered. Descriptions of Ohio literacy activities are offered by Baker, et al. (1982). The

activities of Project: LEARN are explained by O'Brien (1983), along with other national and Ohio

activities. The state-level efforts in California are outlined by Ruby (1984). Nelson (1984) describes

Kentucky's literacy efforts. Based on national efforts and the illiteracy situation in North Carolina,

Griggs (1982) calls for a concentrated effort by public and private agencies (including libraries) to solve

the problem. Curry (1983) describes the adult learner services at Enoch Pratt Free Library (Baltimore).

The Adult Literacy Project in Missis3ippi features tutoring services in a public library (Nunn, 1981).

Spooner and Cretini (1982) describe the collection of high interest-low reading level books at the

Louisiana State Library. State libraries are urged to become involved in the fight against illiteracy by

Mc Callan (1980). She proposes ten ways to join this effort, including provision of funding, consultation,

training, and resources. An entire issue of Library Trends (1986) is focused on library involvement in adult

education activities. The issue provides a summary look at that involvement, with special attention on

the role of the federal government in encouraging library literacy involvement, state library agency

involvement, and evaluation of library literacy programs.

LITERACY MATERIALS

Smith (1981) found that provision of materials was the most common literacy activity carried out

by libraries. The extent of coverage in the literature of this topic shows a continued concentration by

libraries on acquiring materials for adult learners. Aids to evaluating literacy materials can be found in

the introductions to many of the bibliographies of literacy collections. Buckingham (1982) offers

additional information on evaluation criteria and selection aids. Bayley (1980) and Weibel (1984)

review selection criteria and methods of organizing literacy collections in librarie5'. Cataloging and

display of low reading level materials is discussed by Halvorsen (1985). Melissa 3uckingham reviews

materials for adult new readers quarterly for Book list. Bibliographies of literacy materials are

regularly published by libraries with major literacy collections. Examples of these are the lists from the

Reader Development Program in Philadelphia (Buckingham, 1982), VITAL Program in Bloomington,

Indiana (Armstrong & Hunt, 1982), and Literacy Resource Center in Baltimore (Heiser, 1983). Books for

Adult New Readers (1986), produced by Project: LEARN in Cleveland, also is widely distributed. Other

resource guides include those compiled by Berg and Wallace (1980), Heiser (1984), Literacy Volunteers of

America (1980), and Spaziani (1980).

NEWS COVERAGE

The news articles from 1980-1986 provide a view of literacy activities occurring in libraries as well

as insight into the funding of these activities. The annual articles in the ALA Yearbook add to this

coverage of events. Continuing education activities on literacy for librarians have been reported in

several states; these are regularly summarized in the ALA Yearbook articles. Statewide efforts are

covered in the literature. States reviewing coverage are Alabama, California, Texas, Kentucky,
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Colorado, Illinois, Virginia, Massachusetts, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. Lyman (1985) reports

that the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies adopted a resolution at their 1984 meeting encouraging

state library agencies to take an active role in literacy in developing and coordinating library efforts.

Funding of library literacy projects comes from varied sources, however, those programs described in the

literature are predominantly funded initially by Library Services and Construction Act (Titles I and VI)

grants. Limited information is provided in the literature about the continuance of such programs. State

level funding has recently been announced by California, Illinois, and Texas.

The formation of the Coalition for Literacy in 1981 has generated a number of news items related to

that group's efforts. The Coalition, coordinated by the Amencan Library Association (ALA), isa group

of eleven organizations gathered to work on the literacy situation at a national level (ALA, 1984). In

addition to ALA, organizations involved are the American Association for Adult and Continuing

Education, National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, CONTACT, National Advisory

Council on Adult Education, B. Dalton Booksellers, Laubach Literacy International, Literacy Volunteers

of America, International Reading Association, National Council of State Directors of Adult Education,

and American Association of Advertising Agencies. The first major project of the group was a national

advertising campaign developed by the Advertising Council. The purpose of the campaign is to inform

the public about the literacy problem and to recruit volunteer tutors. The role each organization plays

and the media campaign are descnbed by Heiser (1984).

CONCLUSION

While the literature from 1980 to 1986 provides an adequate picture of public library literacy

activities, there is limited information about programs in non-public libraries. The Smith (1981) study

remains the primary source of information about projects in libraries other than public libraries.

Descriptions of public library programs in the literature focus on projects in urban areas and provide

little information on library literacy in rural areas. In both cases non-public libraries and rural public

librariesa question remains as to the extent of involvement by these libraries. There also is a lack in

the literature of a distinctive planning model for community-based library literacy projects. B. Dalton's

Guidelines for Effective Adult Literacy Programs (1985) is one possible outline for libraries to examine.

Johnson and Soule (1985, 1987) describe a planning process based on cooperative efforts with community

organizations. Evaluation of program impact as part of a library literacy planning process is not

adequately coverea and librarians are beginning to search for appropriate evaluation techniques.

Four factors may contribute to continuing coverage and interest in the library's role in literacy

activities. First, the national efforts of the Coalition for Literacy will keep the issue visible in the

library community. Second, the funding of a literacy title for LSCA provides additional funds for library

activities. Third, state level initiativesboth for funding and coordination of activitiesare becoming

a reality. Filially, the proposed second White House Conference on Library and Information Services

has "literacy" as one of its three themes.
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FRAMEWORK FOR THE sTuoY OF LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

Currently it is estimated that between 20 to 35 per cent of the adults in the United States are unable

to read, write, and compute well enough to function effectively in today's society (Hunter and Harman

1979, Kozol 1985, Nauratil 1985). The range of estimates is due, in part, to the lack of an agreed upon

definition of illiteracy and the degree to wh;ch authors want to emphasize or de-emphasize the scope

of the problem. Definitions are usua'ly based on either years of school completed or a determined level

of "functioning" in writing, reading, and math. There is, however, consensus among education researchers

that regardless of the precise number v,ithal that range, the rate of illiteracy is a major problem in the

United States (Hunter and Harman 1979; Kozoi 1985; Harman 1987). For the purposes of this study,

literacy is defined as "the ability to read, write, or do mathematical computations with enough

understanding to perform basic survival functions in society with accuracy" (John.on and Soule 1987,

p. 1).

Since literacy education is the type of service to be examined, the following definition will be used:

"Literacy education provides learning opportur.ities for adults sixteen and over who are not enrolled in

secondary school. The opportunities include t range from initial acquisition of basic reading ability

through the threshold of functional literacy in home, work, and community."

The programmatic response to the literacy iroblem has involved educational, volunteer, and

business organizations (Cook 1977, Lyman 1977). Libraries, particularly public libraries, also have been

part of that programmatic response. The involvement of libraries in combating illiteracy varies, much

like the estimates of the problem, from simply providing appropriate materials to strategic planning

and participation in multi-agency literacy coalitions (Smith 1981, Lyman 1977). This involvement is not

a totally new role for public libraries. Serving the ad alt learner of all educational lel, els can be traced to

the beginning of public libraries in the 1850s, this includes services to the illiterate population although

special attention to serving that group became evident since the mid-1960s. (Birge 1981, Monroe 1963,

1986).

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

There has been some investigation of the types of literacy services offered by libraries

(MacDonald, 1966; Hiatt and Drennan, 1967; Birge, 1981; Smith, 1981; Nauratil, 1985). The focus of

these investigations has been on program characteristics and activities, not on a consideration of the

characteristics that may be associated with library involvement in literacy activities. This raises the

following research question: What characteristics of the library and community are associated with

public libraries involved in literacy?

For the most part, research in literacy uses as its theoretical framework findings from the field of

adult education. This theoretical framework explores the characteristics of the problem of illiteracy

(APL 1975, Cook 1977, Resnick and Resnick 1977, Hunter and Harman 1979, Kozol 1985, Harman 1987),
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typologies of learning styles of adults (Kidd 1973, Knowles 1980, 1984, Knox 1977), approaches to

teaching literacy skills (Mezirow, Darkenwald, Knox 1975, Kavale and Lindsey 1977), and adult

learner motivation and participation (Boshier 1977, Cross 1981, Tough 1971). The problem addressed

here, however, is not concerned with the educational techniques of literacy education. Instead, the focus

is on examining the library response to a community problemthe need for literacy education. Rather

than an educational theoretical framework, the requirement is for a theoretical basis that studies an

organizational response to a community problem.

Organization theory provides such a framework. Its applications of the systems approach call

attention to inter-relationships between the environment and the organization. Organization research
based on the systems paradigm examines the relationships between environmental factors,

organizational structure, use of technology, managerial decision-making, behavior, and organizational

effectiveness. Organization theory suggests variables and their relationships that may be selected for

the study of any type of organization. In this study, the type of organization being studied is the library.

Other researchers, such as Howard (1985), have used the systems paradigm in studying the library

as an organization. Shoham (1984) used the paradigm in studying public library response to

environmental conditions.

The two most likely groups of variables to examine in this study were drawn from the organization

theory literature: community or situational variables and institutional or strategic variables.

Khandwalla (1977) defines situational variables as those drawn from the situation in which the

organization functions; they include demographics of the community. Situational variables are the most
difficult to change dramatically by managerial action.

Institutional variables include the organization's goals, managerial style and attitudes, and

organizational strategy. These variables can be manipulated by the manager. The strategy of an

organization can be seen through the actual activities an organization carries out.

These two groups of variables affect the activities conducted by an organization. These activities

produce the performance variables, ir.cluding efficiency, services (outputs), and community acceptance.
Although f?iv studies have been done in the area of library involvement in literacy, the existing

literature suggests that situational and strategic variables are associated with literacy involvement
(Smith 1981).

The dependent variableperformanceis defined in this study as library involvement in literacy.

This variable, along with the community and institutional variables, provide the framework for this
study of library involvement in literacy education.

COMMUNITY VARIABLES

As discussed earlier, it is difficult to determine the literacy levels in a given community. What,

then, are demographic or situational variables that are associated with illiteracy which might be used
to ;nfer the level of literacy in a given community and, as such, can serve as an operational definition of
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"illiteracy level"? The educationally disadvantaged are defined by Hunter and Harman (1979) as those

over the age of 25 who have not completed high school; it is concluded that those who are educationally

disadvantaged are more likely to be functionally illiterate. These authors provide the most complete

evaluation of the relationship of demographic variableseducation level, poverty, and racial and

ethnic backgroundto illiteracy. Those persons at or below the poverty level and racial and ethnic

minorities are more likely to be educationally disadvantaged. Hunter and Harman (1979) refer to these

as "the overlapping spheres of the disadvantaged" (p. 36). If a diagram showed the overlap of the

three spheresthose with less than a high school education, the poor, and racial and ethnic

minoritiesthe intersection would be the functionally illiterate population.

One additional variable may be helpful in describing the illiteracy level in a communitythe

number of residents for whom English is a second language (ESL). Hunter and Harman (1979) discuss this

as an aspect of racial/ethnic origins. They note the difficulties of Spanish-speaking populations and

the relationship of this problem to low levels of educational achievement (p. 43). Mathews, Chute, and

Cameron (1986) relate the ESL population to the problem of illiteracy and report that "roughly

one-third of illiterates age twenty and above were born abroad and speak a non-English language at

home" (p. 235). In addition, they note that 1.4 million refugees and immigrants are added to that number

annually. Kirsch and Jungeblut (1986) found, based on 3,600 interviews, that approximately 15 percent of

the young adult population grew up in households where a language other than English was spoken.

Lyman (1977) concluded that "a primary language other than standard English is one of the most

common characteristics of the ABE learner" (p. 86). Only one study of library involvement in literacy

examined two of these demographic variables associated with literacy: racial/ethnic origin and

English as a second language. Smith (1981) found that public libraries in demographically

heterogeneous areas of service are more likely to provide literacy education than public libraries in

homogeneous communities (p. 28). No operational definition, however, is given by Smith for

"demographically heterogeneous," although it seems to include both the presence of more than one

racial/ethnic group and the presence of an ESL population.

In the few studies related to library involvement in literacy, some additional community variables

were identified. All of these studies were, however, in public libraries. Based on 15 case studies,

MacDonald (1966) described a high level of concern by community leadership for the literacy problem as

being associated with libraries that were involved in literacy activities. Hiatt and Drennan (1967)

found that when public libraries were involved in literacy, their communities also supported other

literacy organizations. (This finding ,that libraries involved in literacy are often located in

communities with non-library literacy education activities, was also supported by the case studies

conducted for this investigation.) For the public libraries located in urban sites, other literacy activities

are being conducted in the communities in addition to the library's activities (See Chapter 3.). Smith

(1981) drew information from several types of libraries. The seventeen variables in the study can be

grouped as:
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location characteristics (community indicators),

organizational factors (branches, system membership),
library size characteristics (several measures of library size),

financial characteristics (budget, funding sources),

staff,

methods used to determine local needs, and

board and directors' perceptions regarding the library's role in literacy and educational
activities.

Most of these characteristics were associated with public library involvement, but few were
related to involvement by community college and state institution libraries (pp. 135 -149).

One limitation, however, of the Smith study should be pointed out. The definition used for literacy
education was: "instructional, informational or other activities directed toward increasing the reading,

writing and computational skills of children, youth and adults" (p. 5). The Smith definition was
broader than the one being used in the present study because it included youth and children.

Based on the literature and input from the project staff and advisory group, eight community
variables were selected to be examined in relation to the dependent variable, library involvement in
literacy education. These variables are: type of community, e.g., urban/suburban/rural, the related
variable of size of the service community, and the number of other literacy organizations in the

community. Since the primary client for literacy services is the illiterate population, measures of
illiteracy are needed. As discussed above, this variable will be defined as a composite of four community
variables: English as a second language population, ethnic diversity, level of educational attainment,

and poverty level.

INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES

Only five studies have addressed institutional characteristics that relate with library services to
the disadvantaged.

MacDonald (1966) identified three organizational characteristics that are related to libraries
involved in literacy education. They are:

a concern of the library administration for the problem;

commitment of the library staff to an outreach orientation; and
alternative funding for library services (beyond local and state tax support).

Hiatt and Drennan (1967) used responses to requests for information from 300 public libraries and a
presentation at an ALA conference for their study. Although the results are not generalizable because
the original list of three hundred was a purposive sample, the characteristics evident in the discussion
of projects add validity to MacDonald's (1966) features. In addition to outside funding and staff
commitment to outreach, use of volunteers in the library was reported by the libraries involved in
literacy.
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Drawing on data from 147 interviews with library staff in inner city libraries, Monroe (1971)

identified requirements for a library sell mg the disadvantaged. Among those listed was a need for an

understanding on the part of library administration of the realities of the environment and the need for

services to the disadvantaged (pp. 262-267). Lipsman 0972), in her study of the urban disadvantaged,

identified four organizational characteristics in those libraries with "effective" services for the

disadvantaged:

cooperative activities with other agencies;

visibility of library activities in the community;

staff available for outreach projects; and

a library collection that emphasizes both print and audiovisual resources.

Smith (1981) characterized public libraries involved in literacy activities as:

providing inservice training,

owning several types of audiovisual materials,

having multiple funding sources,

accessing federal funds, and

having support f, om the director for library involvement in literacy education (p. 27 - 29).

Smith also identified a relationship between the degree of interest and support by the board of

tnistees and library involvc:nent in literacy. Those libraries involved in literacy reported strong interest

and support of library involvement in literacy by the board.

Smith found only two factors associated with community college library involvement: affiliation

with a system of libraries and increases in budget. For state institutions, library involvement in literacy

was associated with affiliation with a system of libraries, inservice training for staff, and interest and

support from the director and board.

The case studies conducted for this current study confirm the existence of these variables in libraries

engaged in literacy activities. Several strategic variables have been identified in these site visits,

including:

positive view by the director and board of literacy services as an appropriate role for the

public library,

existence of other adult education activities in the library,

provision of outreach services for users with special needs,

participation in cooperative activities with non-library agencies,

use of multiple funding sources, and

use of volunteers.

The library literature discussed above suggests that the strategic variables of interest include

funding variables such as revenue per capita, number of funding sources, ano percentage of revenue from

grants and donations. The variable, library's perception of the library's role in literacy education,

would indicate a degree of positive attitude toward library involvement in literacy. The existence of
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similar services in the library are reflected in four variables: number of adult education activities,

number of outreach activities, number of cooperative activities with non-library agencies, and use of

volunteers. The presence of a greater variety of print and audiovisual formats in the library is not
considered here as this variety may be more a reflection of the size of the library's budget, and the

budget size is measured in revenue per capita.

DEFINING LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

Prior to studying the relationships between the situational and strategic variables and library
involvement in literacy, that involvement needs to be defined. As seen in the history of library

involvement in educational activities, there are differing definitions of the library roles in literacy.
The library literature primarily provides program descriptions (e.g., MacDonald 1966, Hiatt and
Drennan 1967, Erteschik 1977, ALA 1978, Birge 1981). Efforts to consolidate this descriptive literature
have been undertaken by Lyman (1977), Smith (1981), Nauratil (1985), and Weingand (1986). Reports of
library literacy activities supported by state and federal funds also provided examples for the

definition of library involvement in literacy education (e.g., United State Department of Education

(1987) and Mathews, Chute, & Came:on (1986)).

Lyman (1977) describes a range of library involvement in literacy from a collections orientation to
direct instruction. She defines library involvement in literacy with ten groupings of activities. The
library may serve as:

1. an information center for learning opportunities, providing referral services and cooperating
with other agencies;

2. a resource center for materials for the adult new learner and for those working with this group;
3. a recruiter for literacy programs, including publicity about those programs;
4. a source of encouragement for the potential reader, offering alternative activities;
5. a study cente, providing space for individuals or groups at accessible hours;
6. an information center on the library and what it can offer students and literacy instructors and

tutors;

7. a facilitator for planning, training, and inservice sessions for the community, teachers, and
tutors;

8. a liaison agency between the individual, the library, and the literacy provider;
9. a participant in the evaluation process of community literacy services; and
10. a source of professional assistance as an organizer, and service provider (pp. 7 -11).

Smith (1981) categorized library literacy activities into five groups based on a review of the
literature through 1978. The five most common roles as described in the literature were:

1. offering information and referral, as a liaison between the adult new learner and the literacy
provider;

2. provision and storage of materials;
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3. development of training kits, newsletters, and annotated bibliographies for students and

L :racy providers;

4. provision of space for tutoring and classes and commitment of staff to the literacy effort; and

5. publicizing library and non-library literacy services (pp. 31-32).

Nauratil (1985) provided a historical view of library literacy services which confirms the types of

activities cited by Lyman and Smith. She paid additional attention, however, to the varying ways in

which libraries are becoming involved in the instruction aspects of literacy services. This type of

activity is seen as more direct or intensive than the most common role of the provision of materials and

space. Nauratil did point out the increasing use of computer technology in library literacy services.

SUMMARY

Based on the primarily descriptive literature discussed above, it can be posited that literacy

activities fall into three general categories:

literacy materials,

literacy instruction, and

literacy suppor,

These roles can be defined in terms of activitieswhat libraries actually do. A typology of literacy

activities fer each of the roles literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support

serviceswas developed for this study. For example, the literacy materials role includes the basic

activities of providing print and audiovisual materials for adult new learners, for new speakers of

English, and for tutors or instructors. The provision of microcomputers and basic skills software is

another facet of this role. The creation of new materialssuch as books, audiorecordings,

videorecordings, or microcomputer softwarecomplements the collecting functions in this role.

In the literacy instruction role, the primary activities include recruitment, training, and placement

of volunteer tutors and recruitment and placement of students. The library in this role also may conduct

these activities jointly with another literacy provider or in support of literacy projects in the

community. Another feature of this role is raising staff awareness of the literacy problem,

characteristics of the illiterate person, and the needs of the adult new learner.

In the literacy support services role, the activities incorporate many cooperative activities, such as

joint publicity of area literacy services, participation in a literacy coalition, referral of persons in need

of literacy education to the appropriate providers, and advocacy for literacy. This role also includes the

provisi^n of library facilities for tu,, ,g or classes and tutor training sessions.

It is assamed that a library is involved in literacy if activities are conducted from one, two, or three

of the roles. Given the different community needs and community services, library involvement in

literacy will vary. It is, therefore, not a simple case of a library either being involved or not. Instead, it

was posited in this study that libraries will emphasize different roles in literacy :ducation and may

select activities from each role.

As discussed in this chapter, several community and institutional variables have been identified
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for study. The selected variables can be organized as a model of variables related to library literacy

involvement. This model provides the structure for this study by detailing the independent variables
(community and institutional) and their relationship to the dependent variablelibrary involvement
in literacy education. Most of the literature used, however, is from the study of public libraries. There is
only limited information on the involvement in literacy education of other types of libraries. This
limited information makes it difficult to suggest possible variables that are associated with their

involvement in literacy. The framework suggested by organizational theory does, however, suggest that
other types of libraries may operate in a similar fashion as public libraries. A fuller discussion of how
these variables were measured is discussed in Chapter Two.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY,

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS, AND

MEASURES OF VARIABLES

METHODOLOGY

POPULATIONS AND SAMPLE

The populations for this study are: public libraries (8,561), community colleges/technical school

libraries (1230), state institution libraries (838), colleges and university libraries (2014), public school

districts with secondary school libraries (11,260), and state library agencies (50). All of the libraries

and agencies are located in the United States. The information needed to create mailing lists was

provided by the U.S. Department of Education for all groups except the state institutions. For state

institutions, the project staff requested from each state agency a list of state institutions serving adults.

All but four of the states provided information; the American Library Directory --Id a guide to

correctional institutions were used to identify state institution libraries in the nonresponding states.

The entire population was used for the study in all but two groups: school districts and public
libraries. For these groups, samples were drawn using the Unified Data Handler software program.

After the researcher specifies the sampling ratio, the Unified Data Handler software p ;ram
generates a simple random sample.

For school districts, a 10% sampling ratio was used for all districts that contained secondary school
libraries.

For public libraries, in order to ensure adequate representation of larger public libraries, a

stratific: sample design was used. Smaller libraries are far mor,-: numerous than are large libraries, and

literacy education was expected to be found more often in la:ger libraries. Therefore, a total stratified,

random sample of 1439 was selected from the population of public libraries in the United States. Within
each stratum, a simple random
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sample was drawn. Table 1 shows the sampling ratios a ad resulting sample sizes for public libraries.

TABLF 2-1

Coma unity
Population

SAMPLE SIZES AND SAMPLINC, RATIOS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Population Sampling Sample
of Libraries Ratio Size

Up to 25,000 5467 1/20 (4.8%) 262

25,001 to 50,000 1440 1/5 (18.8%) 270

50,001 to 75,000 774 1/3 (32.3%) 250

75,001 to 100,000 483 1/2 (53.8%) 260

Over 100,000 397 1/1 (100%) 397

TOTALS: 8561 1439

Because of an expected low incidence of library involvement in literacy education, an additional

attempt was made to identify libraries known to be involved in literacy for a reputational sample.

Libraries were identified through a review of the professional literature and through statelibrary

nominations. A total of 293 public libraries were identified that were not part of the original stratified,

random sample. These libraries received the initial public library and Program Description

questionnaires.

QUESTIONNAIRE

The first drafts of the questionnaires were developed in March 1986. These drafts were pretested by

all types of libraries (some of which were involved in literacy) in early April. A second draft,

incorporating the changes from the first pretest, was sent in late April to a second group of libraries and

to the seven-member advisory group for the Libraries and Literacy Education project. Revisions based on

the second pretest were made in May 1986.

In July 1986, based on the comments by the U.S. Department of Education, the questionnaires and a

sample cover letter were sent to the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for approval to meet

Federal data collection requirements. Approval for the questionnaires was received in January 1987.

Changes required by OMB were incorporated into the final versions of the questionnaires. The

questionnaires were precoded to allow for efficient data entry. (See Appendix C for copies of all the

questionnaires.)

The first mailing of the initial questionnaires was completed by March 20, 1987. The questionnaires

and cover letters were mailed using bulk mail, and a business reply envelope was included with the

questionnaire for its return. (Cover letters are in Appendix C.) The business reply envelope was coded to

determine non-respondents for a second mailing. By charting the returns of the questionnaires by date
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and number returned, it was possible to determine the datc for the second mailing. When the total

weekly returns declined to less than ten, the second mailing for each type of library was initiated. The

second mailing to non-respondents was completed by May 15, 1987. A slightly revised cover letter was

used, emphasizing the importance of their response even though the library might not be involved in

literacy education (Appendix C). After the second mailing, returned questionnaires were examined to

assure that non-respondents were not geographically different from the respondents. The returns were

geographically distnbuted across the United States for each population or sample. Table 2 shows the

response rate from all types of libraries.

TABLE 2-2

RESPONSE RATES BY TYPE OF LIBRARY

Survey Usable
size returns

Return
rate

PUBLIC LIBRARIES 1439 793 55.1%

COMMUNITY COLLEGE 1230 429 34.9%
LIBRARIES

STATE INSTITUTION 838 270 32.2%
LIBRARIES

COLLEGE /UNIVERSITY 2014 711 35.3%
LIBRARIES

SCHOOL DISTRICTS 1126 396 35.2%

STATE LIBRARY 50 47 94.0%
AGENCIES

For two of the samples, the returns indicated that further study would produce no information about

literacy activities in libraries. For school districts, the response rate to the initial mailing was very

low. In the second mailing to school districts, the cover letter had a tear-off at the bottom so that those

not planning to respond could acknowledge receipt of the questionnaire (See example letter in Appendix

C.). Since the definition of the audience for literacy education used in this study was "adults sixteen

years and over who are not enrolled in secondary school," literacy activities offered to those enrolled in

criinol were excluded. The ro_sponses receivcd indicated no adult aLiis, Ines in secondary school

library media centers.

College and university libraries, similarly, h little involvement in literacy activities and many

questioned, on their returned questionnaires, whether they had received a questionnaire by accident.

The only literacy activity found in college and university libraries was providing collections that might

support the study of literacy.
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For those public, community college, and institution libraries that indicated library involvement in

literacy education on the last question of the initial questionnaire, a Program Description Questionnaire

was designed to gather additional information on the literacy program characteristics (See Appendix

C). Additional information was requested in six areas:

cooperative activities,

funding,

planning,

evaluation,

personnel, and

collections.

The program description questionnaires were sent during July 1987; no follow-up mailing was

conducted. Table 2-3 shows the number of Program Description Questionnaires mailed and the return

rate.

TABLE 2-3

RETURN RATE OF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRES

Number
sent

Number
returned

Return
rate

PUBLIC LIBRARIES 451 246 54.5%

COMMUNITY COLLEGE 39 20 51.3%
LIBRARIES

STATE INSTITUTION 91 34 37.4%
LIBRARIES

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND MEASURES OF VARIABLES

The measures selected for this study have come primarily from the literature discussed in Chapter

One. Because the research literature to date has focused on program description, the surveys used and

the case studies examined did not yield standardized measures for the variables examined in this study.

The exception to this are those measures, i.e., educational and poverty levels, that were collected from

the U. S. Census. Unless otherwise noted, data for the variables come from the questionnaires developed

for this

COMMUNITY VARIABLES

For public libraries, community colleges, and school districts, the variable type of community is

defined as the degree of urbanization of the community. The measure of this is one of five choices: urban,

urban-suburban, suburban, suburban-rural, and r.iral. For state institutions, this variable would be the
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type of clients served, i.e., imprisoned, mentally handicapped. This variable was not examined for the

other types of libraries.

The variable population size of the service community is defined as the population size of the

s 'rvice area the library is primarily intended to serve. For the public libraries and school districts, this

figure was the total number of residents in the primary service area. For community college libraries and

college and university libraries, this figure included the total number of students, faculty, and staff. For

state institutions the figure included residents and staff. This variable was not used for state library

agencies.

The variable existence of other literacy providers in the community is defined as the presence of

other literacy providers in the service community. These providers include: the community

college/technical school, the school district, volunteer literacy tutoring group, ,, the college/university,

public library or library system, and other. The measure used for each type of library was a total number

of other literacy providers in the community. (See the questionnaires in Appendix C to determine which

providers were included in the total for each type of library.) For state library agencies, the only

measure of this was the presence of a statelevel library literacy effort.

The next four variables discussedEnglish as a second language, ethnic diversity, education level,

and poverty levelare used to infer the illiteracy level of the community.

As discussed in Chapter One, previous studies have used the four variables as a operational

definitions of illiteracy level (e.g., Hunter and Harman 1979, AAEC 1973, Kirsch Jungeblut 1986,

Nauratil 1985, Childers 1975). The variable English as a second language population is defined as the

percentage of those persons in the community whose primary language is other than English. The

variable ethnic diversity is defined as the presence of minority groups in the service community. This is

measured by the total percentage of the following four groups in the community: Asian, Black (not

Hispanic), Hispanic, and Ns tive American. These data are reported on the questionnaire. The variable

education level was used only with public libraries. It is defined as the incidence of adults in the

community with less than a high school education. This is measured as the percent of adults 25 years old

and over with less than a high school education. The source of the data is the 1930 U.S. Census. Since

these data are reported only for adults 25 years old and over, that is the figure used in this variable.

Therefore the actual figure is probably undercounted for this study which uses 16 as the age level of

importance. The variable poverty level also was used only for public libraries. It is defined as the level

of poverty in the service community. This is measured by the percent of all persons below the poverty

level. The poverty level used is that defined in the 1980 U.S. Census: $4190 for individuals (U. S. Bureau
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of the Census 1982, p. 417). The percent of persons below the poverty level was collected from the 1980

Census.

INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES

The variable revenue per capita is calculated from the variables total revenue and service

population. The total revenue is measured as the actual revenue for fiscal year 1986. Revenue per capita

is computed by dividing the total revenue by the service population as defined above. The revenue per

capita is used as a measure for size of the library and to examine in more detail the relationship of

revenue to library involvement in literacy education. This variable was not used for state library

agencies.

The variable number of funding sources is defined as the number of sources of revenue for library

operations in FY 1986. Funding sources include local taxes, state aid, contra, tual services, library

foundation grants, ion-library foundation grants, federal and state government grants, donations and

gifts, and other sources. The total number of sources possible varies by type of library (See questionnaires

in Appendix C.). The measure used is the total number of funding sources for FY 1986. Since it was

expected that much of the literacy activity would be funded from outside funds, a second funding source

variable also is used: percent of library revenues from donations and grants in the last five years.

The variable level of adult education activity is defined as the breadth of adult education

activities conducted by the library. Based on descriptions in the literature of these activities, up to five

activities were selected to represent the range of adult education activities. The actual number of these

activities used for the measure varied depending on the type of library (See questionnaires in Appendix

C). The five activities being used in this study to measure level of adult education activity are:

on-site educational counseling for assessing needs and planning an educational program,

adult informational programming (e.g., on storks, study habits, writing papers, or bicycle

repair, etc.),

maintenance of files to identify learning opportunities in the community,

referral to other educational institutions and organizations, and

adult programming to enhance reading (e.g., book discussions, author lectures, etc.).

The measure used is the total number of types of activities checked.

The variable level of outreach activity is defined as the amount of outreach activity conducted by

the library. This was used only with public libraries. As with adult education activities, no index of

outreach activities is availabi_ to use as a measure of this variable. The selection of activities used

here is based on identifying a range of services to special user populations. The six activities selected for
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this study to measure the level of library outreach activity are:

provide materials to residents of nursing homes,

provide materials to residents of correctional institutions,

offer programming outside the library for adults (e.g., at senior centers or recreational centers),

deliver materials to the homebound,

offer telephone reference service via telecommunication devices for the deaf or hearing

impaired (TDD/TTY), and

plan cooperative programming with non-library agencies on social problems.

The measure of level of outreach activity is the total number of these activities checked.

The variable level of cooperative activity with non-library agencies is defined as the breadth of

cooperative activities conducted by the library with non-library agencies. As with adult education

activity and outreach activity, a measure was not available for this variable. The list of activities

selected for this study reflects the range of services traditionally offered independently by the library,

all of which can be conducted in cooperation with a non-library agency or organization. Up to ten

activities were selected to represent the range of cooperative activity. The actual number of these

activities used for the measure varied depending on the type of library (See questionnaires in Appendix

C). This measure was not used for state library agencies or state institution libraries.

The ten activities being used in this study to measure level of cooperative activity are:

selecting materials,

sharing information about services,

co-sponsoring programs,

sharing resources,

attending other agency meetings /programs,

undertaking publicity efforts,

referring patrons to appropriate services,

participating in other agency staff training,

inviting agency personnel to participate in library continuing education offerings, and

representing library on boards and committees.

The measure of level of cooperative activity will be the total number of activities.

The variable use of volunteers is defined as the use of library volunteers (non-paid personnel) :n

non-literacy activities. The measure of this variable is the total number of volt leer hours per year.

The variable library's attitude of the library's role in literacy is defined as the respondent's

attitudes regarding the importance of the library's role in literacy. The questionnaires went to the
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director for public libraries and college and university libraries, to the state librarian (or their

designee) for state library agencies, and the librarian for the other types of libraries. For school

districts, the questionnaires were sent to the Director of Library Media Services for the district. The

measure used for this variable is a score from an index of attitude statements that indicate a positive

view toward library involvement in literacy education. The attitude statements used a ten-point scale

as the measure. The index was calculated by summing the score on the attitude statements and dividing

by the nur-her of statements. For state libraries, a separate set of attitude statements were used

regarding unique roles that a state library agency may assume in literacy education.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE

The variable library involvement in literacy is defined as a range of adult literacy activities

conducted by the library. This variable is computed from the number of literacy activities identified by

the respondent as occurring in the library. The range of activities varies depending on the type of library

(See Appendix C.) The public libraries had the highest possible number of activitiesa total of 52.

DATA ANALYSIS

As described in the variables section of this chapter, some of the variables needed to be calculated

from the data reported on the questionnaires. These calculated variables are: total number of other

literacy providers, ethnic diversity, revenue per capita, total number of funding sources, total number of

adult education activities, total number of outreach activities, total number of cooperative activities,

ao.d positive attitude index. In relating each of these variables with total library literacy activities, a

Pearson's correlation coefficient was calculated to indicate the strength of the relationship. For type of

community, a Chi square was computed to determine if differences exist between the level of literacy

involvement (low, medium, high) and type of community. For those Chi squares that are significant, the

coefficient of contingency was computed to determine the strength of the relationships. Frequencies were

calculated for the data from the program description questionnaires. Data were analyzed separately for

each type of library and are reported in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

AMOUNT AND TYPE OF LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Public libraries were asked whether they provided literacy services in three areas: litera y

materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services. The types of literacy activity are reported

here in terms of their frequency as a description of public library involvement in literacy education. The

number of types of activities checked by a library is then also used to form the variable library

involvement in literacy.

Public libraries are involved in all of the 52 activities asked about in the questionnaire. When

examining the activities by their area, literacy support services was the prevalent group with over half

of the activities offered by more than 50% of the libraries. A table of frequencies of literacy activities

by the categories literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services is at the end of

this chapter in Table 3-10.

The variable level of involvement in literacy was measured by the total number of activities

reported by a library. The maximum score possible is 52; the highest actual total is 41. For the public

library sample, approximately the same size sample was drawn from each of five population groups.

Because each population group varies in number of libraries, however, the results from the sample need

to be weighted in order to generalize findings to the population of public libraries. To combine responses

on the 52 literacy activities across all groups, each group was weighted according to its relative

proportion in the overall population of public libraries. These weighted responses were then summed

across all groups.

Using the weighted responses, 77% of public libraries offer less than 14 literacy activities, while

19.1% have moderate involvement in literacy education, 14 to 28 activities. Only 3.9% have a high

level of involvement in literacy, reporting more than 28 activities. In 12.8% of the libraries, no literacy

activities are offered.

The figures for public library involvement in literacy are higher for the unweighted sample since

there are more smaller libraries (serving populations of 25,000 or less) and their overall activity in

literary is low. The frequencies on the level of literacy score for the unweighted sample indicate that

there is low involvement by over 50% of the respondents. Of 676 libraries responding to all of the items,

53.4% conducted less than 14 literacy activities; 5.2% offered no literacy activities. Moderate

invnivornont in litnracy, 14 to /8 activities, was reported by 38.6%. Eight per cent were in the high

involvement category of over 28 activities. The remainder of the analyses will use the unweighted

results.

Q
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The definition used in this study for level of involvement is based on the responses to questions on

literacy activities which ask about actual behavior. The "low" level of involvement roughly

corresponds with the number of respondents who, when asked about future involvement in literacy,

indicated that they were not currently involved (44.8%, question 57). The noninvolvement question is

self-reported based on each individual's definition of literacy involvement.

A profile of "typical" public library involvement in literacy education would include activities

from the literacy materials and literacy support services categories. Such a library would provide a

collection of print materials for adult new readers and tutors and instructors. This collection would be

supported with services in the reference department: referral of requests about literacy services,

providing a central location for information on these services, and maintenance of information on

literacy providers. Space is available for tutoring and classes, and the library provides tours and

orientation for adult new readers. Publicity regarding the problem of illiteracy is carried out by the

library, and librarians consult with other librarians on the issue of literacy. Table 3-1, in rank order,

shows the most frequently offered services (50% or more offering the service).
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TABLE 3-1

MOST FREQUENTLY OFFERED PUBLIC LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity

Refer requests about literacy
services to the appropriate literacy provider

Maintain information about
literacy providers in the area

Provide literacy print
materials for adult new readers in the library

Consult with other libraries
on literacy issues and services

Have space that is regularly used for literacy
tutoring or adult basic education or tutor
training programs

Provide literacy print materials for use by
literacy tutors or instructors

Provide the primary contact publicized telephone
or number for information on literacy and
referral of clients

Publicize the problem of of illiteracy (e.g., public
hearings, informational programs, library
displays, news, . verage)

Provide library tours/ orientation for literacy
students, tutors, or instructors

#

responding
4

providirg
Percentage
providing

786 692 83.0%

786 627 79.8%

790 549 69.5%

785 487 62.0%

785 482 61.4%

790 458 58.0%

785 450 57.3%

783 447 57.1%

781 424 54.3%

Literacy activities also were examined by population using five categories: 25,000 or less; 50,000 or

less; 75,000 or less; 100,000 or less; and over 100,000. The most widely offered services within each

populationsize group are the same as the overall pattern described in Table L The one exception was in

the over 100,000 population group; "participation as a member of a coalition" replaced "primary contact

for information on literacy" on the most offered list. The libraries serving 25,000 people or less have the

lowest percentage on all activities; the remaining population groups have similar levels of

participation.

The literacy activities offered by 10 to 50% of the libraries cross over all three function categories:

literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services. In this grouping of less frequent

activities, more types of materials are offered (e.g., audiovisuals and microcomputer software),

bibliographies are produced, and other literacy collections arc identified in the area. Libraries are
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members of literacy coalitions, and individual learners and tutors receive guidance. Instructional

services are offered, ranging from training of library literacy tutors to offering continuing education on

literacy for library staff. In the instructional category, libraries also support the training efforts of

other literacy providers by recruiting students and tutors and participating in their tutor training

programs.

Table 3-2 reports all the frequencies in the instructional category.

TABLE 3-2

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES
# # Percentage

Activity responding providing providing

Recruit adult students for
other literacy providers

784 257 32.8%

Recruit tutors for other literacy
providers

786 242 30.8%

Participate in training
sessions for nonlibrary tutors

785 241 30.7%

Offer continuing education opportunities
on literacy for library staff within the
past two years

786 217 27.6%

Recruit adult students for a library-based
literacy instructional program

785 215 27.4%

Recruit tutors for a library-
based instructional program

785 197 25.1

Train library literacy tutors 787 152 19.3%

Evaluate progress of adult students 786 130 16.5%

Provide library-based literacy instruction at
sites other than the library

787 119 15.1%

Participate in staff development programs
for adult basic education instructors

782 98 12.5%

The least-offered services fall in the literacy materials area. The development of new literacy

materials is being done in public libraries, but only in a limited way. The activities associated with

development of new materials include design of microcomputer software, writingand production of books

and pamphlets, and production of audiovisual materials. Producing print and audiovisual literacy

materials is done primarily in libraries serving over 75,000 people. The other grouping of least-offered

services is the provision of materials (print, audiovisual, and microcomputer software) in a facility

c 'Crier than the library. Table 3-3 shows the frequencies of the least offered literacy activities (offered
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by less than 10% of the libraries). In all population groupings, the least offered services correspond to

the overall rankings in Table 3-3.

TABLE 3-3

PUBLIC LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES OFFERED INFREQUENTLY

Activity

Provide literacy print materials for adult new
readers at another facility

Provide literacy print materials for use by
literacy tutors or instructors in another facility

Produce and distribute literacy
print materials for adult new readers

Provide microcomputers and software teaching
basic skills for ESL readers at the library

Provide literacy print materials for ESL readers
in another facility

Produce and distribute audiovisual materials for
adult new readers

Provide literacy audiovisual materials for
tutors or instructors at another facility

Write literacy print materials
for adult new readers

Develop basic skills microcomputer software
for adult new readers

Provide literacy audiovisual materials for
adult new readers at another facility

Develop basic skills microcomputer software for
tutors or instructors

Provide literacy audiovisual
materials for ESL readers at another facility

Develop basic skills
microcomputer software for ESL readers

Provide microcomputers and software teaching
basic skills for tutors or instructors at
another facility

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON

responding providing
Percentage
providing

790 76 9.6%

790 70 8.9%

789 61 7.7%

787 60 7.6%

790 44 5.6%

788 34 4.3%

786 25 3.2%

789 25 3.2%

789 24 3.0%

786 19 2.4%

764 17 2.2%

786 13 1.7%

762 12 1.6%

787 9 1.1%
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Activity

TABLE 3-3 continued

PUBLIC LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES OFFERED INFREQUENTLY
# # Percentage

responding providing providing

Provide microcomputers and software teaching
basic skills for adult new readers at another
facility

787 9 1.1%

Provide microcomputers and software teaching 787 3 0.4%
basic skills for ESL readers at another facility

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

In order to provide more detail on the features of public library literacy progras, follow-on

program description questionnaires were sent to public libraries who indicated involvement in adult

literacy activities. A total of 246 public libraries returned usable questionnaires.

AGE OF PROGRAMS

The majority of public library literacy programs began in the 1980s, with over 50% starting since

1984. The earliest reported start-up date was 1963.

PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Planning for adult literacy programs in 1986 involved several groups of people. Planning was done

by library staff with input from non-library agencies in 63.2% of the libraries (N=231). Input from other

libraries (e.g., state library, library system) was used by 34.2%, while 17.7% developed their literacy

plans with input from adult new readers. The library board was involved in 13.9% of the libraries.

Library staff input affected the final plan the most (47.4% N=156); adult new readers had the least

influence on the planning process. In 38% of the libraries (N=237), there is a written plan for literacy

services. Most of the written plans are separate from the overall library plan (86.7% N=90). The

separate written plans were primarily prepared for a grant application (885% N=78).

Evaluation of library literacy programs is conducted by fewer than half of the reporting libraries.

The most frequent measures used in 1986 were for instructional services, with the number of tutors

currently tutoring as the most frequently used (44.3% N=246).
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TABLE 3-4

MOST FREQUriNTLY USED EVALUATION MEASURES iN 1986

N = 246

Measure # using Percentage

Number of tutors tutoring 109 44.3%

Number of tutors trained 101 41.1%

Number of adult new learners recruited 94 38.2%

Number of times library is used as a
site for tutoring, classes, or tours

86 35.0%

Number of tutor hours contributed 82 33.3%

Number of adult learners placed with
agencies or tutors

78 31.7%

Number of hours of instruction for
adult new learners

77 31.3%

Number of contacts made with other
agencies about literacy

75 30.5%

Number of contacts from other
agencies about literacy

62 25.2%

Number of adult new learners in
instruction for an entire year

60 24.4%

Number of requests for service 60 24.4%

Annual circulation of print literacy
materials

51 20.7%

The least used measures were in the use of literacy matenals category. These measures included:

number of uses of microcomputLrs, in-library use of literacy matenals, annual circulation of audiovisual

materials, and number of checkouts of equipment for use with literacy materials. This finding

corresponds to the lc), incidence of m, 3computers and audiovisual materials in public library literacy

programs rer:A-ted on the first-stage questionnaire.

FUNDING

During FY 1986, 30% of the libraries (N=237) had literacy funds specifically designated in their

libraries' budgets. Libraries "ere asked to indicate the source for the largest percentage of literacy

funds The library budget provides the largest percentage of funding for the literacy program for 36.5%

of the libraries (N=211). Federal funds supply the largest percentage for 31.3%. State funds accounted

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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for the largest percentage for 21.3% of the libraries. Donations were identified as the greatest

percentage by 8.1% of the libraries. The majorit,' of funds d mg FY 1986 were used to purchase

materials. An average of 36.5% of the budget is used for materials; the percentage spent for literacy

materials ranged from zero to 95%. Library Service and Construction Act grants were used for start-up

funds for 32.0% of the programs (N=219).

PERSONNEL

Literacy programs are assigned relatively little staff time and are often supported by volunteer

efforts. Less than one hour of paid staff time per week was assigned to literacy activities during 1986 by

17.3% of the libraries (N=220). Ten hours or less were assigned per week by 58.2%. Twenty hours or more

were assigned by 33.2% of the libraries. A coordinator for the literacy program is hired or appointed by

39.4% of the libraries (N=237). Of the libraries who have a literacy coordinator, 49.5% spend 20 hours

or less per week on literacy activities (N=97).

Volunteers are used in literacy programs in 57.3% of the libraries (N=224). Volunteers contnbute

over 40 hours per week in 56.7% of the libraries (N=141).

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES

The public library literacy program is conducted in cooperation with other libraries in 67.3% of the

libraries (N=245). Libraries cooperating in these programs include branch libraries (49.0%), other public

libraries (29.8%), public library systems (21.6%), and community college libraries (13.1%). There is a

low level of involvement with other tyres of libraries. This corresponds with the low level of

involvement in literacy by other types of libraries.

Cooperation with non-library groups or agencies is prevalent in public library literacy programs

(88.1% N=244). Public libraries primarily cooperated with volunteer literacy groups (69.3%),

community college adult basic education programs (37.7%), adult education centers '26.2%), churches

(15.6%), Retired Senior Volunteer Programs (13.1%), and business or industry (12.7%).

An organized literacy coalition exists in the communities of 63.9% of the libraries (N=242). Of the

communities with a coalition, 93.5% of the libraries are members of that coalition (N=154). The

majority of libraries joined the coalition since 1983 (85.7% N=140). This corresponds to the dates the

coalitions were formed; 82.4% were formed since 1983 (N=136).

COLLECTIONS

The collections of literacy print materials contain a % 'ide variety of topics, with the largest

percentage owning basic reading and writing skills materic ls. Table 3-5 lists the types of print materials

owned in rank order.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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TABLE 3-5

PRINT LITERACY MATERIALS IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES

N = 237

Type of materials # owning Percentage

Basic reading and writing skills 226 95.4%

Sur rival/coping skills, e.g.,
heath, consumer education

218 92.4%

Leisure reading, e.g., popular
fiction, biography, sports

214 90.3%

Teaching/tutonng manuals 192 81.0%

Mathematics 178 751%

Humanities, t.g., literature, history 163 68.8%

Science 141 59.5%

English as a second language textbooks 140 591%

Audiovisual materials in the literacy collection are primarily audiocassettes and vid ocassettes.

The majority of these audiovisual collections are small; 55.4% of those libraries with audiocassettes

hold a total of 20 items or less (N=65). Another 23.1% of the iibraries have audiocassette collections

between 20 a..-,d 100 items. Twenty or fewer videocassettes are owned by 76.3% of the libraries with this

format (N=59). The holdings in the other formats are limited. Table 3-6 lists the various audiovisual

formats in literacy collections.

TABLE 3-6

AUDIOVISUAL LITERACY MATERIALS IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES

N = 246

Type of materials # owning Percentage

Audiocassettes 95 38.6%

Videocassettes 80 32.5%

Phonograph records 31 12.6%

16mm films 24 9.8%

Filmstrips 17 6.9%

Microcomputers are available for the literacy program in 39.2% of the libraries (N=240). These

microcomputers are available to the general public on a first come-first serve basis in 50% of the

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON
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libraries (N=94). Literacy program participants are given top priority in the use of general public

microcomputers in 11.7% of the libraries and in 11.7% of the libraries, microcomputers are solely for the

use of participants in the literacy programs. Staff and literacy participants share the use in 19.1% of

the libraries.

Of those libraries with microcomputers, 45.7% offer basic skills software. Types of software offered

includes: reading comprehension (100%), spelling (93.0%), writing (83.7%), and mathematics (65.1%

N=43).

VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

Descriptive statistics for variables related with library involvement in literacy are reported in

Table 3-11 at the end of this Chapter.

COMMUNITY CONDITIONS

The development of library services is assumed to be a result of needs in the service community (e.g.,

Palmour, et al., 1980; McClure, et al., 1987). Working from this premise, select,x1 community conditions

were examined in relation to libraries involved in literacy education. As discussed Chapters 1 and 2,

the community conditions studied include size of srvice community (population), type of community

(urban, urban-suburban, suburban, suburban-rural, rural), indicators of level of illiteracy (ethnic

diversity, English as a second language, poverty le., and education level), and presence of other

literacy providers in the community. These community variables were correlated with level of literacy

activity (a total of all the literacy serv:ces offered) using Pearson's correlation coefficient. The

significance level set is .05. Since type of community was a categorical variable, a Cni square test was

used.

Only two of the variables are not significantly associated with literacy involvement: poverty

level and education level, both indicators of the level of illiteracy in a community. The strongest

relationship was between the presence of other literacy activities in the community and level of

literacy involvement. The rest of the conditionspopulation, ESL population, and ethnic diversity of

the communitywere only weakly associated. Table 3-7 shows Pearson's correlat an coefficients for the

significant relationships.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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TABLE 3-7

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR COMMUNITY VARIABLES AND LEVEL OF

LITERACY ACTIVITY

(p < .05)

Coefficient N

POPULATION .2518 662

ETHNIC DIVERSITY .1971 653

ESL LEVEL .1547 637

POVERTY LEVEL n.s. 676

EDUCATION LEVEL n.s. 676

OTHER LITERACY PROVIDERS .5425 644

The relationship between type of community (e.g., urban, rural) was significant, although the

strength of the relationship is low (Table 3-8). Suburban, suburban-rural, and rural account for the

largest percentage of low involvement. Moderate involvement is primarily seen in urban and

urban-suburban areas.

TABLE 3-8

CHI SQUARE FOR TYPE OF COMMUNITY AND LEVEL OF LITERACY ACTIVITY

p < .05

LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT

TYPE OF
COMMUNITY

Low Moderate High Row
Total

Row
%

Urban 29 38 17 84 12.7%

Urban Suburban 58 91 17 166 25.1%

Suburban 47 26 8 81 12.3%

Suburban- Rural 106 52 18 176 26.6%

Rural 112 3.5 7 154 23.3%

Total 352 242 67 661

Column % 53.3% 36.6% 10.1% 100.0%

Chi square = 69.82177 with 8 degrees of freedom
Contingency coefficient = .30909
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Examined as a group, the community conditions have little explanatory value. The exception to

this would be the variable presence of other literacy providers in the community.

INSTITUTIONAL CHARAC I ERISTICS

In addition to community conditions, institutional or management characteristics may be related in

involvement of a library in literacy education. The variables include: revenue per capita, percent of

donations received by the library, number of volunteer hours, number of revenue sources, total numbers of

educational, outreach, and cooperative activities, and positive attitude toward library involvement in

literacy. These institutional variables were correlated with level of literacy activity using Pearson's

correlation coefficient.

The strongest relationships are between level of literacy involvement and the total numbers of

educational, outreach, and cooperative activities and positive attitude. Number of volunteer hours and

number of revenue sources are weakly associated with library involvement in literacy education. Two of

the variables were not associated with involvement: revenue ver capita and percent of donations. Table

3-9 shows Pearson correlation coefficients for the institutional variables.

TABLE 3-9

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES AND LEVEL

OF LITERACY ACTIVITY

(p < .05)

Coefficient N

REVENUE PER CAPITA n.s. 598

PERCENT OF DONATIONS n.s. 562

NUMBER OF VOLUNTEER HOURS .2153 618

NUMBER OF REVENUE SOURCES .3362 639

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES .5230 673

TOTAL OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 5483 673

TOTAL COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES .6001 675

POSITIVE ATTITUDE .5505 598

Examined as a group, the institutional characteristics have greater explanatory value than

community conditions. Positive attitude toward the public library role in literacy and the existence of

other activities similar to literacy in the library have substantial relationships with public library

involvement in literacy education.

REPUTATIONAL SAMPLE

A reputational sample, made up of public libraries known to be involved in literacy (see Chapter

2), was included in the study because of an anticipated low incidence of involvement in literacy by public

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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libraries . Since there was a higher than expected incidence of library involvement in literacy in the

stratified random sample, the reputational sample was used to supplement and validate the results
from the stratified random sample.

Analysis of the data revealed the same patterns as those established in the public library sample.

The most frequently offered literacy services in the reputational sample parallel the public library

sample, except that the level of participation, as expected, is higher for the reputational sample. The

level of intensity was markedly higher in the evaluation measures used. In almost all of the most

frequently used evaluation measures, the percentage of reputational libraries was double the percentage
in the sample.

Overall, the profile that resulted from the reputational sample confirms the patterns seen in the

stratified, random sample of public libraries.

FUTURE

Of the libraries who felt they were not currently involved in literacy, 48.5% indicated that they

were considering future involvement in literacy a:',ivities (I\1=355). The most common reasons given for

this increased involvement were: the library had applied for literacy funding, the library became

aware of the need, the library had requests from other agencies to participate, and staff commitment to

literacy education in the library. The strategies to be used by these libraries included working with

local literacy providers, building collections, applying for funding, and gathering more information on
how to be involved in literacy.

Among the libraries who indicated they were involved in library literacy activities, 80.8%

indicated that it was possible that they would expand their current literacy services (N=438). The most

freHt.--ntly cited reasons for tins increased involvement were: existence of outside funding, increased

demand, increased awareness of board and staff, and program expansion to new service areas. Activities

that were cited for expansion were: purchase of more materials, offering services in additional sites,

seek outside funding, improve publicity and recruitment, and cooperation with local providers.
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TABLE 3-10

FREQUENCIES ON PUBLIC LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY MATERIALS

Print materials for adult new
readers in library

790 549 69.5%

Print materials for adult new
readers in another facility

790 76 9.6%

Print materials ...in library 790 359 45.4%

Print materials for ESL
in another facility

790 44 5.6%

Print materials for tutors
in library

790 458 58.0%

Print materials for tutors
in another facility

790 70 8.9%

Audiovisual materials for adult
new readers in library

786 213 27.1%

AV materials c'r adult new
readers in another facility

786 19 2.4%

AV materials for ESL in library 786 197 25.1%

AV materials for ESL
in another facility

786 13 1.7%

AV materials for tutors in library 786 188 23.9%

AV materials for tutors
in another facility

786 25 3.2%

Microcomputers/software for adult
new readers in library

787 126 16A)%

Micro/software for adult new
readers in another facility

787 9 1.1%

Micro/software for ESL
in library

787 60 7.6%

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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TABLE 3-10 continued

FREQUENCIES ON PUBLIC LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY MATERIALS continued

Micro/software for ESL
in another facility

787 3 0.4%

Micro/software for tutors in library 787 95 12.1%

Micro/software for tutors
in another facility

787 9 1.1%

Develop software for adult
new readers

789 24 3.0%

Develop software for ESL 762 12 1.6%

Develop software for tutors 764 17 2.2%

Compile bibliographies 790 277 35.1%

Write literacy materials 789 25 3.2%

Produce literacy print materials 789 61 7.7%

Produce literacy AV materials 788 34 4.3%

Provide a research collection 783 249 31.8%

Identify literacy collections
in the area

788 277 35.2%

I rovide a demonstration collection 789 208 26.4%

LITERACY INSTRUCTION

Train library literacy
tutors

787 152 19.3%

Participate in nonlibrary
tutor traiiiiiig

785 241 30.7%

Participate in ABE staff
development

782 98 12.5%

Recruit library
literacy tutors

785 197 ?5.1%
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TABLE 3-10 continued

FREQUENCIES ON PUBLIC LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY INSTRUCTION continued

Recruit nonlibrary
literacy tutors

786 242 30.8%

Recruit students for
library program

785 215 27.4%

Recruit students for
nonlibrary program

784 257 32.8%

Evaluate student progress 786 130 16.5%

Provide library-based instruction
at another location

787 119 15.1%

Library offered CE on literacy for staff 786 217 27.6%

LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES

Provide space for tutoring 785 482 61.4%

Publicity about literacy providers 784 344 43.9%

Publicity about literacy problem 783 447 57.1%

Maintain information on
literacy providers

786 627 79.8%

Provide central literacy
phone number

785 450 57.3%

Refer requests to literacy providers 786 692 88.0%

Follow-up on referrals 783 117 14.9%

Provide library tours 781 424 54.3%

Member of literacy coalition 780 386 49.5%

Coordinate literacy effort
in community

785 104 13.2%
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TABLE 3-10 continued

FREQUENCIES ON PUBLIC LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES continued

Library funds support
local literacy efforts

779 202 25.9%

Administer funds for local
literacy efforts

784 118 15.1%

Consult with other
libraries on literacy

785 487 62.0%

Provide support service
to learners

784 346 44.1%
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TABLE 3-11

PUBLIC LIBRARY VARIABLES

Chapter 3, page 18

Variable N Mean Standard Deviation

Population served 773 146258.85 312854.15*

Ethnic diversity 765 17.36% 19.37

English as a second language level 735 6...)5% 12.84

Poverty level 793 66.82% 11.90

Educational level 793 12.28% 6.90

Number of community literacy activities 752 1.92 1.39

Revenue per capita 687 $13.27 19.37

Percent of donations 639 6.10% 14.49

Number of volunteer hours 721 2709.75 7681.59

Number of revenue sources 743 3.78 1.38

Total educational activities 789 2.63 1.31

Total outreach activities 789 2.78 1.53

Total cooperative activities 791 5.01 2.91

Positive attitude index 694 6.07 1.77

Total literacy activities 676 13.62 9.53

Type of community N = 777

Urban 98 12.6%
Urban-suburban 1:Y') 24.7%
Suburban 99 12.7%
Suburban-rural 197 25.3%
Rural 191 24.6%

*The relatively large standard deviations for variables such as population served and number of
volunteer hours are due to the large ranges found for those variables.
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CHAPTER FOUR

COMMUNITY COLLF.GE/TECHNICAL ';CHOOL LIBRARIES

AMOUNT AND TYPE OF LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Community college libraries were asked whether they provided literacy services in three areas:

literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services. The types of literacy activity are
reported here in terms of their frequency as a description of community college library involvement in

literacy education. The number of types of activities checked by a library is then also used to form the
variable library involvement in literacy.

Community college libraries report involvement in all 52 of the activities asked about in the

questionnaire. When examining the activities by their area, literacy support services was the prevalent

group, with literacy materials receiving the secondary emphasis. Activities in the literacy instruction

area were reported rarely. A table of frequencies of literacyactivities by the categories, literacy
materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services, is at the end of this chapter in Table 4.

The variable library involvement in literacy.was measured by the total number of activities
reported by a library. The maximum score possible is 52; the highest actual total is 42.

The frequencies on the library involvement in literacy score for the community college/technical

school libraries indicate that there is low or no involvement by almost 50% of the respondents. Of 428

thraries responding, 49.3% reported fewer than 3 literacy activities; 18.0% reported offering no literacy
activities. Moderate involvement in literacy, 3 to 13 activities, was reported by 38.8%. Twelve per cent
were in the relatively high involwment category of over 13 activities.

The definition used in this study for level of involvement is based on the responses to questions on
literacy activities which ask about actual behavior. When asked for a judgment about future
involvement in literacy, 84.9% indicated that they were not currently involved (question 58). The
noninvolvement question is selfreported based on each individual respondent's definition of literacy
involvement.

Table 4-1 reports the 10 most frequently reported activities. Clearly the most frequently reported
literacy activities are in the literacy support services area. The only activity reported by more than
50% of the libraries was referring requests about literacy services to the appropriate provider. The next
three activities are also literacy support services: maintaining information about literacy providers,
giving library tours or orientation programs, and providing materials in the support of staff
development for instructors. The next most frequ set of activities are from the literacy materials area:
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providing print and audiovisual materials for use by adult new readers /learners, English as a

second language learners, and tutors or instructors. These materialsoriented services are offered by less

than 25% of the responding libraries.

TABLE 4-1

MOST FREQUENTLY OFFERED COMMUNITY COLLEGE/TECHNICAL SCHOOL LIBRARY

LITERACY ACTIVITIES

# Percentage

Activity N* providing providing

Refer requests about literacy
services to the appropriate literacy provider

423 235 55.6%

Provide library tours/orientation for literacy/adult
basic education (ABE) leamers,tutors, or instructors

422 220 52.1%

Maintain information about
literacy providers in the area

260 103 39.6%

Develop and distribute publicity about
providers of literacy services

154 45 29.2%

Provide literacy/ABE pr;nt materials
for adult new readers/learners in the library

424 123 29.0%

Provide the primary contact or publicized
telephone number for information on literacy
and referrals of clients

155 43 27.7%

Publicize the problem of illiteracy 155 40 25.8%

Provide materials for the staff development of
literacy/ABE instructors or tutors

423 106 25.1%

Participate in staff development programs
for adult basic education instructors

153 37 24.2%

Provide literacy/ABE audiovisual materials
for adult new readers/learners in the library

421 98 23.3%

Consult with other libraries on literacy issues
and services

154 33 21.4%

*The Ns vary because respondents were able to skip ,,,,m Question 427 to the end of the questionnaire if they
did not participate in any other literacy activities.
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PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

In order to provide more detail on the features of community college library literacy programs,
follow-on program description questionnaires were sent to community college libraries who indicated

involvement in adult literacy activities. Since only 16 community college libraries returned usable
questionnaires, and the community college libraries differ in their conditions and programs, it was not
sensible to base conclusions on those responses.

VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

COMMUNITY CONDITIONS

The mandate of many community colleges to be responsive to their communities suggests that
amount of involvement in literacy education may be in part based on community conditions. As discussed
in Chapters 1 and 2, the community conditions studied include size of service community (population),
type of community (urban, urban-suburban, suburban, suburban-rural, rural), indicators of level of
illiteracy (ethnic diversity, English as a second language, poverty level, and education level), and

presence of other literacy providers in the community. For this sample, ethnic diversity in the college
and English as a second language in the college were also used to examine whether these characteristics

in the college population would relate with the amount of literacy activity. These community variables
were all correlated with level of literacy activity (a total of all the literacy services offered) using

Pearson's correlation coefficient. The significance level set is .05. Since type of community is a

categorical variable, a Chi square test is used.

Only two of the variables are not significantly associated with literacy involvement: English as a
second language in the community and Englishas a second language in the college. The strongest

relationship was between the presence of other literacy activities in the community and level of

literacy involvement. The rest of the conditionspopulation, ethnic diversity in the community, and
ethnic diversity in the collegewere only weakly associated. Table 4-2 shows Pearson's correlation
coefficients for the significant relationships.
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TABLE 4-2

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR COMMUNITY VARIABLES AND LEVEL OF

LITERACY ACTIVITY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE LIBRARIES

(p < .05)

Coefficient N

POPULATION .201 403

ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN THE COMMUNITY .204 428

ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN THE COLLEGE .167 428

ESL LEVEL IN THE COMMUNITY n.s. 381

ESL LEVEL IN THE COLLEGE n.s. 409

OTHER LITERACY PROVIDERS 319 428

The relationship between type of community (e.g., urban, rural) was not significant when tested

with a Chi square.

Examined as a group, the community conditions have little explanatory value. The exception to

this would be the variable presence of other literacy providers in the community.

INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

In addition to community conditions, institutional or management characteristics may be related in

involvement of a library in literacy education. The variables include: revenue per capita, percent of

donations received by the library, number of volunteer hours, number of revenue sources, total numbers of

educational and cooperative activities, and positive attitude toward library involvement in literacy.

These institutional variables were correlated with level of literacy activity using Pearson'scorrelation

coefficient.

The strongest relationships are between level of literacy involvement and the total numbers of

educational and cooperative activities. Numb"" of revenue sources, revenue per capita, and positive

attitude are weakly associated with librar .evolvement in literacy education. Two of the variables

were not associated with involvement: number of volunteer hours and percent of donations. Table 1-3

shows Pearson correlation coefficients for the institutional variables.
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TABLE 4-3

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR INSTITUTIONAL VARIABLES AND LEVEL

OF LITERACY ACTIVITY

(p < .05)

Coefficient N
REVENUE PER CAPITA .104 403
PERCENT OF DONATIONS n.s. 391

NUMBER OF VOLUNTEER HOURS n.s. 410

NUMBER OP REVENUE SOURCES .221 428

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES .418 428

TOTAL COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES 302 428
POSITIVE ATTITUDE .246 424

Examined as a group, the institutional characteristicshave greater explanatory value than
community conditions. The existence of other activities similar to literacy in the library have
substantial relationships with community college library involvement in literacy education.

FUTURE

Of the libraries who felt they were not currently involved in literacy, 26.2% indicated that they
were considering future involvement in literacy activities (N=366). The most ccmmon reason given for
this increased involvement was that there was increased awareness and interest of the community
college or technical school in literacy (9.2% of 366). Other reasons cited were expected increases in
funding and new programs under development or being implemented. There was no clear pattern to the
strategies that might be used in becoming more involved. The most frequent strategy was increase of
library involvement in acqvisitions and staff training.

Among the libraries who indicated they were involved in library literacy activities, 59.4%
inaicated that it was possible that they would expand their current literacy services (N=64). The most
frequently cited reasons for this increased involvement were: increased interest of the college in
addressing literacy and expectations of increased funding. The small number (16) of community college
libraries suggesting possible ways of increasing involvement has no consistent pattern of response.
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TABLE 4-4

FREQUENCIES ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE/TECHNICAL SCHOOL LIBRARY LITERACY

ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY MATERIALS

Print materials for adult new
readers in library

424 123 29.0%

Print materials for adult new
readers another facility

425 60 14.1%

Print materials for ESL in library 425 72 16.9%

Print materials for Er
in another facility

425 73 17.2%

Print materials for tutors
in library

425 72 16.9%

Print materials for tutors
in another facility

424 70 16.5%

Audiovisual materials for adult
new readers in library

421 98 23.3%

AV material:, or adult new
readers in another facility

422 41 9.7%

AV materials for ESL in library 422 60 11.2%

AV materials for ESL
in another facility

422 54 12.8%

AV materials for tutors in library 422 70 16.6%

AV materials for tutors
in another facility

422 50 11.8%

Microcomputers/software for adult
new readers in library

289 46 15.9%

Micro/software for adult new
readers in another facility

290 27 93%

Micro/software for ESL in library 290 23 7.9%
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TABLE 4-4 continued

FREQUENCIES ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE/TECHNICAL SCHOOL LIBRARY LITERACY
ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY MATERIALS continued

Micro/software for ESL
in another facility

290 29 10.0%

Micro/software for tutors in library 290 31 10.7%

Micro/software for tutors
in another facility

290 30 10.3%

Develop software for adult
new readers

100 19 19.0%

Develop software for ESL 137 13 9.5%

Develop software for tutors 138 17 12.3%

Compile bibliographies 141 21 14.9%

Write literacy materials 143 19 13.3%

Produce literacy print materials 143 10 7.0%

Produce literacy AV materials 143 7 4.9%

Provide a research collection of
more than 50 print titles

142 14 9.86%

Provide a research collection of
more than 10 audiovisual titles

141 15 10.6%

Identny literacy collections
in the area

142 21 14.8%

Provide a demonstration collection 142 26 18.3%
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TABLE 4-4 continued

FREQUENCIES ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE/TECHNICAL SCHOOL LIBRARY LITERACY

ACTIVITIES
Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY INSTRUCTION

Train library literacy tutors 146 16 11.0%

Participate in nonlibrary
tutor training

153 18 11.8%

Participate in ABE staff development 153 37 24.2%

Recruit library literacy tutors 154 31 20.1%

Recruit nonlibrary literacy tutors 154 18 11.7%

Recruit students for library program 154 17 11.0%

Recruit students for
nonlibrary program

154 19 12.3%

Evaluate student progress 154 23 15.0%

Provide librarybased instruction
at another location

154 20 13.0%

Library offered CE on
literacy for staff

153 21 13.7%

LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES

Provide space for tutoring 152 38 25.0%

Publicity about literacy providers 154 45 29.2%

Publicity about literacy problem 155 40 25.8%

Maintain information on
literacy providers

260 103 39.6%

Provide central literacy
phone number

155 43 27.7%

Refer requests to literacy providers 423 235 55.6%
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TABLE 4-4 continued

FREQUENCIES ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE/TECHNICAL SCHOOL LIBRARY LITERACY

ACTIVITIES
Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES continued

Follow-up on referrals 155 22 14.2%

Provide library tours 422 220 52.1%

Member of literacy coalition 155 26 16.8%

Coordinate literacy effort
in community

154 15 9.7%

Library funds support
local literacy efforts

155 9 5.8%

Consult with other
libraries on literacy

154 33 21.4%

Provide materials for staff
development of instructors or
tutors

423 106 25.1%
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CHAPTER FIVE

STATE INSTITUTION LIBRARIES

LITERACY ACTIVITIES

The type of state institution libraries responding to the questionnaire were those serving:

1) the imprisoned (66.2%) and

2) the mentally handicapped (24 %, N=278).

Fifty percent of the libraries were in institutions serving fewer than 630 residents and staff, the

smallest serving 32 and the largest serving 12,250. Literacy instruction was available for residents in

69.8% of the institutions (N=275). Institution libraries offered all of the 49 literacy activities include(.1

on the state institution questionnaire.

The most frequently offered activities fall primarily in the categories of literacy materials and

literacy support services. A table of frequencies of literacy activities by the roles: literacy materials,

literacy instruction, and literacy support services are in Table 6 at the end of this chapter. The variable

level of involvement in literacy was measured by the total number of activities conducted by a library.

The maximum score for level of involvement in literacy in state institution libraries is 32 out of 49

possible activities. When involvement is broken into levels, 70.4% had low involvement (fewer than ten

activities); 57.5% of the lowinvolved group offered no literacy services (N=280). Moderate

involvement (10 to 18 activities) was found in 19.2% of the libraries, and 10.4% had a high level of

involvement (19 to 32 activities). There is no statistically significant difference between type of

institution (e.g., prison, hospital) and level of literacy involvement (Chi square nonsignificant).

For those institution libraries involved in literacy, a profile of literacy services includes activities

from the literacy materials and literacy support services roles. The services offered include referral to

appropriate providers, consultation with other libraries, and library tours. The collection serves

primarily the adult new reader with print and audiovisual materials. In addition, the library

identifies other resources outside the institution collection. While the libraries are a primary provider

of materials, the literacy services are provided cooperatively with other literacy providers. This

profile of a "typical" institution library literacy program does not vary among types of institutions.

Table 5-1 lists in rank order the most frequently offered literacy activities.
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TABLE 5-1

MOST FREQUENTLY OFFERED INSTITUTION LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity

Refer requests about literacy services
to the appropriate literacy provider

Provide literacy print materials
for adult new readers in the library

Maintain information about
literacy providers in the area

Consult with other libraries
on literacy issues and services

Identify literacy collection
in the area

Provide audiovisual materials
for adult new readers in the library

Provide literacy print materials
for use by literacy tutors or instructors

Provide library tours/orientation for
literacy students, tutors, or instructors

Compile bibliographies of literacy
materials available from the library

#

responding
#

providing
Percentage
providing

279 94 33.7%

277 93 33.6%

279 67 24.0%

279 63 22.6%

278 61 21.9%

279 59 21.2%

277 54 19.5%

277 54 19.5%

277 47 17.0%

The least offered literacy services in institution libraries are primarily in the literacy materials

areas. Institution libraries are unlikely to be involved in developing literacy materials, and they have

a limited role in community-wide literacy activities. Table 5-2 shows the frequencies of the activities

that are offered by less than 5% of the libraries.
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TABLE 5-2

INSTITUTION LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES OFFERED INFREQUENTLY

Activity

Write literacy print materials
for adult new readers

Library funds support local
literacy efforts

Provide microcomputers and software
teaching basic skills for ESL
readers at the library

Produce and distribute audiovisual
materials for adult new readers

Develop basic skills microcomputer
software for tutors or instructors

Develop basic skills
microcomputer software for ESL readers

Coordinate literacy
effort in the community

#
responding

#
providing

Percentage
providing

276 11 4.0%

279 11 3.9%

279 19 3.6%

276 9 3.3%

259 9 3.57o

25 , 8 3.1%

278 6 2.2%

PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Follow-on program description questionnaires returned by 34 institution libraries provide insight

into the nature of the literacy programs.

AGE OF PROGRAM

The majority of the state institution library literacy programs have started since 1984. Of the 23

libraries responding, 65 2% started in the last three years. The earliest reported start-up date was 197?

PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Planning for the library literacy programs is done principally by library staff (66.7% N=30). The

plans also developed with input from non-library agencies (36.7%), adult new learners (20.0%), and

other libraries (13 3%). For 47.1% of the libraries, input from non-library agencies has the most effect on

the final plan; 41.2% said the library staff had the most influence (N=17). Three of the libraries have

written plans for literacy services. Few institution libraries report use of evaluation measures in their

programs, however all the measures listed were used in at least two libraries. The most frequently

selected measure was "number of contacts made from other agencies about literacy" (10 libraries). Eleven

libraries indicated that they monitored the progress of individuals registered for their Iii.zary services.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON
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FUNDING

Funds are rarely designated specifically for literacy in the library's budget (6.3%, N=32).

Estimated expenditures for library literacy activities averages $3,110 for FY 1986. The smallest amount

estimated was $100; the highest is $25,000. One thousand dollars or less is spent in 61.1% of the

libraries (N=18). During FY 1986, for 32.0% of the libraries their funding for literacy came totally from

the library's budget (N=25); 16.7% used only federal funds (N=24). During the last five years, the

library budget provided the largest percentage of funding for 44.0%; federal funds provided the largest

percentage for 32.0% (N=25). FY 1986 funds were used primarily for midi-. ials; 63% of the libraries used

100% of their literacy funds on materials (N=27). Fifty percent or more of the l iget is used for

materials in 81.5% of the libraries. No funds were used for staff in 77.8% of the libraries, and 70.4% did

not spend money on equipment for their literacy program. Publicity and promotion received no financial

support in 96.3% of the libraries.

PERSONNEL

During an average week in 1986, 71.4% of the libraries assigned ten hours or less of paid staff to

library literacy activities (N=28). The highest number of hours reported was 100 a week; the lowest

zero. Only three libraries hired or appointed a coordinator specifically for the literacy project. The

staff ass4 a to literacy activities had an education-related background, such as adult, elementary, or

secondary education. Volunteers were used in the literacy project by 29.4% of the libraries (N=34).

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES

Institution library literacy programs are conducted in cooperation with other libraries in only

29.4% of the cases (N=34), and that cooperation is primarily with other institution libraries (80.0%

N=10). The programs are more likely to be conducted in cooperation with non-library groups or agencies

(52.9%, N=34). Cooperating agencies are primarily volunteer literacy groups (50%) and community

college adult basic education programs (33.3%, N=18). Awareness of community literacy coalitions was

low; 34.4% did not know if such a coalition exists in thei- communities (N=32). Of the 43.8% of the

communities that had coalitions, 42.9% of the institution libraries were members (N=14).

COLLECTIONS

The print literacy collections contain the entire range of literacy materials with leisure reading

materials being owned by most institution libraries. Table 5-3 lists the types of print materials owned in

rank order.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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TABLE 5-3

PRINT LITERACY MATERIALS IN INSTITUTION LIBRARIES

N = 31

Type of materials # owning Percentage

Leisure reading, e.g., popular 28 90.3%
fiction, biography, sports

Survival/coping skills, e.g., 26 83.9%
health, consumer education

Basic reading and writing skills 25 80.6%

Humanities, e.g., literature, history 23 74.2%

Mathematics 21 67.7%

Science 17 54.8%

Teaching/tutoring manuals 17 54.8%

English as a second language textbooks 10 323%

The print collection size is 200 or fewer volumes in 60.6% of the libraries. The range of collection

size is from zero to 20,600 volumes.

Minimal audiovisual literacy materials are available in thcse libraries. Audiocassettes are owned

by 41.2% of the libraries (N=34); 50% of those libraries have 25 or fewer audiocassettes. Videocassettes

used in literacy are contained in 26.5% of the libraries (N=34); 55.6% of these libraries hold ten or fewer

video titles (N=9). Microcomputers are available for the literacy program in 29.4% of the libraries

(N=34). There was no pattern regarding policies for use of the microcomputers by literacy participa ,.

Software was available in four content areas: mathematics (10 %), spelling (100%), reading

comprehension (90%), and writing (60%, N=10).

VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

COMMUNITY CONDITIONS

For institution libraries, the "community conditions" refer primarily to the institution's

ch,:racteristics that might affect the library's involvement in literacy education. For iiistitutions, these

variables were type of client served, size of population served (residents and staff), ethnic diversity

within the institution population, percentage of institution population for whom English is a second

language, and the presence of literacy instruction for residents. In addition, one outside wiriable was

examined: number of community literacy activities. This variable wa. chosen because it was expected

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON
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that institutional literacy services would be offered cooperatively with commuruty literacy providers.

Only two of the community variables were related to institution library involvement in literacy.

Number of community literacy activities has a weak relationship with literacy involvement (r=.1802,

p<.05, N=176). Presence of literacy instruction within the institution was significantly associated with

institution library involvement in literacy (see Table 5-4).

TABLE 5-4

CHI SQUARE FOR INSTITUTION AND LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

p < .05

LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT

No Yes Total Row %

INSTITUTION No 66 15 81 30.3%

INVOLVEMENT Yes 91 95 186 69.7%

Total 157 no 267

Column % 58.8% 41.2% 100.%

Chi square = 26.16200 with 1 degree of freedom

Contingency coefficient = .29474

For the variables size of population served, ethnic diversity, and ESL level, the Pearson

corrAdtion coefficients were non-significant. For type of clients served, the Chi square was

non-significant. As a group, these variables do not account for an institution library's involvement in

literacy education.

LIBRARY CHARACTERISTICS

Institution library involvement in literacy activities also may be explained by a group of library

characteristics. The library variables studied were: revenue per capita, number of funding sources used,

percent of budget from donations, amount of volunteer hours, positive etitude toward library

involvement in literacy, and the existence of other educational activities in the library. A statistically

significant relationship was found between three of the library variables and total literacy activities.

The strongest relationships were between involvement in literacy education and existence of other

library educational .-..:tivities and a positive attitude toward institution library involvement in

literacy. Although signricant, the relations'- p between number of funding sources and literacy

involvement is weal.. Table 5-5 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for library characteristics.

UNWERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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TABLE 5-5

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR LIBRARY VARIABLES AND LEVEL OF LITERACY

ACTIVITY

(p < .05)

Coefficient

REVENUE PER CAPITA n.s. 176

PERCENT OF DONATIONS n.s. 176

NUMBER OF VOLUNTEER n.s. 176
HOURS

NUMBER OF REVENUE .1724 176
SOURCES

TOTAL EDUCATIONAL .5184 270
ACTIVITIES

POSITIVE ATTITUDE .2819 243

FUTURE

Of the libraries reporting they were not currently involved in literacy programming, 187 libraries,

57%, that is 107 libraries, report that it is unlikely they will become involved. Among the 80 libraries

reporting that it is possible or very likely to become involved, 14 libraries report they are presently

developing programs, 24 report they expect to receive funding for adult literacy programming, and 25

state th( is a clear need for a program and there are staff interested in pros iding such programming.

The may. Lty of these libraries were located in correctional institutions. Training staff tutors and

acquiring materials for tutors and students are the activities most likely to be pursued.

Among the ninety (90) libraries reporting they are already involved in adult literary

programming, 66%, that is 69 libraries, report that it is possible or very likely they will increase their

literacy involvement. Thirty-three of those libraries reporting state the likely increased involvement

will be due to the availability of additional funding or increased interest by institutional staff.

Similarly to their counterparts in institutional libraries without literacy programs, they will prc,eed

by acquiring additional materials for the literacy program.

Based upon national news reports, the personal knowledge of the advisory 3roup and project staff,

and corroborated by the survey results, it is expected that correctional institutionsin the United States

will be increasing efforts in adult literacy education. It appears that the degree to which the libraries

will be involved in this increased programming will be due principally to their internal structural

relationship to the educational programs within the institutions. Because literacy programs are must
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often assigned to the educational unit in th- institution and because the library is not always a partner

in the education program, correctional institution libraries wishing to become involved in literacy

education will need to take a proactive stance toward involvement.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON
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TABLE 5-6

FREQUENCIES ON STATE INSTITUTION LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity

LITERACY MATERIALS

Print materials for adult new
readers in library

Print materials for adult new
readers at another location
in your institution

Print materials for ESL in library

Print materials for ESL at another
location in your institution

Print materials for tutors
in library

Print materials for tutors at another
location in your institution

Audiovisual materials for adult
new readers in library

AV materials for adult new
readers at another location in
your institution

AV materials for ESL in library

AV materials for ESL at another
location in your institution

AV materials for tutors
in library

AV materials for tutors
at another location in your
institution

Microcomputers/software
for adult new readers
in library

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON

N Frequency Percent

277 93 33.6%

277 41 14.8%

277 39 14.1%

277 24 8.7%

277 54 19.5%

277 36 13.0%

279 59 21.1%

279 26 9.3%

279 26 9.3%

279 19 6.8%

279 32 11.5%

279 24 8.6%

279 27 9.7%

uI a
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TABLE 5-6 continued

FREQUENCIES ON STATE INSTITUTION LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY MATERIALS (continued)

Micro/software for adult
new readers at another
location in your institution

279 26 9.3%

Micro/software for ESL
in library

279 10 3.6%

Micro /software for ESL
at another location in your
institution

279 17 6.1%

Micro/software for tutors
in library

279 18 6.'7%

Micro/software for tutors
at another location in your
institution

279 16 5.7%

Develop software for adult
new readers

263 19 7.2%

Develop software for ESL 255 8 3.1%

Develop software for tutors 259 9 3.5%

Compile bibliographies 277 47 17.0%

Write literacy materials 276 11 4.0%

Produce literacy print
materials

276 20 7.2%

Produce literacy AV
materials

276 9 3.3%

Provide a research collection 277 34 12.7%

Identify literacy collections
in the area

278 61 21.9%

Provide a demonstration
collection

277 42 15.2%
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TABLE 5-6 continued

FREQUENCIES ON STATE INSTITUTION LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY INSTRUCTION

Train library literacy
tutors

278 16 5.8%

Participate in nonlibrary
tutor training

278 25 9.0%

Participate in ABE staff
development

278 44 15.8%

Recruit library
literacy tutors

279 25 9.0%

Recruit non-library
literacy tutors

278 21 7.6%

Recruit students for
library program

279 33 11.8%

Recruit students for
nonlibrary program

278 27 9.7%

Evaluate student progress 279 32 11.5%

Provide library-based
instruction at another
location in your institution

279 28 10.0%

Library offered CE on
literacy for staff

279 29 10.4%

LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES

Provide space for tutoring 279 41 14.7%

Publicity about literacy
providers

279 24 8.6%

Publicity about literacy problem 279 37 13.3%

Maintain information on
literacy providers

279 67 24.0%

UNIVERSITY CF WISCONSINMADISON
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TABLE 5-6 continued

FREQUENCIES ON STATE INSTITUTION LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES (continued)

Refer requests to
literacy providers

279 94 33.7%

Follow-up on referrals 276 34 12.3%

Provide library tours 277 54 19.5%

Member of literacy
coalition

278 18 6.5%

Coordinate literacy effort
in community

278 6 2.2%

Library funds support
local literacy effcrts

279 11 11.0%

Consult with other
libraries on literacy

279 63 22.6%

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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TABLE 7

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ON ST " TE INSTITUTION LIBRARY VARIABLES

Variable N Mean Standard Deviation

Population served 271 1044.63 2659.79

Ethnic diversity 257 41.37% 35.44

English as a second
language level

236 5.86% 11.87

Number of community
literacy activities

280 1.20 1.27

Revenue per capita 184 $30.18 40.03

Percent of donations 204 17.35% 25.35

Number of volunteer
hours

263 102.49 344.95

Number of revenue
sources

280 1.76 1.02

Total educctional
activities

275 1.49 1.48

Positive attitude
index

243 5.92 2.13

Total literacy
activities

243 5.89 7.98

Primary clients N = 277

Imprisoned 184
Mentally handicapped 68
Physically handicapped 3

Patients requiring
skilled nursing care

5

Other .7
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CHAPTER SIX

STATE um ARY AGENCIES

LITERACY ACTIVITIES

State library agencies are involved in all 39 of the literacy activities identified in the

questionnaire. Literacy support services was the most prevalent activity category, with six of 11

activities offered by over 75% of the state library agencies. A table of frequencies of literacy activities

by the categories literacy materials, literacy instruction, literacy support services, and funding is at the

end of this chapter in Table 6-3.

The variable level of involvement in literacy was measured by the total number of literacy

activities conducted by a state library agency. The values of total literacy activities ranged from 3 to 28.

There is a low level of literacy involvement (6 or fewer activities) in 12.8% of the state library agencies

(N=47). A moderate level of involvement (7 to 20 activities) is found in 74.5% of the libraries, while

high involvement (over 20 activities) occurred in 12.8% of the state library agencies.

The most frequently offered literacy activities by a state library agency vary considerably from

other types of libraries, especially in the literacy materials category. Given their statewide library

development role, it is to be expected that the primary literacy activities are in the literacy support

services area. The ten most frequently offered literacy activities in state agencies are listed in rank

order in Table 6-1.
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TABLE 6-1

MOST FREQUENTLY OFFERED STATE LIBRARY AGENCY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity

Maintain information about
literacy providers in the area

Consult with other agencies
on literacy

Refer requests about literacy
services to the appropriate literacy provider

Provide advice and guidance
on use of literacy materials and cervices

Participate as a member of
literacy coalition

Publicize the problem of
illiteracy

Offer continuing education
on literacy for librarians and trustees

Provide literacy print materials for 1.3e by
literacy tutors or instructors

Provide literacy audiovisual materials for
use by literacy tutors or instructors

Provide a research collection
on the topic of adult literacy

N = 47

Frequency Percentage

44 93.6%

43 91.5%

41 87.2%

40 87.0%

39 83.0%

37 78.7%

35 76.1%

19 67.9%

19 67.9%

24 64.9%

The leas, 9ffered activities are in the literacy materials area. As is the case with other types of

libraries, development of literacy materials is rarely done in state library agencies. In particular, no

state library agency reported developing basic skills microcomputer software for any audience.

Federal funds are awarded to local libraries for literacy programs by 65.2% of the state library

agencies (N.46). State literacy funds are awarded to libraries by 17.8% of the agencies. Literacy funding

within the stat: library agencies' total FY 1986 revenue is limited. No literacy funding is available in

43.6% of the agencies (N=39). One percent or less is spent by 66.7% of the agencies. The highest

percentage reported was 10.0%.
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VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH INVOLVEMENT

Two variables were examined for their relationship to state library agency involvement in literacy

education presence of a statelcv el library literacy effort and a series of attitude statements relating to

the role of the state library in literacy efforts. There is a statelevel libraryinvolved literacy effort in

76.6% of the states (N=47), and, as Table 6-2 shows, the level of literacy involvement is significantly

related to statewide library literacy effort.

TAB ..E 6-2

CHI SQUARE FOR PRESENCE OF STATELEVEL LITERACY EFFORT

AND LEVEL OF LITERACY ACTIVITY

p < .05

LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT

STATELEVEL
LITERACY EFFORT

Low Moderate High Row
Total

Row

No 4 7 0 11 23.4%

Yes 2 28 6 36 76.6%

Fatal 6 35 6 47

Column % 12.8% 74.8% 12.8% 100.0%

Chi square = 8 324 with 2 degrees of freedom
Contingency coefficient = .388

Both of the attitude statements that asked for a rating of the importance :1 agency's literacy

efforts in relation to other agency activities are positively associated with tofi:: ?amber of literacy

activities --respondent's rating (r=.357, p<.05, N=47); respondent's estimate of the supervising of fke's

rating (r=.295, p<.05, N=46).

FUTURE

Of the eleven state library agencies reporti, that they are not involved in adult literacy

education, only one stated it was not likely that it would become involved. Of the ten agencies likely or

very likely to become involved, seven reported the likely involvement would be due to the availability

of funds Two reported that there was a growing concern about adult literacy education in several state

government units and that growing concern supported their involvement.

In describing the types of activities the presently notinvolved agencies might undertake,

cooperating with other state agencies topped the list with four such responses. Other possible activities

included developing demonstration collections
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Thirty-six state library agencies reported they were involved in adult literacy education. Six

stated :t was unlikely they would become more involved; however, fourteen reported that it was

possible they would increase their involvement, while sixteen stated increased involvement was very

likely.

Again, availability of funds is the primary reason for increased involvement. It was mentioned by

ten respondents. Other motivating factors for increased involvement included the interest of staff

members (two mentions) and increasing state government interest (five mentions).

Twenty-four of the respondents who are already involved and expect to increase their involvement

:lid n at state what types of activities they would increase or add to their adult literacy education

activities. The most reported activity (by three agencies) was training librarians to be tutor trainers.

Other activities mentioned include publicity, joining literacy coalitions, and providing technical

assistance to local libraries for their adult literacy program development, including developing a

demonstration collection of materials for students and their tutor.
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TABLE 6-3

FREQUENCIES ON STATF LIBRARY AGENCY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY MATERIALS

Print materials for
adult new readers

47 13 27.7%

Print materials for ESL 47 11 23.4%

Print materials for tutors 47 19 40.4%

Audiovisual materials for adult
new readers

47 8 17.0%

AV materials fer ESL 47 8 17.0%

AV materials for tutors 47 19 40.4%

Microcomputers/software for adult
new readers

47 2 4.3%

Micro/software for ESL 47 0 0.0%

Micro/software for tutors 47 1 2.1%

Develop software for adult
new ready.,,

Develop software for ESL

47

47

0

0

0.0%

0.0%

Develop software for tutors 47 0 0.0%

Compile bibliographies 47 20 42.5%

Write literacy materials 47 2 4.3%

Produce literacy print materi,,,..- 47 2 4.3%

Produce literacy AV materials 47 1 2.1%

Provide a research collection 47 29 61.7%

Identify literacy collections
in the area

47 24 51.1%

Provide a demonstration collection 47 16 34 07,
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TABLE 6-3 continued

FREQUENCIES ON STATE LIBRARY AGENCY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

Activity N Frequency Percent

LITERACY INSTRUCTION

Train library literacy
tutors

47 9 19.1%

Participate in nonlibrary
tutor training

47 16 34.0%

Participate in ABE staff
development

47 18 38.3%

Recruit library
literacy tutors

47 9 19.1%

Recruit nonlibrary
literacy tutors

47 7 14.9%

Recruit students for
library program

47 7 14.9%

Recruit students for
nonlibrary program

46 6 13.0%

Evaluate student progress 46 4 8.7%

Library r ffered CE on literacy for staff 46 35 76.1%
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TABLE 6-3 continued

FREQUENCIES ON S FATE LIBRARY AGENCY LITERACY ACTIVITIES

LITERACY SUPPORT SERVICES

Frecrtency Percent

space for tutonng 47 3 1C.6%

Publicity about ;:teracv providers 47 22 46.S

Publicity about literacy problem 47 37 78.77c

Maintain intormation on
literacy providers

',10.-! co.r.tral literacy

47

47

44

13

93.6%

27.7%
7..il,,n,.- number

--'eter reouests to literacy providers 47 41 87 :1`;',-

Follow-up on referrals 47 12 15.5%

Member of literacy ,!oaiition 47 39 S3.0%

Coordinate literacy effort 47 7 9 19.1
.,.._ i Slat

Consult with other 47 43 9L37.
,...r.,,.; en titera.:,-

Pro :de advice and guidance on the 46 40 S7.0':
..,T . teracv nnter.als and services
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDY SITES

Eight case studies were conducted for this study, representative ofeach type of library active in

literacy education and of a variety of geographical locations in both urban and rural settings. Other

criteria used for the selection of sites were: 1) representative of current practice and 2) portraying

exemplary or expanded roles for libraries in literacy education. A brief rationale for each of the visited
site , follows.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Since the majority of literacy activities in libraries has been reported in public libraries, there

were more potential public library sites than for other types of libraries. With the large number of
public library sites to choose fro-., a list of sources was developed to help identify possible

representative or exemplary programs. To be on the initial nomination list, a public library needed to be
found in four of the following sources:

1) American Library Association, Office for Library Service to the
Disadvantaged. Directory of Literacy and Adult Learning Programs.
Chicago: ALA, 1978. (Helped to identify established library literacy
programs.)

2) American Library Association, Office for Library Service to the
Disadvantaged. Responses to a 1983 questionnaire about current library literacy programs.

3) List of library literacy project9 cited in library literature,
compiled by this project's staff in 1986.

4) Chute, Adrienne. The Literacy Challenge. A Report of LSCA Literacy
Activities FY 82-FY PA. Washington, D.C: U.S. Department of Education, 1985.

5) CONTACT, Inc. Literacy Resources in Libraries, a printout of a
search of the CONTACT database of literacy provider3. February 1986.

6) List of sites nominated by the state library agencies, spring and
summer 1986.

7) List of sites nominated by the "Libraries and Literacy Education"
project advisory group.

8) List of sites nominated by the "Libraries and Literacy Education"
project staff.

For those libraries appearing in four of the above sources, a letter was sent requesting information
about their library literacy projects. Based on the responses to these letters -nd the necessity for
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geographical distribution and a combination of urban and rural settings, tl'e following four public library

sites were visited.

Mary H. Weir Public Library
3442 Main Street
Wierton, West Virginia 26062

The literacy program, serving a rural area of the state, has been in existence since 1977 and
is currently supported by city funds. It has written objectives and a separate advisory group
for the literacy program. The library participates in the West Virginia Coalition for
Literacy. Features of the library's literacy program are collection development (print and
audiovisual, inciueing microcomputers), writing and producing literacy materials,
coordinating a volunteer tutoring program that includes tutor training, and a wide range of
non-instructional services in support of local literacy efforts.

Caruthersville Public Library
1002 Ward Avenue
Caruthersville, Missouri 63830

Serving a community of less than 8,000, the library coordinates and funds a volunteer
tutoring program affiliated with Laubach Literacy International. A collection of
materials supports this tutoring effort. Of all the public libraries on the nominated list,
this is the smallest town represented. Local funds support the project which began in 1978.

Onondaga County Public Library
335 Montgomery Street
Syracuse, New York 13202

Since the early 1970s, the library has been involved in local literacy efforts. Beginning in
1983, an effort was made to develop a more extensive literacy collection to support local
tutoring efforts. Non-instructional services, such as publicizing local literacy offerings,
also are an integral part of this library's project; it also writes and produces literacy
materials. Currently, the library's literacy effort is funded from a combination of federal,
state, and local resources. Including this library will provide a model for a library not
involved in direct literacy instruction and as such is representative of many library
literacy programs in the U.S.

Tulsa City-County Library System
400 Civic Center
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74103

The library coordinates a large volunteer tutoring program for Tulsa County, funded
entirely by County funds. Active since 1977, the library approved a literacy coordinator
position in 1984. As a member of a literacy coalition, the library cooperates with
educational, social, and religious groups in serving the adult new reader. A full range of
support services an-1 a print and audiovisual collection support this instrictional library
program.
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STATE INSTITUTION LIBRARY

r aject questionnaires indicated that literacy activity was most prevalent in correctional
institution libraries. Conduct of a case study visit to a correctional institution was complicated by the
security needs of the institutions. For example, visits to several institutions considered for study were not
possible. At the time a final selection was made, results from the surveys could be used to select a

correctional institutional library on the basis of literacy services offered.

Dodge Correctior..11 Institution
West Lincoln, Box 661
Waupun, Wisconsin 53963

The Dodge Correctional Institution is a maximum security facility housing approximately
600 adult, male, felony-level offenders; it serves as the State of Wisconsin's evaluation
and assignment facility, i.e., sentenced males are sent to this facility for an approximately
six-week assessment period.
This program was selected because it offered.

microcomputers and microcomputer softwt. teaching
basic skills (i.e., math, reading, and writing);
literacy tutor training, and
evaluation of student progress.

STATE LIBRARY

For a state library agency to be considered, it needed to be reported in the literature or be nominated
by project staff or the advisory group. In t: interest of providing a geographical distribution in the case
study sites and because of their emphasis on supporting instructional services, the California State
Library is being recommended.

California State Library
1001 6th Street, Suite 3.:0
Sacramento, California 95814

Th -! California State Library has a strong commitment to library literacy efforts, with 2.5
full-time staff members working on the literacy effort. In addition, the state provides
about four million dollars to support local literacy efforts.The program, called the
California Literacy Campaign, grants funds to libraries that show wide community
involvement in the literacy project. At the state level, the Cooperative California
Alliance for Literacy helps to coordinate literacy efforts. The state agency staff provide
the technical assistance to libraries involved in theCalifornia Literacy Campaign (16 in
1985-1986) and the program has a strong evaluation component. Since the literacy effort is
popular with legislators, the governor, and local communities, the state library agency is
projecting increased involvement in and funding for library literary programs.
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COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

Since college and university libranes did not appear in any of the sources used for identifying

libranes invoked in literacy, the project staff talked to seseral adult educators throughout the United

States to ask which academic libranes had a comprehensise collection of matenals on literacy

education. Among all the suggestions, one LIMN ersity library consistently appeared. Syracuse University.

E S. Bird Library
Syracuse University
222 Waverly Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210

Syracuse University has an outstanding collection of print and audiovisual resources on
adult literacy education. For nearly 40 years, the University has collected materials on
adult education to aid researchers, adult education teachers, and students being trained in
teaching methods for adult learners. In addition to published sources from all over the
world, th. "bran,- houses archival matenals from several adult education organizations,
including Laubach Literacy International and Literacy Volunteers of America. The
University recently has receised a Kellogg Foundation grant to disseminate the collection
using optical-digital storage; part of this project is the funding of a special adult
education manuscnpts librarian.

TECHNICAL SCHOOL /COMMUNITY COLLEGE LIBRARY

A limited number of sites were initially nominated, in order to make a selection, project staff

requested further information from five sites.

Anson Technical CollegeLeaming Resource Center
Boa 6S
Ansonyille, NC 28007

Anson Counts is a rural county of 25,500 people with an agncultural and textile economic
base Three key tactors are as3ociated with the Learning Resources Center's involvement in
the literacy actin Ines of the Anson -Lech' Ica! College These are an expanded role of the
LRC as a public, community hbrar\ , the etto u is ot the current statt to integrate the LRC
into the college, and the presence ot the Learninj Lib in the LRC

THE CASE STUDIES

Theretore, the eight t.;) case studies included this chapter cos cr the following libranes.

Tulsa City-County Library Sy stem, Tulsa, OK

Mary H Weir Public Library, Weirton, \V V.

Caruthersv:11, Public Library, Caruthersyille, MO

Onondaga Counts Public Librars , Syracuse NY

Dodge Correctional Institution, Waupun, \VI

Calitorma State Library, Sacramento, CA

E S Bird Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY

Anson Technical College, Anson County, NC
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Tulsa was visited by both jane Robbins and Debra Johnson as the first site visit in order to

coordinate the site visit data collection process. Jane Robbins conducted the site visits in Weirton, West

Virginia, Caruthersville, Missouri, and Waupun, Wisconsin. Debra Johnson conducted the visits in

Syracuse, New York, Sacramento, California and Ansonville, North Carolina. The case studies were

carved out between November 1986 and July 1987.

An interview schedule was prepared after an initial draft was pretested in Janesville, Wisconsin

during a oneday visit by both Jane Robbins and Debra Johnson (See Appendix D.). It was used as the

primary data collection instrument in the site visits. Fach of the case study sites provided the

contractors with much additional information, and that information along with general notes was used

in conjunction with the information gleaned, using the interview schedule, in preparing the case studies.

For each library's adult literacy educa" in activity, the following general areas are covered:

characteristics of the community and the library

rationale for library involvement in literacy activities

type of literacy education services provided

evaluation strategies us I

conclusion

In analyzing tl-e case study material, the framework developed for the analysis of the survey data

was used in structuring the concluding section. That is, the case study sites were examined in terms of the
three primary roles which libraries can play related to adult literacy programs: literacy materials,

literacy instruction, and literacy support services.

Each of these case study reports has been reviewed by three Department of Education staff

members, by a member of the staff of the I:brary visited, and by all members of the project's Advisory
Commiiio.. David Carr of the Advisory Committee gave special attention to a review of the case study
reports.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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Tulsa CityCounty Library System

Tulsa, Oklahoma

Character stics of the Community and the Library

Tulsa County, Oklahoma, is an urban area of nearly one-half million residents located in the heart

of Oklahoma. An ethnically diverse community, it has Black and Nz'tive American populations of

approximately nine percent each, with smaller Hispanic and Asian populations. The library's services

reflect attention to these groups. Major industnes are oil-related, although the community has a

diversity of industry and business. The county is home to the University of Tulsa and Oral Roberts

University and is a medical center for the entire region with the medical facility at Oral Roberts

University, the University of Oklahoma Medical School, and the Oklahoma Osteopat' is College of

Medicine and Surgery. Local estimates state that approximately 50,000 reLidents are functionally

illiterate.

In asking library staff and community residents to describe Tulsa, a consensus emerges that it, is a

community that values education and thus values the library's contribution to the community. Tulsa is

described as fast-paced and professional. Residents are community-mini-12d; when they see a problem

they try to sole it. Their commitment is reflected in a large volunteer base from which the library can

draw for its literacy program.

The community offers literacy services primarily through volunteer literacy councus (the library's

Literacy Volunteers of America group, a Laubach Council, and independent religiously affiliated

programs) and the school district, which offers the adult basic education program (ABE). The literacy

councils work primarily with two groups, those needing Vie skills necessary to enter an ABE program and

high school graduates in need of literacy training; neither of these groups is eligible for the ABE

program.

The library has an annual circulation of nearly two and a !-calf million and an annual budget

of over seven million dollars. There are 13 service outlets, plus a bookmobile. The library reflects the

city in its concern for solving community problems.

Historically, the Tulsa library has a reputation for I- igh quality service, as evidenced by its

national reputation. A tradition of outreach services for the hearing impaired, visually handicapped,

and aged provides a precedent for the library's work in literacy education. Its efforts in adult

programming include offering almost daily programs, usually in cooperation with other comtrinity

groups. In addition, the library has developed a comprehensive information and referral service that

includes service in support of the literacy program.

This library's orientation to reaching out to the community also is illustrated by its support from

the business community and its willingness to offer assistance to new' . 'ntures. During the time of the

case study visit, November 17-18, 1986, the library was providing space for a "BUY TULSA" operation,
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which encouraged local businesses and industries to purchase materials locally rather than outside the

region. The library's sound relationship with the local media contributes toward keeping the library in
the public view.

The library has a recent history of seeking alternative funding sources for its many activities. In

addition to pursuing state and federal library grants, the library has, in the last few y,..ars, built a

sizable endowment from which special projects can be funded.

Rationale for Library Involvement in Literacy

Initially, the library's involvement in literacy was an individual effortone staff person believed
the library should be involved in combating illiteracy, and thatstaff member worked within the
library to get the library involved. The library administration responded to this initiative with

support in terms of facilities, publicity, and literacy collection development. As the program began to

grow, the library administration shifted the emphasis of the literacy initiative toward an

institution-wide effort. This inch-led soliciting funding for the program, hiring staff, developing a

publicity program, and providing space in the library for a volunteer tutor program.

Based on the interviews with library administrative personnel, the library s commitment to

literacy activities comes first from an underlying assumption that literacy services are another

manifestation of the library's philosophy of outreach and involvement in the community. The staff's

desire to define its educational mission broadly supports the continued development of the literacy

program. The library staff initially recognized a gap in the communitynot enough opportunity for the
pre-ABE student and the high school graduateand then proceeded, not to duplicate existing

community services, but to supply a needed service. In short, the library is trying to meet the needs of an
identified portion of their service population..

Underlying the philosophical oriental; )n to outreach services is the realization that the library

cat-, build on its literacy program to garner increased support for the library. Related to this is a

recognition of the quality of the volunteers working in the library's literacy effort. The literacy

volunteers are drawn from the community leadership inctuding many teachers who by choice are

presently not working full-time in the school system; their involvement can be translated, through

example, into general support for the library. In addition to individual community leader volunteers,
the Junior League of Tulsa has designated the library's literacy program as a volunteer commitment for
at least their fiscal year 1986-87.

Major growth for the library's literacy program carne in the late summer and early fall of 1986,

when the media in Tulsa took an active interest in the issueof literacy. As with other American

Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) affiliates, the Tulsa ABC channel was planning a fall line-up of

television events to publicize the problem of illiteracy. The lib:ary, with its already strong ties vith
the media, became a logical source for information on the problem and services in the community.
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However, a competing NBC station in Tulsa saw the potentially high level of interest in the issue and

derided to offer an array of publicity and programming in August 198C, one month prior to the local AL'C

effort. The library figured prominently in that media effort as well.

As a result of this extensive media attention, sparked in part by media competition, all of the then

literacy providers saw an increase of interest from potential tutors and students as well as from the

business community, Instead of the previous pattern of one or two tutor training sessions at the library

annually, the increased demand dictates on the average of two training sessions per month. In addition,

efforts to place students increased, and the literacy program became one of the library's major outreach

activities; approximately 80 students are interviewed each month.

As in the other case studies in public libraries, the libr; y is seen as a logical and potentially

primary participant in the fight against illiteracy. This is atypical when compared to other social

issues (such as general social welfare programming), and the participants in the program and the

library staff see this as an additional rationale for involvement.

Type of Literacy Education Services Provided

The library has been involved in literacy education in a small way for many years. From 1977 until

the mid-1980's, the library had periodic training sessions for tutors and developed a core collection of

materials for both tutors and adult new readers; these early years of literacy services reflect the

personal interest on the part on a small number of staff people. When national attention began to focus on

literacy, Tulsa kesidents demonstrated a growing interest in combating illiteracy and interest in the

library's nascent literacy program grew. In 1984, a separate literacy coordinator position was

authorized. In spring 1985, approximately 120 tutor-student pairs were in the program, although there

was a waiting list for tutors. The administration of the litc-acy program and most of its activities take

place at the main library; however, branch libraries serve as sites for tutoring when the branches are

more convenient sites for tutor and students to meet.

Currently, the Tulsa literacy program typifies the institution -baled instructional model of library

involvement in literacy. The program emphasizes provision of tutoring service to adults from within the

library; it is an affiliate of the Literacy Volunteers of America. The library recruits and trains tutors,

recruits 'Inc'. places students, and coordinates the volunteers in providing these services. In addition, the

library also provides the more traditional literacy materials function by providing a diverse collection

of print materials for the adult new reader. Already a general community information and referral

center, the library acts as the central location for information on area literacy services. The model of

information and referral present at Tulsa is reflected in the design c.f the literacy program. It

emphasizes cooperation and referral to other literacy organizatior,s. When appropriate, clients are

referred to other grcups and students are encouraged to participate in !ocal ABE classes ,s their skills

improve.

UNiVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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The program depends heavily on a higtily skilled volunteer force fur must of the initial interviews

and placement of new learners. Training, while coordinated by the library, also depends on this

volunteer grog Some of the key ulunteer participants interviewed during the case study show a high

level of experti.3eall had a minimum of a bachelor's degree with expenence in teaching and/or

reading.

The structure of the library's literacy program is still evolving. With the rapid growth of the

number of students and tutors and the hiring of a new literacy coordinato., he library must determine

the placement of this service in relation to its other library services, i.e., integrating the literacy

program into the library's basic adult services or maintaining it as a specialized outreach service.

Because N, olunteers are involved in the decision making regarding the literacy programming, developing

a structure to incorporate this feature is necessary.

Evaluation Strategies Used

The evaluation of the program is based on statistics on the amount of participation in the program,

predominately the number of tutors and the number of students. With the rapid growth of the program,

collection of even these basic counts has been difficult. A more efficient record-keeping method is among

the priorities of the newly-appointed literacy coordinator. At this point, increasing demand also is seen

as an indicator of the success of the program.

In the student placement process, students are asked to define the:: immediate and long-*ange

learning objectives, assessing the degree to which these are achieved is a future project foi the literacy

program.

Conclusion

Program participants feel that the literacy program is gaining the library new usersnot only

adult new readers, out those who have heard more about the library because of the literacy press

coverage. Publi awareness that the library serves users with special needs has increased.

Similar to Weirton, West Virginia, Tulsa's literacy program incorporates liter. :y materials and

literacy instruction. In the future, these features will prutably remain. The challenge, then, is assui ing

the continuance of the program and incorporating the literacy efforts within the library with other

library adult services, and becoming mare involved with the providing of services in support of other

literacy programming throughout the Tulsa City-County community.
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Characteristics of the Community ' -d the Library

Weirton, West Virginia is a steel mill city of approximately 25,000 residents located near the Ohio

River; it rests in the northern panhandle of the state, thus making residents of adjacent t _tions of

Pennsylvania and Ohio dose neighbors. Two V/est Virginia counties, Brooke and Hancock, use Weirton

as their primary city, the two-county population is approximately 72,200. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania is

40 minutes from Weir on via expressway.

The key character of Weirton was cast in 1909 when Ernest Weir came to the area and founded the

Weirton Steel Company. In 1982 the employees of Weirton Steel acquired the company through an

employee stock ownership plan, the largest employee acquisition in history. The Weirton Steel

Corporation is the largest manufacturing employer in West Virginia; some 8,000 employee-owners work

for it. In the past five years, Weirton residents have dedicated their energies to diversifying the city's

economic base by attracting many steel related industries to the area. The Weirton Chamber of

Commerce describes the "Weirton Story" as follows: "It's a story which reveals a spirit that shines

brilliantly in the blast furnace, in the marketplace, and in the homefiresa community whose residents

are proving 'Working Together Works!'" At tM time of the case study site visit, November 19-21, 1986,

the "Weirton Story" came alive. The spirit which the Chamber of Commerce described was evident

throughout the city.

The city is governed by a mayor, city manager, and city council. Local governance is also aided by a

county administrator and a three-member county commission. The residents arc predominately

Caucasian with around three (3) percent of the community representing persons of Asian, Black,

Hispanic and Native American origins. The community has a rich and varied ethnic heritage with

Greek, Italian, German and other backgrounds represented. in about 12 percent of the population, a

language other than English remains the primary language. Church, home, and maintenance of cultural

identity are of central importance in Weirton.

Weirton residents have ready access to a vanety of post secondary educational institutions. The

West Virginia Northern Community College is located in the city; it is a comprehensive two-year

institution offering liberal arts, career education (notably nursing, business administration, culinary art:,

computer and secretarial sciences and electronics), and community education short-term classes. Jefferson

Technical College located in nearby Steubenville, Ohio is similar to West Virginia Northern

Community College. Four (4) four-year schools are also located within 25 miles of Weirton. Bethany

College, the University of Steubenville, West Virginia University Extension (both of which offer

graduate degrees), and West Liberty State College. In Wheeling, West Virginia, Wheelitlig College's

Master's in Business Administration program has proven useful to area residents.
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The public library, founded in 1958, is named for Mary H. Weir, the wife of Ernest Weir. The

revenue for the period roughly covering October 1984 to September 1985 was approximately $707,900.

The principal revenue sourct 's local taxes which made up $379,543 of the total; $102,480 was state

revenue and an additional $161,609 came from grant and gift funds, with a further source of $64,267 in

contract funds from other libraries. (Weirton's library includes a member library in Chester, the Lynn

Murray Memorial.)

The library staff has long been active in pro' 'ding services to special cliente'es. It provides special

services to the deaf including employment of staff members capable of con-,:rsing in sign language. It

maintains a special collection on deafness and provides TDY service. The collech In, which inklucl.=2s

materials in all formats, contains a 4,000 item film library and about 90,000 monographic and serial

titles. Audiocassette books, records, videotapes and computer programs for use on a large number of public

access microcomputers maintained by the library are key aspects of the collection. The collection also

has an important component of high interest/low vocabularly books. The library cooperates closely

with West Virginia Northe Tn Communit:,' College,, providing classroom space for courses neeCing access

to computers. Through the library's bookmobile, services spread out to all of the 72,000;- residen's of

Brooke and Hancock Counties.

The staff of the library numbers 22, including three (3) professionals, three (3) paraprofessionals,

and 16 clerical. A number of volunteers also aid in providing library services. The spirit of the

community is readily evident in the library staff. The library plays a central part in many of the area's

soCal services and the staff has been successful in obtaining grant funding to provide special services

which aid in supplying the type of skilled/educated work force which is essential as Weirton attempts

to diversify its economic base.

Examples of the library's successful grant acti'ity include major grants from the Appalachian

Pegional Commissio,i and through th2 Joint Training Project Act. The library has also been successful in

obtaining grants to support its adult literacy program.

Rationale for Library Involvement in Literacy Activities

Nearly 11,000 adults in the Weirton Public Library service area are not able to read or wntc well

enough to cope successfully with most everyday tasks West Virginia has among the highest rates of

illiteracy of any atate; it is variously ranked kk ith Louisiana as having the highest or second highest

illiteracy rate in the nation.

As early as 1975 the staff of the Weir Library began to plan for the library's involvement in

activities to cam_ at illiteracy; the first library program, involving staff membt , and volunteer tutors

using Laubach literacy matenals began in 1977 'The staff of the library, through the initial leadership

of its director, began to identify adult literacy prow amming as a fundamental part of the library's

educational role. While the library board was at first merely acceptinb of this activity, within several
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years of the founding of the program (no doubt supported by both the library staff's ability to attract a

variety of outside funding for the program and the growing state and national awareness of the cost of

illiteracy), board members became avid supporters of the library's involvement in adult literacy

programming.

The library's general informational brochure lists the literacy program as one of its major services.

A full-time coordinator for the literacy program is a library staff member. (This position has been

variously funded by both grants and the local and state tax-supported library budget.)

The library staff and supporters see the library as a natural partner in the task of supporting adults

who strive to approach functional literacy. In responding to the question, "Why should the library be

involved?" volunteer tutors, students and library staff gave the following types of answers:

'The library is an 'academic' setting without being a school."

"It is a comfortable site away from home."

'There are many materials available both for me and rn) tutor."

"Computer education is an important aspect of functional literacy and the library provides this

education along with basic literacy."

Type of Literacy Education Services Provided

The Weir Library's literacy education services have clearly earned for it the descriptive phrase:

full-service library. Through a combination of staff dedication to and foci's or. literacy education,

community and state support, and skilled proposal writing with resultant funding, this library has

created a truly exemplary adult literacy program. In addit'on to the library's designating

approximately 11% of its budget in direct support of its adult literacy education a:tivity, it has

marshalled a great deal of volunteer hour contributions (726 hours in 1985 over and above literacy tutors-

volunteer hours). Approximately 1000+ volunteer hours per year are contnbuted to the various aspects of

the adult literacy program.

The adult literacy program is based upon two major activities: basic literacy through the I aubach

program and computer literacy through Weirton Community Computer Communication Center

established in part by a grant received from the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC). The ARC

grant allowed the library to purchase microcomputers, and basic education computer software, and to

train staff and volunteers to use the equipment and software. The program has received additional

support through the assignment of one or two VISTA volunteers by ACTION to make the availability of

the library's program well known and to take active roles as literacy tutors and occasionally as literacy

tutor trainers.

Ils. library staff take an active rose in both the Weirton Area Literacy Council and the West

Virginia Adult Coalition of Literacy, by attending meetings and accepting committee assignments in

order to increase public awareness of and access to their literacy services.
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As but one example of this library's exemplary invok ement in adult literacy education, their

participation in a projc.:t to demonstrate and t kaluate a computer-assisted program for reading skills

improvement dev-loped by the Naval Personnel Research and Development Laboratory (NPRDC) can

be cited.

In addition to their participation in the testing of the NPRDL program, library staff prepared

their own reading disk related to money management based upon the outcomes of their participation in

the project.

Evaluation Strategies Used

The library's evaluation strategies are not particularly sophisticated, but they are systematic and

complete in terms of basic information. Data is collecte 1 quarterly and aggregated yearly. Data is kept

in the following categories:

1) Number pf new students

2) Number of "new" students still active after a year in program

3) Total number of students participating

4) How students come into the program; e g. referred by self, family, other students, job service,

etc.

5) Employment status of students

6) Last level of school completed upon entering program

7) Functional literacy level upon entering program

8) Achievement of students, e.g. improved basic skills, completed Laubach program; passed GED,

obtained job or obtained better job, etc.

9) Reasons for leaving program, e.g. relocated, referred to other program, work schedule, etc.

Conclusion

The strength of the Weir Library's adult literacy program may result from a combination of the

following factors:

1) obvious need for literacy training in the community with a population of 11,000+ indicated as

having basic literacy needs,

2) program longevity;

3) consistent, sustained support in terms of basic staffing by qualified, committed staff, including

assignment of a coordinator;

4) ability not only to obtain funding, but to do so in such a way as the funds support continued and

coordinated development of instructional materials and equipment to be used by the volunteer

tutors; and

5) int rest of library directors and the library board throughout the life of the program.
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In fiscal 1986 the Library received a grant through Title VI of the Library Services and Construction

Act to create a series of three videocassette tapes for the purpose of disseminating information

concerning the need for publicl,brary involvement in literacy programs. This project is being conducted in

cooperation with the Weirton Steel Corporation.

The Mary H. Weir Pubi,c Library can be described as a full service library in relation to adult

literacy programming; that is, the library provides the full range of public library adult literacy

programming roles including literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services.

Further, within each of these soles, the library provides a breadth of services including, in the literacy

materials area, the creation of computer software; in the area of instruction, the training of tutors; and in

the area of support services, acting as a key participant in statewide multi- institutional literacy needs

awareness programs.
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Caruthersville Public Library

Caruthersville, Missouri

Characteristics of the Community and the Library

Caruthersville, a mayor /council municipality of approximately 8,000 residents, is located beside

the Mississippi River in the boot heel region of Pemiscot County, Missouri. Surrounded by agricultural

land sprinkled with cotton fields, Caruthersville can be characterized most accurately as a small

southern town. The county's major employers outside of agriculture and related services are Brown Shoe

Company, the Colson Company (manufacturers of hospital equipment and hand trucks) Tipton Box

Company, and Caruthersville Shipyard, Inc. The unemployment rate hovers around 15 percent, and

with the Brown Shoe Company employing primarily women, the major employers have a work force of

approximately 50 percent male and 50 percent female. There are four schools, two elementary', one junior

high and one high school, enrolling slightly more than 1,900 students. The population is approximately

30 percent black, two percent Asian, with the remainder white; however, there is a growing community

of individuals of Hispanic heritage that presently numbers less than one percent of the population.

Similarly, about one percent of the population speaks English as a second language.

The public library, which sits on a main street just adjacent to the central commercial district, was

founded in 1922. The matenals collection includes about 35,000 items; the librarian is the principal

employee of the library (there are only 2.21-1'x. employees) and the librarian generally determines the

content of the library's collection, along with its services and programs. The Library Board typica:ly

approves the librarian's plans. The total materials budget is quite modest (less than $5,000) and gifts to

the library account for most of the dollars spent on the collection. It is a traditior 31 collection focusing

almost exclusively on books; service programs emphasize books and reading. This library is typical of

the majority of public libraries in the U.S.; that is, its community, budget, collection, and service scope

are all small.

The Rationale for Library Involvement in Literacy Activities

The librarian at Caruthersville is a purveyor of the library faith, she believes profoundly that

reading books is a source of both understanding and joy for those able to read. Therefore, it follows quite

logically for the libranan that the library should be a place where those who cannot read or hal, e

trouble readily can be helped to learn or improve reading skills. Although the literacy program offered

is fundamc.itally an adult literacy program, the library will aid anyone, regardless of age, who asks for

help with their reading.
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Type of Literacy Education Services Provided

The literacy education program began at the Caruthersville Public Library in January of 1978 when

the librarian determined that there were residents of Caruthersville who could be aided through

learning to read or learning to read with greater skill. She informed the Board of Trustees about the

Laubach literacy program and suggested that the library should provide access to Laubach literacy

training to the citizens of Caruthersville; the Board approved a program. She learned the Laubach

teaching method and, along with an elementary school teacher who also knew the method, trained

volunteers. Within just severai months, the library program had 17 trained volunteers and eight

students. Students and volunteers were solicited through occasional notices in a weekly newspaper and

through word of mouth. The Laubach program materials for tutors and students were provided by the

library and the one-on-one teaching took place at the library, often in the librarian's office.

Now, nine years after the program's inception, the library continues this program in the same basic

form in which it began. When visited in mid-December 1986, there were about seven active volunteers,

principally retired school teachers and nuns, four active adult students, and two new adult students

waiting for tutor assignments to be made in early 1987. An announcement about the libra- 1ult

literacy program had just been taken to the newspaper. The program operates without formal or

informal cooperative efforts with other local or state educational or social agencies. The librarian

herself now trains new Laubach tutor volunteers.

Evaluation Strategies Used

There are no formal evaluation strategies employed. The librarian estimates that some 75 students

and 30 tutors have been involved with the program since its inception and that approximately ten

students have completed the full Laubach series. When students complete the series they are encouraged

to use the library's collection of large print books.

Conclusion

The Caruthersville Public Library exemplifies the flexibility of programming efforts afforded to

most small public libraries. The librarian perceived a community need with a logical association to the

public library. With minimal cost, a small investment of the librarian's time and of library facilities,

coupled to volunteer support, the library has stepped in to provide a social service. With only a small

amount of maintenance effort the program continues. The librarian believes that adult literacy

education is an integral part of the library's reason for being in the community and that formal

evaluation and cooperative activities are counterproductive to the goal of the library's adult literacy

program as they will, she believes, detract from the library's service delivery focus. While this

library's non-analytic, non- cooperative, and non-technological program may seem to lack exemplary

qualities, in its single focus and direct simplicity, it is a model which exemplifies that it is possible to
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undertake and maintain a program if there is administrative support to do so. As in Weirton, West

Virginia, it is the administrative librarian who Provided the leadership to initiate and then to

maintain literacy programming. The Caruthersville approach to literacy involves the roles of literacy

materials and literacy instruction while eschewing the role of literacy support cervices. While

Caruthersville is not the model to which to aspire by libraries from fat ger communities, it, once again,

exemplifies what can be done in a small community if the will is there, and if administrative obstacles

do not circumvent program delivery.
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Syracuse, New York
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Characteristics of the Community and Library

Onondaga County is located midway between Albany and Buffalo, New York. Its major

city--Syracuse--is the site of the main library and administrative offices for the County public library

system. The County serves close to a half million residences. The city of Syracuse has been described as

representing a population cross-section similar to that of the entire United States; seven percent of its

population is Black and for approximately eight percent of the population, English is a second language.

Economically, it depends on a diversified manufacturing base. It is home to Syracuse University. The

population growth in the County is in the suburbs of Syracuse and other small nearby communities.

Local literacy services include the Adult Basic Education programs offered through the Adult Basic

Learning Center and the Onondaga-Syracuse BOCES (Board of Coordinated Educational Services) Adult

Education Program, and a volunteer literacy council affiliated with the Literacy Volunteers of America.

The Onondaga Community College (OCC) has a reading and study skills center for OCC students. Also,

Syracuse is the national headquarters for both Laubach Literacy International and Literacy Volunteers

of America (LV A).

The Onondaga County Library System has one main downtown library, eight branches, and 20

member libraries with a system-wide circulation of several million items. It has an annual budget of

over six million dollars. The service patterns of the branches reflect the nature of the neighborhoods and

are staffed by librarians who recognize the branch library as a neighborhood community center.

Currently, a new downtown library is being built.

The services offered are those typical of an urban library system, with a commitment throughout

the library to support community-based projects. Member libraries have an opportunity to participate in

all system services. A commitment to reaching out to the community through special service to the blind,

physically handicapped, hearing impaired is reflected in both the board make-up and budget

allocations.

Rationale for Library Involvement in Literacy Activities

The library staff includes literacy services as one of many of its service functions. Just as the

librarians are involved in other community education efforts, they assume a supportive role for local

literacy efforts. The assumption is that literacy services are a logical step in light of the library's

educational mission; the library's board of trustees and administration provide leadership and support

for literacy efforts and encourage further exploration into possible cooperative ventures. The program

has grown and will continue to grow, because of the interest of the staff in pursuing the activities.

Many of the librarians relate their literacy activities to the area libraries' history of serving
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foreign -born populations. Then, as now, the underlying philosophy is that the library needs a literate

population to survive. Also, the concept of the library as community center incorporates involvement in

literacy education. Serving as a site for tutoring and tutor training is similar to use of the library for

other studying and programs.

With the national headquarters of Laubach and LVA in Syracuse, the critical question might be:

"How can the library not be involved in literacy?" In reality, however, the decision to participate in

literacy efforts grew out of local need and planning, not because of the national organizations' presence;

however, as the library's involvement in literacy has grown it has not overlooked the opportunity to

participate io coc:,..ifative ventures with both of the two national groups. Most recently this was

evidenced in a LSCA-Title VI grant which includes a contract with Laubach to evaluate basic skills

microcomputer software.

Type of Literacy Education Services Offered

As is evident in the other case studies, Onondaga's literacy efforts started .mall, based on the

commitment of a few staff members. Staff members undertook personai tutor training and secured funds

from the regular collection development budget for a literacy collection. As cooperative ties with local

literacy providers grew, efforts were made to seek outside funding for new projects. Requests for services

increased, and in 1983, a literacy project assistant was hired with LSCA funds in order to coordinate the

library's activities related to the community's broad literacy initiative.

Currently, the Onondaga County Public Library is an exemplary case of a library that assumes d

primarily non-instructional role in literacy education. The library has committed substantial funds to

building a collection of print materials, supplemented with microcomputers and educational software.

These matenals are coupled with an impressive array of publicity pieces about the collection and about

the library's services in support of literacy The maturity of the library's literacy activities take place

from the main library.

Literacy activities are not offered in isolation from other community literacy activities, but in

cooperation with the students and literacy providers This is an essential feature of Onondaga's

successful program. The cooperative approaf h is strongly supported by the library's Board of Trustees

and administration as shown by the commitment to providing space, whenever possible, for literacy

activities. In the recent renovation of a neighborhood branch, offices were provided for the local LVA

council. Their cooperative approach is illustrated further by the publication of a literacy services

directory that is assembled, produced, and distributed by the library to publicize all local literacy

providers.

Other library services in support of literacy include providing space for tutoring and tutor training,

co-sponsoring tutor training, referral and follow- up far those in need of assistance or interested in

working with literacy providers, and participating in local publicity efforts. Tours are offered f:,1- Adult
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Basic Education and English as a Second Language (ESL) classes. Staff inservce training on literacy is
evident.

Every one of the reference staff participate in the assistance and referral process. Staff working

directly on the project, however, find that students they have worked with try to come only when they

are working. Adult new learners, as well as those for whom English is a second language, are being
encouraged to approach any of the staff for assistance.

The future of the library's involvement in literacy is seen as one of strengthening cooperative ties

and continuing to seek support for improving nut only what the library has to offer, but also the

opportunities for those in need of literacy services in the community.

Evaluation Strategies Used

Because the service is focused on literacy materials and literacy support services, the statistics

related to collections are the primary evaluation measure. Commitment of the library to the effort is

indicated by its continued staff support for local efforts, budget for materials, and willingness to provide

office space for the local literacy council.

Conclusion

Two widely accepted roles for libraries involved in literacy are those of literacy materials and

literacy support services This library is representative of those kinds of involvement and incorporates
the essential feature of both of those roles, .e., cooperation with local literacy providers.
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Dodge Correctional Institution

Waupun, Wisconsin

Characteristics of the Community and the Library

The Dodge Correctional Institution is a maximum security facility housing approximately 600

adult, male, felony-level offenders; it serves as the State of Wisconsin's evaluation and sssignment

facility, i.e., sentenced males are sent to this facility for an approximately six-week assessment period.

Based upon the evaluation made, the men are then assigned to other of the State's correctional facilities

based upon their needs for services and the State's assessment of the appropriate sc-curity

levelminimam, medium or maximum..' small number of men are assigned to complete a part of their

incarceration period at the Dodge facility in order to carry out certain support service tasks, for

example, laundry and food service. Some are assigned to the library, although few actually work in the

library for longer than a three month period. The population of the facility, while constantly changing,

is generally distributed ethnically as follows: 62% White, .3% Asian, 1.7% Native American, 4.2%

Hispanic, and 31.5% Black. Fewer than 5% have English as a second language.

The library occupies two roomsa general library and a law librarywith two additional small

offices in the educational section of the facility Passes are required for use of the library and one of the

two staff members must be on duty in the library room proper at all times the library is open. One of the

offices serves partially as a material's processing room. In this office there is a computer to which

residents have access at assigned times. The other office serves as the library director's office. The

library also has access to some space adjacent to their primary area. The federal fiscal year 1985-86

sources of revenue for the library totalled approximately $57,000. The materials collection is small and

concentrates in the area of general non-fiction and fiction. The collection contains some materials for low

vocabulary readers and some self-help cassette tapes, although the majority of the facility's low

vocabulary and self-help materials are housed in and made available from the facility's

educational/school program. The 'ibrary serves residents when they are not participating in the

institution's formally structured educational and assessment programs

Rationale for Library Involvement in Literacy Activities

The Dodge Correctional Institution was converted from a State Hospital (mental facility) to an

evaluation and assignment correctional facility. Some staff from the hospital (including the librarian)

remained at the facility when it was converted, therefore, the library retains a core philosophy of

therapeutic involvement with residents.

Literacy education is a special service of the library. The library is not assigned the responsibility

of evaluating resident's literacy level; rather, that assessment, if made, is made by the educational

program of the facility. Literacy education from the library is a service available to those who ask. It is
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available to both the Dodge-assigned resident population and to those "passing through" Dodge, even

though they may be involved for only a short time. The rationale for the involvement is basically that
it is a service that the library can provide and should provide even though tl 2 imt)act may not be

demonstrable to the library staff due to mobility of the learrers. The availability of literacy services at
the Dodge facility, it is hoped, will encouragethose in need of literacy education and those capable of

being literacy tutors to request such education at the institution to which they are assigned.

Type of Literacy Education Services Provided

With the exception of Alcoholics and Narcotics Anonymous and religious-affiliated volunteers,

volunteer activities are not allowed in the facility, therefore, the literacy education services provided

by the library are those provided by the library director, the other staffmember, or the occasional

resident volunteer. Print, audiovisual, and microcomputer software focussed for the adult new learner,

English as a second language "students," and for literacy tutors are available in the library collection.

As the library is small and only a few residents at a time are allowed use the library, the staff soon

become acquainted with their users. The staff try to make known the range of library set-% ices available

to each user, on a one-to-one basis. When it seems appropriate, literate resident users are encouraged to

assist the library staff in identifying others who could benefit from the library's adult basic literacy

materials. Users with low literacy skills can sometimes be identified by staff members and available

services explained to them. Literate residents are encouraged to use the materials available for training

tutors and are further encouraged to identify potential literacy program students.

Evaluation Strategies Used

Other than staff observation of residents using the literacy materials, no evaluation is undertaken.

The constraints on the adult literacy program due to the nature of the facility p-ohibit high

involvement by residents and library staff, because adult literacy education exists principally as a

special service and serves mostly as a model and for encouragement, evaluation has not been a focus of
the program.

One aspect of el. aluation undertaken by the librarian relates to the type of material available for

basic literacy education Most of the material is written or prepared in such a way as to have little

interest for adult male offendors. Perhaps as State prison systems increase their interest in assessing and
rectifying low literacy skills ith the resident population, the producers of instructional materials will

provide materials which might better hold the interest of this group of users.

Conclusion

The Dodge Correctional Institution library proi.ides an adult literacy program whose greatest
impact may be merely its availability. It certainly operates against great odds due to the institution's
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purposes v.ithin the State's Correctional Division, i.e., evaluation and assignment thus resulting m

short term tenure of the vast majority of residents at the facility. Persisting with the program shows

dedication by the libranan to the role of libraries in adult literacy education. Further, it demonstrates

his belief that If the library aids but a few of its low literacy level users, it is performing an important

educational service.
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California State Library

Sacramento, California

Characteristics of the State and Library

California, with a population of over 25 million, ranks as the most populous state to the Unit

States. Leading ,,idustries include transportation equipment, food and agricultural products, and

machinery. The state contains both large metropol Ian areas as well as rural sparsely populated

counties. It has a highly diversified educational system and library system.

The California State Library along with other responsibilities promotes the development of public

libraries in the state through services to libranes and through the admi istration of state and federal

public library funds.

Rationale f r LibraryInvolvement in Literacy Activities

Underlying the rationale for why the State Library has become a leader in adult literacy seems to

be the willingness of the Library's leadership to take nsks. When one examines the events leading up to

the involvement in literacy, the risk taking approach of the State Library is evident. Staff interest

was present in literacy in the early 1980s, although no large-scale literacy initiative existed at that

time. When in 1984 a need existed to distribute federal LSCA funds in a short period of time, the State

Library leadership took a chance. In an unprecedented move by the State Library, It was decided that

all the available funds would be anti arded to libranes for establishing community-based literacy

see ices that would provide literacy instruction. As these programs were starting, state legislators

became Interested in the problem and the Library's attempt to work toward a solution. This interest led

to funding of library literacy programs under the California Library Sem ices Apt Without the State

Library's Inman% L. in the use of federal funds, it is doubtful that state-level funding would he

occurred.

The rationale for being in% oh ed at the state level relates to the State I ibrary's perception of a

sell, ke model for publii. libraries Tills model is based on the requiremi_nt for community based planning

for library services In the Lase of the loLal literacy programs funded by the state, a planning approach

is required. Each literacy program is developed and carried out at the local level. Inherent in the

approach is the assumption that the funding for the projects w ill gradually be assumed by the local

funding body.

In 1987, the libraries in Calfonua were still trying to recover the funding lost due to Proposition 13.

Overall, in the two years immediately following passage of Proposition 13, libraries lost

approximately 20% of their funding. Some counties and special librar districts lost up to 42% of the

funding, city losses were often contained to 5%. Because of the positive image that literacyprograms

bring to libraries, many California librarians believe the public's view of the library can improve by
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bringing programming o the library. Beyond the improved image, however, is an assumption that by

developing a literacy p. Jgram with community-wide support, the library also broadens its overall base

of support in the community. This increased support, it is believed, may result in improved funding from

state and local governments as well as from private source:.

The rationale for the literacy initiative in many communities is partially a political one; since

politics is the milieu of the California State Library the rationale is largely political. And the project

chosen for the initiativeliteracy--is seen as a natural activity for public libraries. The State

Library's desire to see an improvement in the literacy skills of the California population is the bottom

line in all the local programs.

Type of Literacy Education Services Provided

In its literacy initiative, the State Library conducts four primary activities: awarding of funds for

local library literacy programs, technical support for those efforts, including publicity, coordination of

regional literacy efforts, and evaluation of the impact of the funding. These activities primarily

support the projects funded through the California Library Services Act, although staff consult with all

projects, including those being funded by LSCA Title I and Title VI.

In the first three years of funding (1985-1987), 44 libraries were selected to participate in the

project. Funding for these libraries has remained stable in order to assure adequate funding until local

revenue sources could be used. Libraries receiving funds were to engage in direct one-on--one instruction

through a local literacy council developed by the library.

To support these efforts, Lie staff at the State Library offer advice on building local coalitions and

provide information on literacy training and collections. As programs are developed, techniques used in

the various projects aid others in developing programs. Publicity approaches are shared, and the State

facilitates the coordination of publicity efforts at a regional level. These regions are organized

according to the area news media to assure that all libraries will be able to take full advantage of

media opportunities.

The State Library has undertaken the evaluation of the programs using the state funds. Not Orly

are they interested in amount of use, but in the changes that occur in the library because of the library

literacy programs.

The state initiative has not occurred in a vacuum. Just as local libraries are encouraged to work with

other educational groups, the State Library works in conjunction with other literacy providers. A need

still exists in California to define more clearly, to the satisfaction of both the State Library and its

counterpart in education, how the library initiative relates to the efforts in adult basic education and in

English as a second language. The politics of developing a local literacy coalition is magnified at the

state level, ank.: to date, productive relationships have not been adequately developed.

The future of the California state-level literacy initiative is dependent, to a large degree, on state
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funding. It is assumed, however, that the local literacy programs have built a strong local literacy

coalition to continue grass-roots projects and that local funding will become available. In fact, success of

the state-level effort might be measured by decreasing reliance on the funding role by the state. The

other functionsthose of technical assistance and coordinationare, in all likelihood, an ongoing

activity.

Evaluation Strategies Used

As indicated above, the California State Library has attempted to evaluate the local programs to

determine how the funds were used. Data is collected on the number of learners and tutors, and an outside

consultant has conducted two program reviews for the State Library. These program reviews include

interviews with tutors and students.

The State Library is currently involved in trying to measure learner progress. In light of the need for

accountability for state funding, this project will attempt to answer the question: "What difference does

literacy education through the library make?"

Conclusion

In terms of the funding made available for local literacy programs and attention to evaluation, the

California State Library literacy initiative is exemplary. The fun ions of technical assistance and

coordination are, however, representative of the role state library agencies may assume in literacy

education.
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E. S. Bird Library

Syracuse University

Syracuse, New York

Characteristics of the University and Library

Syracuse University is a private university with approximately 16,100 students. It grants degrees

through the Ph.D. in a variety of fields, including adult education.

The E. S. Bird Library serves the entire Lampus and houses a rare book collection, manuscript

collection, and an archive. Currently, the collection size is over two million items.

Rationale for Library Involvement in Literacy Activities

If queried, most of the staff in the E. S. Bird Library would say that the library is not involved in

literacy education. In the sense of developing an instructional program or a collection for adult new

readers, the library will not fit a traditional definition of library involvement in literacy. Literacy

involvement in a college or university library, however, is best defined in terms of its collection about

literacy and teaching adults to read. The rationale for developing a collection in this are is not

directly related to literacy, but to the university library's mission to support the research and curriculum

of Syracuse University. This leads, then, to the development of a collection relating to literacy.

In addition to its circulating collection, the library contains an archive used in conducting research.

In the archive, there has been an attempt to collect papers of organizations and individuals that would

be of interest to literacy and adult education researchers.

Type of Literacy Education Services Provided

The development of a collection relating to adult literacy grew out of the research interests of the

School of Education, Adult h'ucation Department, and its coursework relating to adult learners. As with

other disciplines in the Univ. rsity, the library supports these efforts with a comprehensive collection.

The collection includes pnmarily print materials (monographs and pamphlets), and the library

maintains subscriptions to all the major adult L.:ucation journals. In addition, due in part to the efforts of

individual faculty members, the library has a collection of newsletters from adult education

organizations. Reference questions are received by mail from all over the world.

The manuscript collection contains approximately 650 linear feet of materials of particular interest

to those studying illiteracy, literacy, and the adult learner: the papers of Frank Laubach, founder of

Laubach Literacy International; the archives of the American Association for Adult Education; and the

records of the Fund for Adult Education. The collection also houses audiotapes, videotapes, and

photographs. Recently, Syracuse University received a Kellogg Foundation grant to store and distnbute
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the adult education archiv-' .laterial on optical disc. This will make the adult education matenals

further available to researchers not able to visit the campus.

The E. S. Bird Library is indirectly involved in literacy education in another way: the library is

used as a site for tutoring students. Tutors, especially those who might have some affiliation with the

University, arrange to rn.et students for tutoring sessions at the library. They cite the convenience of the

location, plus the positive influence of the setting as reasons for using the site.

Evaluation Strategies Used

Strategies specific to the adult education collection are not undertaken by the library, except in

conjunction with usage figures of the collections and amount of additional acquisitions.

Conclusion

The role of the academic library differs from other libraries in relation to adult literacy in that it

is a primary source of materials to support teaching of adults and research in illiteracy. The results of

the survey indicate that college and university libraries have not idenfified themselves as active

participants in the literacy effort and do not consider developing research collections to be a role related

to the adult literacy movement; however, the E. S. Bird Library example demonstrates that any

research library, no matter how stunning its research collections, can become hospitable to

literacy-related activities for the adult new reader.
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Anson Technical College

Anson County, North Carolina
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Characteristics of the Community and the Library

Anson County is a rural county of 25,500 people with an agricultural and textile economic base. The

largest city is Wadesboro, with a population of 4,100. The county has approximately 4,300 adults over

the age of 25 who have less than an 8th grade education and an additional 3,500 with some high school

education but no diploma. The single public library is located in Wadesboro; other communities are

served by a bookmobile.

The Anson Technical College serves Anson County with some classes in adjacent Union County. The

two mein campuses are at Polkton and Ansonville. Its Community Services Division is located in

Wadesboro. This division includes a Small Business Center, Adult Basic Education (ABE), and

Continuing Education. ABE classes are held at the Community Services Division offices as well as in

churches, schools, hospitals, and the Anson Technical College campuses. Those students with special

needs also are served through classes in nursing homes, mental health centers, and correctional

facilities. Quarterly, ABE averages 25 classes and serves approximately 325 students.

Library services are offered through the Learning Resources Center (LRC). The LRC offers services

on both the Polkton and Ansonville campuses. The library collection covers all topics taught at the

college as well as popular materials in all formats. The LRC includes the Learning Skills Center where

students can work on improving their skills in re- 4 ing, math, and English. The skills center offers

developmental courses, such as college reading, to assist students registered at Anson Technical College.

These courses are part of the curriculum and award coll,,,e credit. In addition, the Learning Lab segment

of the skills center serves ABE and General Education Degree (GED) students as well as those adults

with a high school diploma who need additional skills. The GED instruction is offerLd through the

Learning Resources Center, not the Community Services Division.

The Rationale for Library Involvement in Literacy Activities

Three key factors are associated with the Learning Resources Center's involvement in the literacy

activities o; ilti., Alooiliechnicai College. These are: an expanded role of the LRC as a public,

community library; the efforts of the current staff to integrate the LRC into the college; and the presence

of the 1..^ .rning Lab in the LRC.

Since there is limited public library service available in Ansonville and Polkton, the staff see the

LRC serving the entire community, not just the students and staff of the college. Flexible collection

development and circulation policies allow for purchase and lending of popular materials, including

videotapes. This understanding of their role as a community resource works well with the philosophy of
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the ABE program which is described in brochures as a community-based service. This expanded role also

illustrates the desire of the staff to expand their services to meet the needs of the entire County

The Learning Resources Center's involvement in ABE is one of many activities intended to further

integrate the LRC into the instructional program at Anson Technical College. Because many of the

courses are business and technical in nature, the use of library services did not meet the expectations of

the staff. Efforts to hold classes it, the LRC on the Polkton campus, to identify materials of interest to

students and instructors, to prepare publicity pieces, including a newsletter, and to provide leisure

reading material have contributed to the community service image and increased use of the LRC.

Circulation figures and attendance figures have increased by nearly 100 percent in the past three years

because of these outreach efforts.

The existence of the Learning Lab means that the library is linked administratively to literacy. At

Anson Community College, however, this link is stronger than just administrative responsibility. All

staff are actively involved in assisting students working in the skills center. In addition, the director of

the LRC is the chief GED examiner and the assistant librarian on the Ansonville campus is the GED

examiner alternate. Having the Learning Lab in the library also allows staff to encourage ABE and GED

students to use all the library resources, not just those in the lab.

Type of Literacy Education Services Provided

Adults who need help to improve reading, writing, math, and English skills can come to the

Learning Resources Center for one-on-one assistance and individual, self-paced work. Services include

those for students preparing for the GED, students at the pre-GED stage and at the most basic skill

levels, and adults with a high school diploma who need additional skills. The Polkton campus has the

most complete Learning Lab, but service is also offered at the Ansonville campus. Students can register as

an independent student of the LRC program or may use the lab in conjunction with classroom-based ABE

and GED instruction. Special interest students--those who already have a high school

diplomareceive continuing education credit for their work if desired.

The Learning Lab Coordinator and library staff help individuals plan a course of study and assist

them in their self-paced study. The staff uses all forms of media to aid in the instruction, from print

materials to audio-cassettes to microcomputers. In addition, the center offers PLATO computers and

courseware designed to help teach basic reading, math, and grammar skills to students.

The Learning Lab budget is separate from library services, but both budgets are administered by the

Learning Resources Center director. Currently, a portion of the Learning Lab Coordinator's salary is

contributed by ABE, since ABE students also are assisted in the lab. The majority of the students using

the Learning Lab are special interest and ABE students.
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Evaluation Strategies Used

Since direct instruction occurs in the Learning Lab, records of individual student progress are kept. In

addition, the LRC staff use anecdotal reports of student successes in publicity about the LRC services.

As noted earlier, the LRC staff attributes a portion of the dramatic increase in in-person use and

circulation to the expanding efforts of the Learning Lab and the outreach efforts of the library staff to

these students. Use of the Learning Lab also continues to increase. During the period from 1985 to winter

1987, the number of students using the Learning Lab increased 22 percent.

Conclusion

The Anson Technical College Learning Resources Center has a historical connecticn to established

adult basic education and General Education Degree programs through its Learning Lab. This

relationship has grown over the past several years to the point where the Learning Lab's activities are

integrated into the entire range of library services at Anson Technical College. The general library

collection supports the instructional materials in the Learning Lab, and staff do not serve exclusively in

just one part of the LRC's services.

In the future, the LRC will continue to work with the Community Services Division in their efforts

to provide community-based ABE classes. The LRC will work with ABE students who use the center and

is presently considering ways to provide materials at these community classes. This might include a

deposit collection at the public library in Wadesboro. The LRC staff expect an increase in GED students,

especially with the recent changes in the GED examination.

The increasing visibility of the LRC ha:, aided staff in garnering special budget allotments and has

resulted in increased use of services. The staff, however, still see that there is more to be done to make

the LRC a community- wide service center. The library involvement in literacy services continues to

help assure that this goal will be met.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS

LIBRARY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY VARIES GREATLY

This study shows that libraries are active partners in the national literacy effort. Activity,

however, is variable. Public libraries, as expected, are the primary provider of literacy services in

frequency and in the range of activities offered. State institution libraries and community

college/technical school libraries report a more limited range of literacy activities and a lower level of

involvement, but both offer traditional library literacy services. State library agencies are taking an

increasingly active role in funding and consultation with local libraries.

When literacy activity is examined as three rolesliteracy materials, literacy instruction, and

literacy support servicesall are present in the types of libraries noted above. The role of literacy

instruction, on the whole, remains the least offered. Literacy support services and literacy materials are

pervasive across all the libraries reporting involvement in literacy.

It is probably misleading to compare literacy activity across all types of libraries. Given the

different missions of the libraries, it would be expected that the type of literacy activity would vary.

The public library, with its mission to serve the general public, offers the widest range )f literacy

activities, across the literacy materials, literacy instruction, and literacy support services roles.

Because literacy classes are often held in community colleges, the library logically supports the

individual learning of these students by providing collections and learning lab facilities rather than

offering direct instruction. For state institution libraries, literacy training may be offered by a separate

branch of the institution or directly by the library. Depending on the parent institution's approach to

literacy instruction, the library's response will vary.

For college and university libraries, their primary client groups are students and faculty. Their

literacy role would be to provide materials to enhance curriculum and research in adult education. For

school libraries, their mission is focused on the school-aged population. While some secondary schools

could open their collection to adult basic education classes in the community, their primary contribution

will be in the area of breaking the illiteracy cycle, that is, family literacy. State library agencies, with

their mission to promote library development, logically look to supporting local literacy efforts with

consultation and funding.

Describing the most likely roles by type of library should not be interpreted as saying that each

library will carry out the same activities. As the data from the questionnaires show, a library selects

from the entire range of literacy activities, making each program unique depending on the community

and institutional characteristics. To narrowly define a "required" set of literacy activities for a type of

library fails to take into account local differences and preogatives. In particular, a library does not need

to be involved in direct instruction to be "involved" in adult literacy education.
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ILLITERACY WON'T BE ACTED ON IF IT'S NOT SEEN

Identifying indicators for levels of literacy in a community is not simple, and this study used four

indicatorspercentage of population for whom English is a second language, ethnic diversity, educ..tion

level, and povertyto examine whether the level of literacy activity would relate with such objective

indicators. This study could identify no clear relationship with community cond'tbns, but did find a

consistent relationship between level of literacy activity and the attitudes of the library managers

toward literacy services. The case studies further illustrate the importance of the individual's

perception of the need for service. This observation suggests the need for further examination of the

perceptions of librarians regarding the problem of illiteracy and the library's role in literacy services.

LITERACY ACTIVITIES FIT IN A CONSTELLATION OF LIBRARY SERVICES

Across types of libraries, the most consistent predictor of library involvement in literacy services

was the library's involvement in similar kinds of services: adult education activities, outreach services,

and cooperation with non-library agencies. Apparently those libraries more hospitable to such services

are also more open to an increase in the number of literacy activities. In the public library case studies,

literacy services were seen a natural response in a tradition of responding to needs in the community, such

as those of the hearing impaired, visually handicapped, homebound.

LIBRARY LITERACY ACTIVITIES FIT IN A CONTEXT OF COMMUNITY SERVICE

Libraries were more likely to be involved in literacy when there was more non-library literacy

activity. An opposite expectation might have been justified: that libraries would be more likely to be

involved in literacy education where others were not addressing the problem of illiteracy. The reason

for the finding that library involvement is greater where there are more non-library providers is not

clear. In some cases, the library has been asked for space for tutoring or for literacy materials by the

non-library providers. The presence of literacy education activities may increase others' perceptions of

the needs for service. The picture that emerges, however, is of libraries finding their place in the

configuration of literacy education services offered in their community. There was little reference to

conflict or redundancy among the adult educators, librarians, and others offering literacy services.

LITERACY SERVICES MAY NOT BE INSTITUTIONALIZED IN THE LIBRARY

The premise of cooperation that underlies much of the library literacy activities leads libraries to

choose among a wide variety of activities. To say that libraries are entirely comfortable with their

involvement, however, is incorrect. As demand for library literacy activities increases, librarians try to

find a logical place for the service within the organization. Are these activities a part of adult services,

reference, or outreach? As the data from the questionnaires show, funding from local library sources is

limited; libraries depend on outside sources to fund these activities. As outside funding increases for

library literacy activities, more attention should be given to assuring that the literacy programs become
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more institutionalized, rather than being seen as a "special service." Without this library-wide

acceptance of the literacy service, these activities in most libraries will suffer the same fate as other

special user services.

A lack of institutional support for literacy activities may stem from a number of factors. As the case

studies and literature illustrate, library literacy programs tend to be identified with an individual who
has a particular interest in this kind of library service. For other libraries, once they become involved in

literacy activities, they realize that the journey for adult new readers to becoming steady library users

is a long one. The payoff for libraries is not dramatic in terms of a new user group; the return to the

community, however, is considerable.

VOLUNTEERS ARE KEY PERSONNEL

Basic to many library literacy programs is support from volunteers. These volunteers, however, tend
to be more "professional" than the general library volunteers. For example, many have a higher

education or other professional background and view their involvement in the literacy program as

professional service. This particularly is true of those involved in tutor training and student recruitment

and placement. Given this level of commitment, libraries find that, as a group, the volunteers are

mak lg many of the service decisions comparable to those that would normally be made by the staff in

other library services. The interviews suggest that this situation has the potential to detract from the

percep ion of the literacy program as a general library service and that integrating a primarily

volunteer-based library service with more established library services :s the challenge facing many of

the rapidly growing library literacy programs.

EVALUATION IS A CRITICAL AREA FOR DEVELOPMENT

The basic question regarding library literacy programs is "what differences do they make?" This is

a perennial question for any library service and is problematic to assess. The majority of libraries are not

involved in direct instruction; these libraries' literacy materials and literacy support services contribute

to the community-wide literacy effort. To what degree these contribute is particularly difficult to

assess, although interviews with non-library literacy providers suggests that this support is critical to

their efforts. On the instructional level, libraries report that their programs are having an impact on

individuals. Each person who reaches his or her learning goal is a success story. But considering the

survey and case study data, the number of adults being helped does nc t appear to be makinga major

difference in the communities' illiteracy rates. The challenge of this low difference is not a library
problem alone; all literacy providers combined are reaching only a limited number rif adults who need
help (Kozol, 1986).

E luation data now collected by libraries are mainly counts of elements of the program such as

numbers of students, o tors, of materials used, and the like. In the absence of well-specified objectives
for literacy programs, the objects for evalu
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reading level of the learner are the ultimate evaluation, but evaluation of learner progress has been

frustrated by the complexities of defining criteria for progress (that is, whether progress should be

relative to a standard test, to the learner's goal) and the difficulties in obtaining quality longitudinal

data in an area where both the learner and the tutor are volunteers.

LIBRARIES ARE FINDING THEIR PLACE IN THE LITERACY EFFORT

Individually, libraries do make a difference by winning small skirmishes, although nationally,

the campaign against illiteracy may seem to make little progress. When one examines the strengths of

librariesespecially public and school librariesservices to children provide a great opportunity to

prevent illiteracy. Prevention of illiteracy, in the long run, has a greater chance of success than

remediation. Family literacy programs focussed on parents and children have the potential for more

institution-wide support since these services bring together several different service units in the library.

Recent news from state library agencies (such as, New York and California) of activities in support of

family literacy is encouraging.

The immediate future for library adult literacy programs seems optimistic. Libraries currently

involved in literacy education are reporting expansion of existing services. For those libraries not

involved or with limited involvement, plans to study and start services are reported. In the long term,

however, the current amount of library literacy activity may level off unless there is library support of

these services. Until literacy services are seen as a basic service function in libraries, many of the

programs will disappear. Libraries, especially public libraries, have historically been involved in

literacy. But a review of this involvement shows upward and downward swings. Increasing community

involvement in library literacy projects and continuation of cooperative efforts among providers can help

assure that this current level of activity at least remains constant, if not increases.

Literacy has always been implicit in the role of libraries. At this time, libraries are making

explicit their role as essential partners in the local and national effort. Future library involvement in

literacy activities may dependon parallel services in remediation and prevention. The first may help

alter the texture of the indivi Alai's life; the second may do more to break a social cycle.
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APPENDIX C

Cover Letters and Questionnaires

Sample Cover Letter Sent with First Questionnaire

(NI% RSI t 1' OF %%IS( ONSINMADISON

SLIS

Dear Director.

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

HOOL OF LIBRARY AND INI ORMA I ION S I UDIF.S

February 4,1987

Wen C What. Ihit
(.041 ?volt!. I' ,k ',nu!
Aladnon NAis,onon S1706
Telephone 60x 261-2900

6081263 0121

Your libr.u-y has been selected to participite as a respondent in a federally-funded nationwide study
of libraries and their involvement in litera y education The purpose of the study is to investigate
the extent and nature of this involvement Ilan types of libraries.

If you arc currently involved in literacy education, your responses on the enclosed questionnaire
regarding your library and its programs will take about 45 minutes If you are not currently
involved or have limited involvement, the response time will be reduced Please remit) the
questionnaire by Monday, February 23,1987 in the enclosed, postagepaid envelope

1Irticipation is s oluntary; however, it is important that each selected Ithrary respond 1 he results
be reported in the aggregate and not by individual library For libraries involved in literacy

education, a follow up questionnaire may be sent.

I his study is being funded by a contract from the U S Department of Education V11K h is
authorized to make contracts with institutions of higher education for research related to the
improvement of libraries (P.L 89-329 as amended; Section 223) The data are being collected for
use by the U S Department of Education

1 he study results will assist libraries in improving and developing literacy education programs and
w ill aid planning for literacy education at the state and federal levels Your ram( gown will help
dm, development If you have any questions about the study or have additional information on
library literacy education activities, please communicate with us at the above address or by phone
(608) 261 Ol21 or 263 29(X) We appreciate your assistance

Sincerely,

7)
6e- ce-.7

Dotigms , Zweizig
Associate t rolcccnr

Principal Investigator

Debra Wilcox Johnson
Project Coordinator
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Sample Cover Letter Sent with Follow-up Questionnaire

UNI11- WA I1 OF 11 IS( ()NM 4 MADISON

SLIS LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDIICA ION
S(11001. OI LIBItARI ,SND INI.ORMA DON SI MILS

May 8,1987

Dear Director

161An ( Who.. 11.t11

600 NO1111 l'11k SIftel
VIstOlisill 517%

piton( NIS s,,i 2900

6118/20 0121

During March 1987 we sent you a questionnaire on your library's involvement in adult !Herat y
education Since it is very important to receive your response, whetlier or not your librarvis
involved in literacy, we are sending you another questionnaire The purpose of the study is to
investigate the extent and nature of this involvement in all types of libraries

If your library is currently involved in literacy education, your responses on the enclosed
questionnaire regarding your library and its programs will take about 45 minutes If your library is
not currently involved or has limited involvement, the response time will be reduced Please return
the questioriaire by Friday, May 29, 1987 in the enclosed, postage paid envelope.

Participation is voluntary, however, it is important that each selected library respond lie results

will be reported in the aggregate and not by indivit'ual library For libraries involved in literacy
education, a follow-up questionnaire may be sent

'1 his study is being funded by a contract from the U.S Department of Education sshish is
authorized to make contracts with institutions of higher education for rescaich related to the
improvement of libraries (Pt. 89-329 as amended, Section 223) The data are being collected for
use by the LI S Department of Education.

!he study results will assist libraries in improving and doctoring literary education programs and
,sill aid planning for literacy education at the state and federal levels Your response is so important
to us that we will be telephoning libraries that have nor responded.

11 you have any questions about the study or have additional information on library Igen:Icy
education ac tivities, please communicate with us at the above address or by phone (618) 261 0121
or 261 2900 We appreciate your assistance

Doi ,A9
as 1. Zwei7ig

Murciate Pnitcscor

Principal Invccriptor

Athux
Debra Wilcox Johnson
Nora Coordinator
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Sample Cover Letter Sent with Program Description Questionnaire

1111.16111i 01 'MN( ()WANMAI)ICON

SLIS LIBRARIES AND LITERACY 1-.1),(' 1 I ION
S( 11001 01 1,1BR %R1 AND INI ORNIA IION SI 1 1/1/.,

July 2,1987

Dear Director

(1111.11111M/11=
II( Ii ( tout, II dI

1,1111 N..,1111 1. \,IlL I

I NIX '4011

61812A1 n121

Your library was selected this spnng to participate as a respondent in a federally funded nanonw idc

study of libraries and their involvement in literacy education You Indicated on the first questionnaue

that your library was involved in literacy education

In order to provide more details on the type of literacy activities in libraries, we are asking you to

respond to this second- stage questionnaire This questionnaire will provide essential details on the

literacy programs in libraries and how these programs are evaluated.

Your responses will take about 30 minutes Flease return the questionnane h) Friday, July 2,

1987 in the enclosed, postage-paid envelope

Participation is voluntary, however, it is important that each selected library respond 1 he results w ill

be reported in the aggregate and not by individual library

I his study is being funded by a contract from the U S Department of 1,diu anon which is authoomf

to make contracts with institutions of higher education for research relate(' to the nnptIll Cfnenl ,1

libraries (P I. 89-329 as amended: Section 223) The data are
being collected for use by the U S

Department of Education

The study results will assist libraries in improving aid developing literacy education programs and

will aid planning for literacy education at the state and federal levels Your partuipat 1011 tall ill IP that

development If you have any questions about the study or have additional information on library

literacy education activities, please communicate with us at the above iiddress or by phone 16,08i

261 0121 or 263 2900 We appreciate your continued assistance

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON

Sincerely,

1,,z /.r! *LI / lr
Douglas I, 7weizig
AS1/40( late Prnicsmx

Print 'pal Itivectigator

Debra Wilcox Johnson
14,y, t Coordinaiot

j
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Sample Cover Letter Sent to School Districts

I Nt%I 144011, 01 %%is( misoN

SLIS LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCAT ION
M.11001, 01 1.111RARI AND MI OliNIA HON SI I 1)11 ti

February 16,1987
Helen ( V. 11,111

M1011 \

11 01,011 %%1,1 111,111 11111ft

It k plumy 1,11K 21,1 291H1

601i/261 0121

Dear Director of Library Media Services:

Your school district has been selected to participate as a respondent in a federally-funded
nationwide study of libraries and their Involvement in literacy education The purpose of the study
is to investigate the extent and nature of this involvement in all types of Irbranec In particular. we
arc interested in the Involvement of secondary school library/media_centcrs in providing kirracy
programs tarectM to the out-of-schmLadult

If your secondary school library/media centers are currently involved in literacy ethic anon, your
responses on the enclosed questionnaire regarding your secondary school library/media centers and
their programs will take about 45 minutes. If your secondary school library/Inaba centers arc not
currently involved or have limned involvement, the response time will be reduced Please return
the questionnaire by Friday, March 6, 1987 in the enclosed, postage-paid envelope

Participation is voluntary, however, it is important that each selected school distnct respond The
results will be reported in the aggregate and not by individual district. For districts involved in
literacy education, a follow-up questionnaire may be sent.

This study is being funded by a contract from the U.S. Department of Education %.% hich is
authorized to make contracts with institutions of higher education for research related to the
improvement of hbranes (P L. 89-129 as amended: Section 223). The data are being collected for
use by the U S. Department of Education.

The study results will assist libraries and media centers in improving and developing literacy
education programs and will aid planning for literacy education at the state and federal levels. Your
participation will help that development. If you have any questions about the study or have
additional information on library literacy education activities, please communicate with us at the
above address or by phone: (608) 263-0121 or 263-2900. Vie appreciate your assistance

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON

Sincerely,

Douglas L. Zweing
Atsoc:ate Protestor
Principal Investigator

AAA. tatizesA 1-vt.4."J

Debra Wilmx Johnson
Prelim Coordinator

JI Q )
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Sample Cover Letter Sent with Follow-up Questionnaire to School Districts

I!NI %I RSITV OF %LIS( ONSINMADISON

Stiff LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

SCHOOL DI LIBRARI AND INI ORM !ION SII Ms

April 23,1987
lit 1,11 I %%Iva, 11111

6011 \

RI .1 RR

It 1, phont 605 ;61 :,1111
6011i:M11 0121

Dear Director of Library Media Services*

Dunng February 1987 we sent your school district a questionnaire on library/media center
involvement in providing adult literacy education Since it is very important to receive your response,
whether or not your media centers are involved in literacy, we are sending you another
questionnaire. The purpose of the study is to investigate the extent and nature of this involvement in
all types of libraries. In particular. we are interested in the involvement of secondary school
libracarriedia centers in providing literacy Programs tugegeltobesuLDLskolailuji,

If your secondary school library/media centers are currently involved in literacy education, your
responses on the enclosed questionnaire regarding your secondary school library/media centers and
their programs will take about 45 minutes. If your secondary school library/media centers are wit
currently involved or have limited involvement, the response time will be reduced. Please return the
questionnaire by Friday, May 15, 1987 in the enclosed, postage-paid envelope.

Participation is voluntary: however, it is important that each selected school district respond The
results will be reported in the aggregate and not by individual library. For districts involved in
literacy education, a follow-up questionnaire may be sent.

'I his study is tieing funded by a contract from the U S. Department of F.ducation win( 11 is atithorind

to make contracts with institutions of higher education for research related to the implovement of
libranes (P I, R9 -329 as amended: Section 223). The data are being collected for use by the S

Department of Education.

The study results will assist libraries and media centers in improving and developing literacy
education programs and will aid planning for literacy education at the state and federal levels Your

response is so impor :ant to us that we will be telephoning school districts that have not responded

If you have any questions about the study or have additional information on library literacy education
activities, please communicate with us at the above address or by phone ((08) 261 (1121 or

263 2900. We appreciate your assistance

Sincerely,

s. "7/"/
INnrglas L 7.%%ci7ig
I'm Imo(
Prim p:11 Invccogator

41.13La. tcLat.1
Debra Wilcox Johnson
Norct Coordinattx

NOW It is important to know if you received this queniennaire If you do not plan on responding to the

tittextlonnaurc, plracc check Ix1 below and return this letter in the business reply envelipc provided thank )ou

We cannot respond to the questionnaire at this time

School District:

City/State.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE

DEFINITION OF LITERACY EDUCATION

Literacy education provides learning opportunities for adults sixteen and over who are not
enrolled in secondary school The Opportunities include the range from (mital acquisition of
basic reading ability through the threshold of functional literacy in home, work, and community

The loticeving activities are examples of library involvement in literacy education

Contributing to public understanding of the nature of illiteracy and ways to increase adult litoracy

Preparing and disseminating print and electronic materials to help tow Mow° adults to increase
thou communication proficiencies

iroloing to plan and conduct educational acunties for adults seeking to reach a threshold of
functional literacy, for example, reCtuarnont and training of volunteers

Including, within adult eduC31.0n :WitvibeS related to any content yea or 14c, rute 1 Tinkly
educOtiOn romponont that includes del borate attention to raising IteraCy to levels teat Dow penple
to lunCtion in society and to onhanco thou lives

The following activities are not examples of library involvement in literacy education

Offering sew'', work or counseling services to assist loss advantaind low Moretti adults to cope
with unis on 11 red ointrinms

PrOV4ing adult vocational oducatiOn for pendia at hw levels rrr ootcoecy .1111 4111 U1/4,y1,nnt

Providing course related remedial education for students onroiloo .51 the community txPlenn or
01'ln/01511y level

Unditteiert aced provision Of library ServrCOS for ire gonoial public some small portion of whom
are adults with low literacy

Proydint) nduCOtysnOloOportundieS for aduls vete eilucalbon.11 loyelS 10 ontiancn their !Sur icy
Such as thrOugh Ciinal (looks discus:on groups 0, Mr 4).1.0 IS';ueS f oiui^ ,luny c ices)

Return to:

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
School of Library and Information Studies
University of WisconsinMadison
600 North Park Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

OMB No 18504595 Exp 7/31,87

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON



LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION FCROFS uSE LIBRARIES ANO LITERACY EDUCATION
PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE, p 1 PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE, p 2

2

3

4

5

E3unsan

WOuPi you ctesCribe your seri ce area as onmanN PLEASE CHECK (XI ONE

0 12) urban-supuro.,n

El (3) SUVAIAAA

O (41 Suburban-rural

(5) rcra

2 Mal is the sae of the population in 'our service community e the Population
ol Me service area you are pevrtarey interned to server,

3 Pease @SIMMS the percentage of these log TOURS It your service community popuiation

PERCENTAGE CF SERVICE COLUauNfrf POPULATION

As.an

Eitacti Mot Hispanc)

0 4.4441.111K

Naive American

4Iq
Mite

4.1

>4

a For weal percentage CI your service communrty comianon would vou
eVenAle Engnn is a seConi IJALLJACJe 7

cn

Cc

I Note Adurts sixteen years anz cue( who are not errogeo
secondary scnoo) pers. ute aJoience f01 INS SANCe

Please check a,) soarces of revenue in fiscal year 19861 Oa 1985 Sept 1985)
'or youribrary and indicate the annum horn each source

PLEASE SOiloro
# 8

ESTmAI'VC0tHr -C-E/Pc5;44°U4t:EFCENSTSAPY I

CHECK IX)

9
NO YES_ 0 51-59)1 ) i 21 neat taxeygoverning Cody/state faxes ;

.1
11 (21- 1

. 2 r1) i 2)

state aid 'i. r ...t.S

El El
i

____---
1:. 6;

w.PaybrneozfrIsaenneicsies provned (I e oomracts

1. 8

11 21 Ibrary foundation grants
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE. p. 3

9 Does your Morary Otter Me 90O0rneo PLEASE CHECK I.) Au. THAT APPLY

Onsee eoucatonat cowrie:no for assessem neees any clannfro an eCucatonat program
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00 LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION, PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE, p

Cl)

X COI L=CTION nFVFI OPMENT
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE p

Coes your library
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LIBRARIES ANO LITERACY EDUCATION
CA PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE. p 9

2 iNsTRucrctl

Do es your library
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE. p 10
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION APPENDIX C, page 13

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIR

DEFINITION OF LITERACY EDUCATION
Literacy education provides learning opportunities for adults sixteen and over who are not
enrolled in secondary school The opportunities include the range from initial acquisition of
basic reading ability through the threshold of fuoctional literacy in home, work, andcommunity

The follow activities aro examples of library involvement to literacy education

Conuouting to public understanding of the nature of illiteracy Ind ways to increase adult literaCy

Plstaring and disseminating pnnt and electrome matenals to help low literate adults to increase
their communication prOlCierkses

He Ipng to plan and conduct educational activities for adults seeking to reach a threshOld of
functional literacy, for example, recruitment and training or volunteers

Including, within adult education acfmtwe related to any content area or Me role, a literacy
education component that includes deliberate attention to rasing literacy to levels that allow people
to function in society and to enhance their Irvin

The following activities are .= examples of 111)(a,) involvement in literacy education

Offering social work or counseling services to asset less advantaged low literate adults to coPs
with personal and social problems

Provding adult vocational education for people at low levels ol profciency and employment

Providing course related remedial "ducation for Students enrolled at the community a,llege or
university level

Undoterentiateo provision or library services for the general public some small portion of whom
are adults with low Irk.racy

Provoing educational opportunities for adults with high educational leveh to enhance their literacy
(such as through Great Books discussion groups or National Iss Jos Forum study circles)

Return to:

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
:-:- School of Library and Information Studies

University of WisconsinMadison
600 North Park Street

:-: Madison, Wisconsin 53706
OMB No 1850-0595 Exp 7131187

. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON

. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . .



LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE, p

FOR u9RARIEq WITH! ITE0ACy
EaL=LEEQciabr,.5

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIE5.
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secondary school constlwe a.raence tor Ills ser,:e
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCTION
FOLLOW-UP OUESTIONNR RE r 3
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE p 6
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NOMX1 CrleOltXtS 01 eZ1V1VIII tor use van ':eracy rnalenaks

Nuentter or uses or frecrecomzufers

C:
Oeye400eCt.44: ',Out from non 'Scary agennes

-24
n.4.orary use Of tleracy enatenals

e Devedoed .441,4:An Tom ac,,r, new readerslearrers

-.2
Other (Speedy

01 :rose Crlecxeci wive: one affected the final plan tne most, "even

()

C4

!i

cn

'2 ,s mere a wren ;LAI toe me 'tbea."e s literacy prtnam,

,, YES

it YES s plan can e
CIIFOs a 0'.e

:s2 IC' eve, a,

_ a Se0aN1 e 'a

,E5 we wound acorn are your 4,,C,04 c41 a coy et
'''e WI Cr vow CLan mw Ceas wan :vac,

tre wrrren vary vane. a secarre can,

07n

a, Or rerae, W aA an cevecOA:1 AS

Pan ot a g a azzca.or

fJ no Ei yes

:3

AOAMMSTRATIVE MEASURES

Number or contacts ',leafed wall otne agenues appo .4. racy

.,ffter of coreacts Izzerwr agent es about teracy

"aarntef of recvests for ,nfonnanon tram oner I pea-es It
agences atout proprarn features

'.umber CI hteraCv c P>aapr'es eye 7 strPl..too

',homer Cf r (nes 'Vary ...sea as a 1,1:0,^ 35Ses 'Cars
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LIBRARIES AND .iTERACY EDUCATION
FOLLOW-UP Oth.STIONNAIRE, P 7

Note Aduls Vateen rears and ever who are not ervo cc
See:Yu:40v Scheel CcrS:44:: e me audence or ths sehc,

4 Are ener staaSOCS xeot pry your library to monitor trends n use of
!Cur 'teracv p-ogram trends the commt,Ty related to t teracy etC

c.) NO El (2) YES

it YES Grease Cescrte the stattshcs that your Unary keeps to monitor trends

IS Coes your kbrary mono( the progress of vocfsrreuaS regstered for yOur fiteracy senses'

El:II NO ,2: YES

II YES please deschne the records of progress or stausms
that your IrVary keeps

16 Does your ilYary brow the progress 04 ndrnarais once they kayo or convex* the program'

NO El(2) YES

0 YES please descnbe the records or Vohs= that your Ibrary keeps

Z 17 Does yew SOrarY use other evaluaton technoues or chterta al aerOdon to those 00tcated

Q

nOuestons 13 t6,

r: a i NO El ,2) YES

et
LI ft YE4. S please oeschoe

>4
Le,

arlaaaNNEL

et How many luil t,re ea.yaferlf ernonyees c:es your ,bran nave
eYcLcrg enarce .a.1

; E

s coes a tjl, I me emotOyee oer wee.'

6:urs

13"

3

If 5

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE, p 8

lNote Aouts syreen years aha over wno are not enre
Soo:Main SUMO: ConStaute ,re auerence 'or !Ms sem ce

In as average week tn 1986 now many pad start news wouct yOu es! Mate
were asSclere recaCY ac es

hours

21 04 your kbrary rule Cr =pont a ccordnator speglca Iy for the kteracy protect'

:I: NO ,2; YES

II

11.

YES how marry heaffS per week does the Caere:nate,
currency spend on the Irteracy pro ecil

--hOUrS per week

22 (Mine stall assgneo t0 reran( AVwewS what e0.Ulonalentpoyment backgrouros)
other Iran liaranansno are represented'

CHECK MALL MAY APPLY

socal wont

adutl ecucaton

Peace Corps VISTA

secondary educaton

elementary eaucaton

'Oval arts

other (Please speedy

23 Does your Itrary use younteers nes teeny program,

NO El (2) YES

a YES at 1986 how many velurreer
hoots were assgnect to 190,,,y 5voles,
PLEASE ESTJlATE IF NECESSA"Y

hours

;7,R C;F CE .3E

20

3
'2
'3
34

_ 35
if 6.

z
9

z
z
O

(7)

0

oc
cal
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE. p 9

SOLI ECTION

Note Adues sateen years ante over woo are not enrorecl
seconcary scncol constitute the aucience tor Irks serviCe

24 Please CIVIOC 31 types al prim marinas curreNlY 1%34104
)Cur keracy comedy:ter

PLEASE CHECK (X) Au.THAT APPLY

surveraVcoping OAS. e is health consumer education careers

humanities e g Inerature history

ensure reading, e g popular fiction noc.achy sports

baste reading am wnleid skins

mathermics

sc..nc.

Eogloo as a seam! language textbooks

te3CRentutonng manuals

other ((Neese specify

25 Now Mil,/ Hersey erre items (volsmes) does the library own/
(PLEASE ESTIMATE WHERE NECESSARY)

Irtetracy print items

'CR GFFGE LSE

7 E

_ 39 --- 52
'9 --- c5
'0
41

--- 42 55

3 67

s

'3
07 ,
48

9 "
50 '4
51 '5
52 6

25 otease Coe*, at avgioutsual 12/,,,A., currently avaxable In your ',legacy col:KIP:In and
rocxe the estimated number of items of each type

PLEASE CHECK (x( ALL THAT APPLY

audOcassettes

videoca asenes

pnoWgraph records

other l Please spear),

1

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ITEMS

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE, p 10

Note Adkins sixteen years anot over who are not enrc 'eo 51
seconaary scncot constitute the aucience far serv..,

F19 GFF
27 Are rncrocomcuters avatiate tor the literacy non rn,

NO (21 YES

PLEASE GO TO Haw marry mcrocarrouters
QUESTION 29 are avattable for the

kteracy program",

28 Are the microcomputers avaiable
CHECK (X1 ONE

,:) solely lot use of pancpants at the Iceracy program

21 toi use of parknpants tn the Ileracy program
and library stall

t 3) to tne general pubic but with literacy program pan (roams
given lest ononlY

to the general cubic C I a scheauted or toss come first sewed bans

other (Please spec Iv5)

4

29 Do you one, microcomputer nava stuns sorrwa re in your ineracy program,

) NO r2) YES

PLEASE GO TO PLEASE GO TO
QUESTION 31 QUESTION 33

9

f

z
0

0
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE. P 11

Note Acuns sixteen years ana Over wno are not enr0.ieC
SeCOnclary school constaule In. auc ence for trus seruce

30 '.vhat types otlferac, rnicrocormuter sortware do you otter/
PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

ileao,nc.comorenenston

1.4athernalcs

I=1 Writing

Spelling

Other (please specay

PROGRAM

31 Please Dnelly Oescroe for us any unque features 01 your Meracy program

ac c CE

-

6

NOTE T14110.110..nnq COAONnO 00Con 'VOA waY be o S00 On,/ n Cu. Cl l,..010 cOnlaa In. IOrin 10,
.yr ^Of tnformaK3n n wnI n01 On uS 00 ,r1 (no now, of iosoar PoOOKIS d sOInlnying inlofm,son 334
01, C,33,,.0 renal, OVA Q3..000,3 .3 COM0/160
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION APPENDIX C, page 20

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
COMMUNITY COLLEGE/TECHNICAL SCHOOL

LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIR_E.

DEFINITION OF LITERACY EDUCATION

Literacy education provides learning opportunities for adults sixtten and over who are not
enrolled in secondary school The opportunities include ;`,e range from initial acquisition of
basic reading ability through the threshold of functional literacy 'tome work, and community

The following activities are examples of library invc, ement in literacy education

Contributing to public understanding of the nature of illiteracy and ways to increase adult literacy

Preparing and disseminating print and olectroniC materials to help low literate adults a increase
thou communication proficiencies

Heir:ling to c an and conduct educational activities for ad rfts Seeking to reach a thiectiolct of
functional eracy for example, recruit lent and training of volunteers

Includ.ng A thin adult education activities related to any content area or lie role s ter lcy
educ,pon cr ponent 'ha, includes del berate attention to raising literacy to levels ir allow people

to funclon m society and to enhance their lives

T he following act,,hes are not examples of library involvement in literacy educa,,on

n'fr,lrr It Krik nr enironlimj salvienS to assist less, sdvlen Iged oer lion li 'n
with {v rsc ^v rid orml problems

Providing aCtill vocational education nor people at low levels ol proficiency and er'r ^a rent

Providing course related remedial education for students enrolled at the clamumly college or
University eve!

Undifferentiated provision of library services for the general public some small pset,on of whom
are adults with low literacy

Providing educational opportunities for adults with high educational levels to °Om, e their meracy
(such as through Great Books discussion groups or National Issues Forum study codes)

Return to:

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
School of Library and Information Studies
University of Wisconsin Madison
600 North Park Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 OMB rJo 1850-0595 Exp 7/31,87

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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LIBRARIES ANO LITERACY EDUCATION
COMMUNITY COLLEGE/TECHNICAL SCHOOL
LIBRARY OUESTIONNAIRE, p I

I Would you OeSC-Itta your serve* area as primant, (PLEAS1 CHECK ONE]

O (1: urban

O (2) uhaan-sularroan

O (3) Suburban

O (4) tuOurl.an-rral

O (5) nnl

2 Mall me size of (he 004Sulatron you at* cdn'untl mlenTea 10 serve
(student enrolment faculty ana =H)

persons

3 Please 'VOWS the percentage of these two groups enroned or wonung n vow
technr_al schooVcornrunty college

PERCENTAGE CC SERVICE COMmuNITY POPuLATON

Asun (15-18)

ale* (not HaPanel (19-22)

% Hrspanc 123-26,

_24 Nan,. Arhencan (27 -701

wn4e (31 34)

4 hleaSe estimate the percentage of Muse twe groups resang ,n Ine conrrunir area
when' War SCIVor rS bCaleg.

PERCENTAGE OF SERVICE COMItuNITy POPvt.A no N

L.SRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
COMMUNITY COI LEGE-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE, p 2

40111 AOUIS Su'ettryeat'S and Over APO are enr0:4,0
Secoe:ary SCACC, Cn'tstaute the a ucence mr to s sedce

Please creek arl sources of revenue n facal years 986 (Oa 1985 Sep 1986) for your
)4:wary warthog resource center and car-am the amount from ea.l. source

PLEASE
CHECK t

NO YES

S011 PFF

; 21 local taxesrgoverreng bolyrstate taxes

.; stale ad

1:1 payment for services orodled c contracts
van other 1twaneS1

El :1 ',Crary tOunnatton grants

) "Oh etlarY tO1ihdattOn grants

O 2) leCe,a1 government grants

[3 2) storatsana and gCts

other )Please Specdv

0
1)

; =

.1

FvFN
(Noc.ATE Amoutar

EsTa.LATE WHERE NECESSARY)

.3-8C)

,71a)

1.-22)

(2.3-321

(31-331

09-46)

W-541

55,121

163 -0)

% Asian (35-38)

Black (not tArsOanc) (39-42)_______

HmOanc (43-4F.1 )
% Nitro) Arnercan (17-501

Mute (51-541

5 For wnat cercernage of the ELIA implied or %votary ,7 vor..r tecnnea) scnoou
comrrunly coaege oucl you estimate Engian a a secore 'a.nquage

% (55-581

6 For what nerCentage of the adorn reSsa-sql in the coMmuntearea where your school
,s boxed would you estimate Eretsh a a second language

;unnq creceamq five years what was me esurnxed percentage cat Ihrarweamdg
renource center reveries trCen Cerseracre inn Tart; ri Corr pant:0.10 Vial ReerueS,

What percentage of your It raryriearreng resource center's !Olaf revert,* for FY1986
was ercenned on reracy/actut as educaten actwews,

Cl 1.7d you curt envy use volunteers rn your brarrlea rdno resource center 'or servces
Wan faCv ecluc.ron

NO YES

4'

lf YES 4.^Pronmalene how many roars Yofiveer t me%
oomntureo auaey7

'lours

OFFICE USE

_73 -- 74 4

- 75 -2- 5
-IL- 6

7

_- 71 9

9 3

_so

.3
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us:games ANO LITERACY EOUCATION
COalaUNiTY COLLEGETECHNICAL SCHOOL
LISRAGY QUESTIONNAIRE. p 2

11 Does your Nyaryneasrstv resource after aloe Use f0 *Y0

(n..E.ASE CHECX ;XI ALL VAT APPLY ,

On-see eCuczonat co.rnsefess tot assessrq needs ard

Pann Ing an se:mats:oaf caograrn

Ado otonotatonai prornrntrang. e g on wring papers

Otiograglic 'minx:on

Matntagurg !Les to .080 4y koaavog coportimbes en And 09 czmpus

Referral to other ecucatwas ewtsthons

ACLII ISTogransTtoc to 'mane tea^Jr19 e g . Ccok CrSCASPOos sult"0, ecrt.reS

None of Ins axone

12 COeS yOtrr 11XarytteanIng relCorCe ceryerwerl rot.O
non4teary acs Ges 4103

awnzarcre oe carrr-e
)?'.,LASE C1MCK XI ALL VAT APPLY 1

srnectog matenats

slam; WVORISKOn am< sirevcrs

co 1000somilt ProTarn

stung resourteS

aCencsno rtoorrr,v7t,Trarrtr

unnertasureg pudgy a pubec netrons efforts

,eferrog patrons a aoceocome 0ri0Nce5

PANICOALot) n tte4 still tratan

None of the =Ye

13 is mere a 21ta5._5 Iteracy *non we rout Wzra-yuwoivernere tri your slate/

0 t1) NO (2) 'ES 0 (9) OON'T KNOW

If YES uTte:ft actincy.orcanaron p3or0+aws 17us eon/

14 tncre a slate kn.( Itesr,..rnofvel Nency snort in your stale/

0 (I) NO E3 021 YES 0 r9) DON'T KNOW

1 YES vour.n agemyorgantacon coonSmates ma enon/

_ a- :3
22

'3

.7,

LI8RARIES ANO LITERACY EDUCATION
ccumuniTY COLLEGEJECHNICAL SCHOOL
LORARY CUESTIONN AIRE. p 4

`.ore 05.13 sateen rers s c nye. .ro are :74: enrc,:ea ^
secondary 1C.00+ CO 4126 r.e aoc enCe s Se'vCe

S Are Inver actureteS care) un vt y= CC,,tntly,area l0 cart:at arreT3CY7

NO(GO TOO 161

oarrr KNOW (GO TOO Isi

YES but fm rot fansiar wen them (GO TOO les!

YES

YES wmci of the 1000wq an Deng Crert.61
;I:LAST. CHECK (X) X= A2PLY

program offered through a scnooi 00,C

vot.rtee NeriCy 14.1021 og qOuloS

Label Laracy Vierratorco

giase0Yrii Lteracy Valances cr Amerce

ro afflatat wet =coal grcuo

dorm krorr altZco

wane or utwerlAy Orogram

other tPfease =eat),

.7, A.: =.7; o your OM "SKIM ;ot...0 Wary syVerTS as 0114

44 cfner Ntes Cl fteaneS1'

0 NO 11 71 YES ri DON'T KNOW

ff YES wno is proveng In(s seroce4

7 "cw +TCCiant do you tOrk your Itearyneamog resource centers efforts are

o Ite,aCy, 1) Oa= CCMCICOn ar:INOes n retriOn d yuso eller ZION acpoNes4

'LEASE CSR= ONE NUMBER

;CR C;;CE -SE

- 35- 36- 37- 39- 39- 4^

4__ IS
6

48

49

NOT
1 2 3 4 5 6

aaPORTANT
7 8 9 10

VERY

18 Jsog 1218 once to ...tom your It rafyleameg resource center reports as a frame Cl mtererxe

wOurCI 014 CACANcusoASSell INV V74:41 "Ate the ossortarcer of forscy,scara bas . ecA.c.con

=my, n retx on to your POWs MOW 3CivateS,

PLEASE CSOnE C,E 4,1143ER

HOT
1 2 3 4 5 6

AvoFtwir
/ 8 9 10 "'CRYamop-va



LIBRARIES AND LITERACY eOUCATION
COMMUNITY CCL-EGETEC4NICAL SCHOOL
LIBRARY CUEST:GYNA:RE p 5

9 Please 'solo* IC nw,g statements 0, a ten-peel 5034

'Aserawn< koreneet art eon., n tt, owe on as
twohnou scroo._onnykne, cotkea teen../ nary
2003c Ct.."

a avacy r..wa.--4 are an
essemaisen,ce acacemn

An tonOrtare ?...ncon CI acaCentc Ltnarkes
Prod Lacnng

C ACaGerne tOranes snouts DeSc,nate a porton o:
nee Cuccets :or :Amoy aanteeS

AcaCt.T4 Wary resources are eerier uses tor
services one, man LteriCy

Sconsonng meracy peograrns n acaPerm
sbear.rs nesos :1 the gaps Onneen servos

LIaRAR.ZS AND I ITERACY EDUCATION
CCUNITY COLLEGETECInNICAL SCHOOL
LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE. P 5

Does yes., tec cal scroo.conrra,r-n, ecce,;e
:racy eDucalcrras,: taw ecan0.Son1

NO 2; YES

GO TO 0 211 I

II YES venal cepa:mem ccorcbrate

ve &q,15 soneen .ea'S ane 0311 oe,o 3,e n.11 ,,,,0 e0
econoare unto, cons: tc,:e tne aJc once or '^ s ser.ce

So.e AC. 'IS S teen .ears ana Svef ...no we ,c1 ec
<eccrcay sc^xi Cons' I,..e 3..CenCe '0' sense

CY C/cAng the

PLEASE

STRONGLY

act:won:ae nurroer

CIRCLE ONLY CNE NUMBER

4 5 5 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6

4 5 6

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

4 5 6 7

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

one

ettoe

;CR Cc; CE

00

2
Coos no Oteoartmere house
new reacewleamers?

r=3 1, NO r=3

YES
4 ma,

a =Ilecton CI kneracy rnatenaN ra 3C4.15

:1 YES

pease cescrae how your Orary onte:
;cuec:4n

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

8 9 10

8 9 10

8 9 10

8 9 10

8 9 10

8 9 10

8 9 ,0

8 9 IC

8 9 10

8 9 10

8 9 '0

8 9 10

1 10

3

r":" zr-rinni r")=vEl ^avcNT

>En, ALL -NAT APp:_v

at anorw .35

0
0

1 oro,Ced -"C"

Does your 'brary,learning 'eScurCe censer

2, Rrovoe t:eracv Cass eck.caon 0" ntatenals?

NO r=3 YES otiASE

Z &at,

0. aC, ^w reaCvs s

E-; VI as a KG,
...1,g...to IFS!. aCeI

Js
C. 4031 tisC sls,COn

:2 ProsSe :ersnoan.e 2s354 eCuC31.0n3.40..qsa..1.
PIX,374Pn ,e0orcs v<eata..,esi,

NO YES PLEASE CnEn..x

',
aCk. ,ve, o.sews, as/^.

to, E as a seceno
an0.4q

614 ,1111/ AC,

AdultasC rtxalan es,03,S 0

prove:ea Cy Ivan, agenckes

A or..3N se Cr me 3...-acec
.Ce3ry 110 Taaers 3 .ad rot
tad r0o/3..XX,S,0 224

g .s cur a academe Crary an Peccr^e
rvdYtC n ftrACN

^ ""e ,30Nererm CT acasen-c t nanes n .e,a.7.
zrions o an unrecessaN CLOC2xOn of sends
pro, CeO PY One, ,enacy ac;enzuts

AcazscmcLvar,es s,r.4,4 teCOr, ..,Olvpd el ...era,.
Programs orne wen lanang Irv,' OuiSCAI SOUrCeS

, A Domani eDuCaIonal DurDose of lee acaCemc
X2ran 1 13 ccerow 41tracv . e to assn
antes eartang 10 real
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LBRARtES AND -ITERACY EDUCATION
C.C.PlUNI-Y COLLEGE TECHNICAL Scroc.
-.3RARY CUESTICNNAtRE p 3

Acts sateen years anc over wno are net rc e0 7f
secceCary school constdt.te he aucrnce tor ter,ce

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION I %re screen rears aria o'er ^o re rot
CCLLEGE TECHNICAL SCHOOL secOnrta, school const '"e aurt e-Ce ^5 se, ccLIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE, p 10

Does /our 1.brarwlearntng
resource center

28 Tram Veracv tutors,

(1) NO r YES

Ror.r.-ome (r) trauung sessons for non tbrary Vors,

) NO ,2) YES

.czaTe stal cevrooment Grogram or aOu,t caw ec3c000n .nsrucors,

NO (2) YES

It Recut tutors 'or a tetrary-Pasto esSIRKPOnai program'

LINO (2) YES

az e.pve Mors for other teeracY ParncTers':,.0 0 ,2, YES

-3 Rx-xl acute sko..ents .or a Itorary-basec ttracv ,nstrucfonal oroc'en,

.2) NO ,z) YES

Recta aDuO students for other iseracy providers'

r11 NO (2) YES

zs Evaluate progress of Wulf Stu:lents,

(2) NO 0 (2) YES

45 P'0,48.n.rarY based IleracY tnstruclfonevtonng at saes other tnan the .bgary,

.11 NO 0 (2) YES

17 .9100 the cast two yearS Od your 'bran, crier slatt develoorevt/corttrung eaJcatcn
opponumfes On )(legacy for Lltrary star,

No 0 21 YES

Does your Itrarygearning resource center

48 Have space tnat 6 regulaly used for !Crazy hponng or classes
or tor tuear tractre; progantsT

II) NO 121 YES

49 DeveOp and drttute puoredy about providers of loeracy services
,e 9 proCuc fond brochures newslettrs or auctresuairnatenatSP

1) NO 421 Y LS

£2 P,O,C Ze the problem of alteracy to g pubic heanngs .nformanonai
Programs Asc.. y asptays, rews coverage,'

11 NO I:3 (2) YES

51 Prov'Ce the primary contact outhozed teteonone number Tor ,nforrnanon
on lfracy and referral of cares,

.1 NO ,2) YES

52 Followtro on referrals made to other .-teracy ot-o.ders,

NO 2) YES

53 Rartc pate a member of a lteracy coaatcn,

2) NO (2) YES

54 Ccordnate the total literary ettort )17 the cornruneyT

1) NO 21 YES

55 Provide library tunas to support cot imussly ileracy ettons,

0 2) NO El (2) YES

56 Conan with otner ;vanes On literacy y issues ants services'

2) NO (2) YES

59)



LIBRARIES
COMMUNITY
LIBRARY

AND LITERACY EDUCATION Note Aau is sateen years or Over nho are NOT onto eo

.OLLEGE TECHNICAL SCHOOL SKonOarr school COnS1 tote ine ce

QUESTIONNAIRE, 11p
FCC :2;.$5

57 t you are= Currently ',Nerved tt, bteracy how kkry rs e that your tOrary,learmo2 repurce
giver w11 becOnv rivoived .1) WraCy ]Omits Ourrg1r3 neat yea()

-- 69

0 in not lkety '0

El (2) POMO*

0 (3) very*efy
73

74

II P355Cie or very hkely venal 6020untS for Ma?

--
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

STATE INSTITUTION LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE

87

DEFINITION OF LITERACY EDUCATION

Literacy education provides learning opportunities for adults sixteen and over who are not
enrolled in secondary school The opportunities include the range from initial acquisition of
basic reading ability through the threshold of functional literacy in home, work anc' community

the following activities are examples of library involvement in literacy education

Contributing to put.Aiu understanding of the nature of illiteracy and ways to increase adult ',war i

Preparing and disseminating print and electronic materials to help low literate adult-, to increase
their communication proficiencies

lielping to plan and conduct educational activities for adults seeking to reach a threshold of
functional literacy, for example, recruitment and training of volunteers

InclAinn within adult education activities related to any contort area or 190 rolo a lit.tra,
education roniponont that includes doliberate attention to raising Irteracy to lovols th It 1 :w re,nlo
to lunctrOn in society and to enhance thou lives

Tne lollow:ng aavities are not examples of library Involvement in literacy education

011orinn neial work or roirn,nling ,orycnS to assist Ingo ad., intannd low Moral,. In in, ,1 , 4,

with 1,(W,011 Ilan(' social problem,

Providing adult vocational educalon for people at kw levels of 0 oticioncn, and rimnlos,' , '

Providing course related romodial education for students unrolled at tho rvinInun ,y r . .4 ,

university love'

tIndiflotontalod or0v iran of library services to, the onnoral ouh'.0 scrnn sal lil pooll, I ,,,
are adults with low literacy

r'ovidinn oduCat OnaloPpOrtunitinS lOr adutts with 1,4)h on ), Ilrn ',I lovri, to on. wr r rrr
(such as through Great Books ClisCsisSiOn grn"OS Cr ria',0011 Icsu., i " "` 'l N' "

Return to:

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
School of Library and Information Studies
University of WisconsinMadison
600 North Park Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 OMB No 1PF,0 n'n5 , ;) 31

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE

DEFINITION_OF LIT_E_BACY ED SATION

Literacy educacon provides learning opr orlunities for adults sixteen and over who are not
enrolled in secondary school The opportunities include the range from initial acquisrtion of
basic reading ability through the threshold 0 functional literacy in home, work, and community

The following activities are examples of library involvement in literacy education

Contributing to public understanding of the nature of illiteracy and ways to increase adult literacy

Propanng and r ,sominating print and eloctronic matonals to hoip low looraio adults to incre-rso
thoir communication proficiencies

Helping to plan and conduct educational actidities for adults soaking to ch a threshold of
functional literacy, for example, recruitment and training l voluntoor

Including, within adult education activmos rolatod to any content area or rein d iroin^y
education component that includes doliberate attention to raising literacy to lovots that allow peoolo
to function in socioly and to onhance lhoir lives

The following activities are not examples of library involvement in literacy ed,Jcation

Cdloring social work or counseling servicos to assist loss advartagod low Merato adults to octho
with personal and social problems

Providing adult vocational education for poopio mnplcvmont

Providing course rotated romedial education for students enrollod at tho community oniiriqn or
univorstly love!

Undifferentiated provision of library servicos for the genorat swim small portion c' whom
are adults with low literacy

Providing oducatonal opportunities for adults with high ncli,cational tovols to ooh-4,,r, ,h,hr
(such as through Great Books discussion groups ci Nitcnal ksues f mum study r

Return to:

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
School of Library and Information Studies
University of WisconsinMadison
600 North Park Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON

OMR No 1850 e xp 7 31 87
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE

DEFINITION OF LITERACY EDUCATION

Literacy educat on provides learning opportunities for adults sixteen and over who are not
enrolled in secondary school The opportunities include the range from mint acquisition of
basic reading ability through the threshold of functional literacy in home, work, and community

The following activities are examples of library involvement in literacy ed 'cation

Contributing to public understanding of the nature of illiteracy arc, ways to Increase adult literacy

Preparing and disseminating print and electronic materials to help low literate adults to increase
their communication proficiencies

Helping to plan and conduct educational activities for adults sensing to reach a threshold of
functional literacy, for example recruitment and training of volunteers

Including, within adult education activities related to any content area or life role a literary
education component that includes deliberate attention to raising literacy to levels that all^w no o'o
to function in society and to enhance their lives

The following activities are not examples of library Involvement in literacy education

Offering social work or counseling services to assist less advantaged low literate adults to coon
with personal and social problems

Providing adult vocational education for people at low levels of proficiency and employment

Providing course-related remedial education for sludoats enroited at the community college or
university level

Undifferentiated provision of library sery 'ces for the general public, some small portion of whom
are adults with tow literacy

Providing educational opportunities for adults with high educational levels to enhance their literacy
(such as through Great Books discussion groups or National Issues Forum study circles)

Return to:

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
School of Library and Information Studies
University of WisconsinMadison
600 North Park Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

OMB No 1850-4)595 Exp 7/31/87

,r -.-.I. - ......... .. ...... .

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN -- MADISON

2''
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PLEASE GO TO If YES are any of tne fibearvrneata Centers in secondary schools

QUESTION 54 nyotyed n Ors Ideracy program?

El (I) NO El (2) YE PLEASE GO TO
QUESTION 20

1 NO .5 there .Vary Sers.CO ava.lade for Ina data StUCen15 enrolled
your meaty program?

NO

PLE SE GO "C
CUES nON

FOR OFFICE USE

54

C5

- 66

YES

'I YES p ease one! f de5CrIne mss service and return to 0 20
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE, p 7

cc:T:0N DEVEI OPMENT

Co your Secondary school fibrary/medta centers

20 Prowde Nera Cy pent mXenals,

,.) NO

'Or acua Mw reOrs,'arners

'Or E-ginh as a Second
3.4une IESU rrsurs

1.3 by 141Miey NW%
or mstruCcn

Y E S.- PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

al the 1.trary, at another laCinc

CI CI
CI CI
CI CI

21 Provide Neraoy audcwsuat matenats (for example atxlsocaesetteS ph on0qrsOn
records ydeolapest,

,;) NO 2) YES-. PLEASE CHECX ALL THAT APPLY

of P. itraryt anon'', laolay

lot Saul n&wresZers.amers El 0
gI eq. E03), as a second

Language (ESL) wooers CI I:I
u.0, 6s Cr/ lefibey Mons Elcr octoroon

22 Provde mcrocornmters and mcrocorrduter software teach.ng DasrC VOL;
t, e math reaang and wrcrx;),

N,: 50...:OS sateen years and 0.er ammo are not e,c, ec ,r,
secondary =idol const,tute Me a,rd,ence tor is sen.ce

tl Proyded at another f whron
(ac.elyvesil

LiBRAR'ES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
SCHOOL DISTRICT OUESTIONNAIRE p 8

FCR CFPCZ LSE
.;

Co your SECZrCary orary Tema cen:ers

23 Oeve.cp Da s.0 skats mcrocornbarter software,
1;

tot adult new reademleamers co NO ,2) YES

'3 ter EN.,sh as a second n
'angtAge ESL) readers

NO El , Y ES
'4
'5

tutors,sr use Dy 1
'6 Or elm s:tors

, I NO El YES.teracy

17

24 Corr:: e pent and dstnbtrte 04,dgraphtes of 41eraCy rnatenals avafiadle 'Mr!, no bran
'9 for z.:,,ft ream readerocleamers .or ase by tutors or ow:Ix:tors,

1
:( NO YES

2

3
25 Mee frIeraCY Ohre matenats tor adue new reaclersneamers,

4 El (1) NO El (2) YES
4 5 26 PrOCL.Ce and drstntote hteracy pant rnatenals for adult new readers/learners,

5

(I) NO 121 YES

27 ProduCe and C.sinbute auclawsual matenats for adult new reaCemlearners'

.o

11

:2
13

4

15

.6

(1) NO

28 Prouce a research collection on Me tope of aCluIllweocY,

No 21 YES

25 Ictemey Iltracy col ectons In the area not prosncied by yOur :vary,

,,,t,c,

(2) YES

YES

30 P. de Cemonstratwn cc,,ectons of teem:), matera's?

`.ate :s s x een S a'n over who 66; e^,o'nc
SeCCOCtary SC-001 CC, 3,4c,ence lc( nen/CO

z
9

.4C EI:1
(.0)

, NO El , 2) YES PLEASE CHECK All 'HAT APPLY

ill :he ot
i'

at trary, al anc.../
't
team'

0a0u Mw reaclervearnws

E; sn ai siconO
FQya ,anoaag !ESL, ,aont

CI
Ovi.nracy !JO,' CI

LmL

it

?

,.,NO ., YES

)

z
O

CL,

O

2



LIBRARIES AND LITEnA;;Y EDUCATION
SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTIONNAIRE, p 9

INote Adurts sateen yea, and ever wrn, are not ,rro ea n
secondary scnoot oonsta,.te Ire auc cote tor tr(s sere CO

iNSTRUCTiCu

Oo your seCoolary school libraryimeO.a :enters

31 Trams Ireracy ru'os,

1, HO 0 :1 YES

32 'artrCzale ntthfrf9 .essoons 'or non l.trary !fro's'

:, NO (2) YES

33 Panic oa:e (n pal Cove10e,ete progams go. ac.ot Oasc eaucatfon (nstructors

NO E S

34 ReCnot r-tors for a lograry.OaSed onstrucOonal program'

(I) NO E] (2) YcS

35 Recout tutors tor other Reracy Prowlers'

NO (21 YES

36 Recant adult students fOr a 'Awry based .tleracy frtruc'onalprogram'

,.) NO ,2) YES

37 Remo' act.) stucco's tor other I' -agy prowaers,

(1) NO ( YES

38 (valuate progress of ado swats

,..) NO 12) YES

1.1.1
39 Provide Wary-based eleracy vase: sMutonng at sees otherthan the btararY"

., NO 121 YES

f6
40 .vdren me oast two years did your (Draey otter start devefopmemicortfnu(rg egJcat

opporr-nres on ("teracy oar (obrary start'

NO (2) YES

(rit

2 I 1

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
SCHOOL DISTRICT CUESVOUNAIRE p 10

af.3121.CU.

(ofe Aoa(:s sateen yea s .3"0 v "r are are -(1 enrol ed ^
seconcary -coon) cons, ,ce l :er,

Do y cur seccr.Cary SC^oct rary,rned.a centers

41 Have space that is recru.ary used %Sr meracy tutoring 0' adult casc education
cusses Cl td tu10, Vann; programs?

(2) NO 2 YES

42 Develop and cistneme cuoicrty phut growlers CI meracy services
, o prcalcrionot OroCtureS newsletters of aucovsuar

NO 2) YES

43 Puthztze the DrOttlem Cr thaeracy leg putffic neannos (niormatranal
C cr.q arn 10(3n/ COPOYS newSCOveraqell

(1a NO (2) YES

44 Martorn rnionnattOn snout ttteracy providers in tno area'

NO 121 YES

45 Provide Ire pnrni.try contact or ftstOtrctlect teleornan4 number Ior tntormotton
On leraCy ar0 reenter pens,

Lam: 1f ND
Ej (2) YES

46 Refer requests 3001) I lefaCy services to the approonate Mercy Crowder'

(i) NO ( 2 ) YES

47 Foilowup on referrals made to other literacy provider,'

(1) NO (21 YES

48 Prov.ce library tours onentatan tor ifteraCy studerts tutors or mstryclors"

(1) NO 12) YES

49 oancoate as a mercer of a Itteracy coakoon,

(2) NO (2) YES

50 Coo'c nate me [MI oeracy etton It the communny"

(11 NO ,;) YES

Sr Pfd,,de llarary kinds to supOort Comrrunty Irteracy er100S7

,;(NO (2) YES

52 Czxso cone, ,Ora^es on Ideragry ,ssues and sennces

ONO

53 Pro,ce SuPoart sences (e q advice or guidances greoy to na(v(dudi leamerslu'crs'

O(I( NO 2) YES

2) YES



X SCHOOL DISTRICT OUESMNNAIRE. p 11
..010 Ataas sixteen rears ane eve, erve are ec, ec: eC . 1
See04Caer ScP0o, 0005111.1e 'ee 84: esee 'e , , s sc., e

LI LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

Z..' , 140 We n01 a.e'erery ,esve,e0 ve if eraey "Crw 441, s 8 It14I your seeoecary se14001

14
laae, 'MCI teeters ..i become "otreo al HMG), Jensuirs Cunna tere nest yea,

114
4

0 ,t) 4011Xely
11

< 0 (2, Ross b,e a

O a ,,ery 400,y

7.
0
1<
U

U
=1

tn

a ty3se4e 0r very uvely wets: seeevres 10r 14,S,

It ecSSOle or very ugly lyre* rern yOU Vocee07

3 , s , WA Uttar, avexly "taecl Ref 'Cy

55 ,1 you are eveeriry ovorve0 as &testy PKT. kkely 4 4 Irof tVUr Se00411,v Sels301
vtraryernee 1 cerium ve4 el:ten* thee nyohieren t7 IteMcy 203.1.07

'vet laysly

poss.!) e

very

4 rx)ssa.. Or VIV leeer wfsa1 la:00..,els 10, 14,1",

0 poss4e or sec, 1e,e1v rsee, 0.711 Vey Proceee

0 1. WA lt,aer 4 ,1010X1ers1v cle,aCy

lT

NOYE ,oro.,.; ,04,1110s tr+4 too .460 0,5 .e (214 04 n440 CO..= 1.1yry '0'
w.. Of Oe .560 ++14,4 '00.0 41.41 .141C0,0S

be 0441,0y.0 *f f. 0204 00,4R0, .1 C04,04100

N.., 0, Dye

bah

8,0044S

14.0.10n.. 0 (.*.

0 a ,o, c.aste.ACe

2



LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION APPENDIX C, page 49

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

STATE LIBRARY AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

DEFINITION OF EDUCATION

t ileracy education provos learning eppOrtundies for adults sixteen and Oyer who a not
enrolled In secondary school Tne opportunities Include 11,- range born irehal rrrt ex on of
bask reading ability through the threshold of functional literacy in home won( and cormunity

The hollowing acth dies are examples of library involvement in literacy educat on

r.,ontr Outing to puttIrc undorstanding of Iho naturo of Iltleracy and ways to I ^croaco a .t.,5 littracy

Preparing and disseminving print and oloctronic rweriars to help tow Moat° adults to ,crease
their cdmmuncs: proficienc es

WI" ng tio plan and conduct edr.catonal act,vrt.es for adults seeking to reach a th,,S r 4 of
runrr.onal literacy for oiortrp,o recruitment and training 0: yolunroers

Inc ud rn withn ;11,,ttodurat.on activities related to any c 'wont ;re.: or '4) rc'e a ' y

odu-at n t component that snt'udos detiberato atlantic° to raising :iteracy to 'tr.( 's th 1"or. rent,o
ocTly and to enhance thoir byes

late follow: 7 aCtivitros are nnt examples of library rnvolverneni in liteacy educat on

Ofin' trk or noun e'ng swore, to aist id. to ,rwit I, w tir
with person II tad i. tl prob'ams

Pro.idmo ad.r, vocational education for people at tow royals of pro'.c.oncy and ompi-y,ent

Providing course rolatod rormediat oducation tor students onrotted at tho commt.mly to ego or
univorsity Ioyol

Unril."40"13tord P'Oreson of library sorvcos for tho gonbrat pub's sumo small po,r, on or whom
aro adu to wih low trt °racy

Prolidind ed,,catr:,nal Opport-nlieS for adults win high educatinnal lode's to 0,013r-we .e,. I ter t y

(St.Cti .14 ItIff)ogh Groat Books discu:'on groups or 1,13tronal Issues study c 'C e51

Return to:

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
School of Library and Information Studies
University of Wisconsin Madison
600 North Park Street
Madison, Wisconsin 5:706

UNIVERSIT JF WISCONS:NM & D1SON

01.111 No Ieso-rEs Fitt/ 7 31 87



LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
QUESTIONNAIRE, p

Note Adults sateen years an0 over who are not ervot,eo
secondary school construle the aucvenCe or trLs service

I For what
estrhate

2 Is there

3 Is there

4 Are there

percentage
Erca.sh

of your servoe community populuon would you
es a second lacusge

Y.

,CRCir-)CE LSE

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

12

13

16

17

' 8

' 9

22;321

22 5

'6
,7

a stateIevel !Amoy effort wahout lbrary awolyernent in your slate' 1

(11

a statelevel

(1 )

non

NO (2) YES 0 (8) DON'T KNOW

II YES wrist agencyforgantzahon coordinates the effort'

6

library "'caved Ideracy effort ri your stale?

NO (2) YES 0 (8) DON'T KNOW

4,

YES which agencyAnannahon coorOtnates this OM/

'bran, activates gong on In your communeyranta to corrtut dateracy7

(1,

(8)

(21

13)

NO (GO TO 0 51

DON'T KNOW (GO TOO 51

YES Ix:1 I'm not !antler with them (GO TOO 51

YES

tir

It YES which of the folkownng are being offered,
(PLEASE CHECK (MALL THAT APPLY I

-=
if

program at a community collecenechmcai sum)

0 program offered through a school district

volunteer !Amoy tutoring group

Ankated watt Uubach LAeracy International

a" 'rated wAn Ideracy Volunteers of America

no attitKfon wen nahonal group

Con t know atfitianon

cooege or unNersty program

cone, Please specie

,)2"

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
OUESTIONNAIRE p 2

Note Actults sateen years and Ove' who are not enrolled in
secondary scnool consulute 'he a.: ence tor t^ s seNce

5 'err,a) percentage of your agency s tota, revenue tor ,Y1986 was
mended On teracy =rotes,

No

FiLumn

Does your agency/state library

6 Award federal funds deed!), to beat ibranes tor IneraCY programs'

El 11) NO 0 (2) YES

II YES please grve estimated amount n local year 1986

7 to nOhleorarY agent TeraCY programs'

It vES please one estimated amount fiscal year 1986

(2) YES

8 Award state !bran, Iteracy programs'

(2) YES

It YES please one esurnated amount in focal year 1986

9 Award state finds Crecry fo total non Orr," agencies tor oteracy programs'

0 NO 0 YES
4'

It YES, Cl ease one estimated amount .n scar year 1986

Fc;;;,;:E
23

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

3'
39

39

40

11

12

43

14

15

16

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

5.

53

53

5:

217

z

2
z

O



LIBRAPIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
OUESTrONNAIRE. p 3

Note Adults sateen years and over wno are not enroced
secondary scnool const1J'e tee audence for es ser,

10 How umponant do you Pura your agency s eats an as Meracry =News
as retaton to Toucan!' agency

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER I

NOT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
aAPORTANT

VERY
nAPORTANT

11 UsasQ the office Is wrom your agency reports as your Iran* of reference now would tne
Cle0P311-makerS as out OBC rate the rroonance a kteracy aornteS n reaton

So you agencys other aaNtes,

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE HUMBER(

HOT
1 2 3 4

DAP0fITANT
5 6 7 8 9 10 VtilY

IMPORTANT

12 Pleas* rate the tonowng stmements on a ten -porno scale by cecina the apprOpnate number

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONLY ONE NUMBER /

STRONGLY
AGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
QUESTIONNAIRE. p 4

1---Note Actuts sateen years and over ...Po are no: enro, ed ^
secolcary sctool constaote ',e a.: enCe for vs,s sers'ce

I2 cor'.hued!P'ease rate Me roXYnri s a'errecis cc a ten pow( scale by °rang the aCcroprate noncer

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONLY CNE NUMBER I

g : 4 our clear tow bbranes can tecome
mowed n Iter2Cy

n The oyolvement of tbranes n 14eracY
coons u an unnecessary fluo.catOn OI services

Ltranes sncuel become myoryed n kteracy
programs only win *Ms g tromoasde sources

A permit", ecicatonal purpose of Wanes
tO combat ederacy. oe. To assal

ronreeing actsts learnIng to read

C The pninary purpose of P"aanes
tteracy programs a to proms noels

I Lbranes shoutt descrate stet
resconstegen for Steracy programs

m Lieracy seryces n Wanes su0Prement
a literacy pnograrrs are an

essernal sere a It:canes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . 10

An InVonant tuncban of blooms
to crowds Mercy ttecrna.

c LbraneS shoutl devout* a podon of
buctels to Remy acernes

o Lbrary resources are better used for
serYces other Man Wendy

e SOOnsonog literacy programs as

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

8

9

9

9

9

10

10

10

10

'3

a

'trues helps fa the gaps between sereces
prowied by uteracy arrows

f A primary educat *nal purpose of trans 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

G to sarrutate readers to read not teach
rorweeoers to real

2'3
2

ServVeS pernrefea by Weracy agewores

STRONGLY
AGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Please rate the fciowng statements on a ten cccnt scale by cecbng the appropriate number

(PLEASE CPCLE ONLY ONE NumPEFLI

A orrnary functon of stare !Crary agenoes rs

='o gPrraomns

de fndrO to ne0 sucoor beat Ibray

',.^e state brary agency SMOU4 ,SrOvCe
conSuaanl senses and tec"nca' ass Pro e 'o
alp! teases on ueracy senses

Ono a I teracy cogeCton .^e cla.? x.rw
S an un'eCeSsary 41.0,....1,On or erza, Ta e" 3 S

aVe elevrnere 1"^e sta e

e care ib:ary 3:;encs snow o ssorc 3'e a

pate Noel coa.lon

An -^oonant ro e nor state brans ^e es

ot.ol,we ,-cracy sseces ree

21 I

STRONGLY
AGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ir



LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
OUESTIONNAIRE p 5

Noce ACues sateen year< ano over MX) are na enrot.ec -
secondary sznool const.ti,:e toe dug ence Or t's se,ce

PLEASE RESPOND IN TERMS OF YOUR AGENCY'S DIRECT SERVICE$.
NCT IN TERMS OF OTHER LIBRARIES IN THE STATE USING STATE FUNDS

COLLECTION DEVELQPLIEUI

Dces your agency/state library

14 P.OnCe Ltera-^y TwO matena81

2 )

NO (2) YES PLEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

for ad..n new readesnwners

for Enaksh as a se
larquag.tESLIreaC s

worry men
ostrurrOni

FCR C; :E rr

On

35

3_

27

3:

-

13

44

IS Prowls ateracy audevesual matenals pot example are reacsettes, PfldnagraPn records vdeoloPasli

(1) NO (2) YES PtEASE CHECK ALL THAT APPLY

Elfor aclu.1 now readonioarners

lot Evan as s second
,Anauaa (ESL) meow.

br we by itteliCy tunes
o mstruCtors

16 Prove Incrocarnputers and rfncr000mm)er software teaco nq bask 10 (15
(. e math reaong and wring)?

.) NO 0 2, Y ES PLEASE CHECK ALL "HAT APPLY

Or 340) raw ,a30415

, Ent) Sr, iS a SOCOfs3
unquaye ESil eacara

tO,acy luars
or msv_co's

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
OUESTIONNA.RE p 6

Note Atfutts srdeen yearS and Over who are nor enrwel
secondary sc000l consIgt-te 1`e A 0 ence rOr toes service

PLEASE RESPOND IN TERMS OF YOUR AGE'ICY S DIRECT SERVICES
NOT IN TERMS CF OTHER LIBRARIES IN THE STATE USING STATE FUNDS

Does your ,gencyrstate library

17 Develop Pape sJuds mcrocorrputer software'

for actul row readersleamers

for Eng.,sn as a second
long.:age (ESL) readers

for tze ty Meet
mstruaors

NO
NO

0 (1) NO

,2) YES

(2) YES

(2) YES

te Couple Pore and ddIntarte Oblicgrapnies of literacy matenals aeartab6e from the axon,
for attue new readersrleamers or for use by tutors or etstnectorsi

(1) NO (2) YES

19 Write taeracy byrImatenals for awl new reattersieamersi

(1) NO (2) YES

23 Produce and dstnOute !dewy pas matenals for ataill new readersAearners,

(1) NO (2) YES

21 Produce and C.S1nOule au0OrvISual rnatenats for awn new readers/learners',

,1) NO (2) YES

22 Prowle a research meet-non on Me topic of adult limey?

_ NO YES

23 cerfdy iterac, cooeclons 0, the state not oroveed cr your agency 'Vary?

(:, NO , YES

CernC'S ralOn Co ectons of Iteracy maser am,

0 NO YES

2

z

3

Z
z
O

0

,TJ
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LARAFhtS AND LITERACY ECUCAT
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
OUEST;CNNA'RE p 7

,.ere rker., , sxteen y,435 1-4 7,e. 4n0 are n:

seco,zary 1 -roof oors e a...) errara

PLEASE RESPOND '1 TEPMS OF YOUR ACENCY S c'RECT SERVICES
NOT IN TEPMS CF C7,,ER LIBRARIES ,N THE STATE USING STATE FUNDS

iNSTRUCTION

Dces your age^cy,state 1,brary

25 Tra.n kIeracy :,.'Drs'

N° 0 ,2 YES

26 Parr.reaafe n tra.mnra sessons tor ron Ora, VorS'

NO 121 YES

2' Paroppate staff development prograrns for adult base educator, astruCors7

, NO 0 fz, YES

28 Recrue Mors for a IbraryOasect trierat-ry rnstruchonaJ vogam",

NO 0 Qr YES

'eec f tutors for other Meacy provtlers",

NO YES

,c.." students tor a ,Oraoroased ,era.T ,nstnKrona, program')

N°
YES

r;ecn.A oda' ruderes 'or other t:eracy provders'

No 0 a YES

32 Evaluate owess of adult students'

_Ho 0 r2I YES

33 0.rer start oave,opmehttonunffing ecluSafon opporiuntfies on .,teracv

Zr ,tvana^s and trustees wan n rte oast 're3 ears'

NO 0 2, YES

IF

LigRArtES AND LITERACY EDUCAVON
STATE LIBRARY AGENCY
GuESTICNNAIRE, p 8

Note ACJIS Sole en years arc rr..er Nre are cc, enrc erl
secondan sChool conS:.%, e -e erne tor rn s set. ce

PLEASE RESPOND IN TERMS OF YOUR AGENCY S DIRECT SERVICES,
NOT TERMS OF OTHER LIBRAFUS TrE STATE USING STATE FUNDS

SERVICE

Does your agency/state Itrary

34 Have space that s recu arty used for .eraoy tutonng or Casses
or for %for progr-a. Tts^

11, NO 12, YES

35 Develop and ostnbute ouboly about providers of lie racy services
g , oe,:xx.c.An OcoMees rewSielters Of aue,avnual cr..renAls,'

O (if NO (;) YES

36 Rubirrze the oroofern of brkteracy (e g pubic hearings trdorrn.Egnal
phxyarrts garary oscfays news coverage)",

(1) NO (2) YES

37 Maaream rotormaton about Ileracy provdefs CI the slate",

,z)No 0 (2) YES

38 Provide the pnrmary C01113C1C, puloaozed telephone number for wformaton
on eeracy and referral of den",

11

NO

0

1:11 (21 YES

39 Refer reQUeS1S about Irteracy sennces to the approccate ;Amoy provoer/

(2; YES

43 F010wvp On referrals mace to rimer IrteraOy providers'

0 NO
(2) YES

Al Pancoate 3S a merroer 01 a Irteracy coairon

No 0 2, YES
47 C301'd rate me tow iteracy effoi tne state",

O ,) NO YES

Consrt wet, otrer ar;eroes on 'aeracy ssues art services'

_NO O YES

44 PrOVCe 33.Ce ar,c1;-.earIce Cn fne use of 'ter3Cv mate, as and sen,,,es^

NO YES

z

O

z
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION
STATE ,_113RARY AGENCY
QUESTIONNAIRE. p 9

Note Adults sateen years and ove, wno are mt enrotied
secondary school constitute the audience for s ser,ce
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APPENDIX D

SITE VISIT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION

DATE:

INTERVIEWER: Jane Robbins-Carter

Debra Wilcox Johnson

PERSON INTERVIEWED:

INTERVIEWEE'S RELATIONSHIP TO LIBRARY LITERACY PROGRAM:

PLACE:
City, State Agency

I am going to ask you a variety of questions about what you

have observed; what you think; and how you feel about your

involvement in the library literacy program here. These questions will be asked in

terms of both the historical development of the program and how .t presently

works. I will be asking questions:

1) about your community in general;

2) about your group's relationship to the library's literacy
effort; [non-library agency]

0.:

about the library's relationship to other literacy efforts

in the community;

3) about library involvement in the literacy effort;

4) about the pe3ple and event. s ...v,iated with the library
literacy program; as well as

1
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION APPENDIX D, page 2

5) changes brought about by the library literacy efforts;
and

6) what has resulted from these changes.
To briefly repeat, I am interested in your observations, your
thoughts, and your feelings; all three are equally important to

my understanding of the library literacy program.

NOTES: DK = Don't know

NA = No answer

NOT = Not asked

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON
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LIBRARIES AND LITERACY EDUCATION APPENDIX D, page 3

I. EXTERNAL CONTEXT

A. THE COMMUNITY

Tell me, in relation to the need for literacy programming, about

your service community. What are your observations about this
community?

PROBES: Commitment to education in community; Title I reading

teachers; existence of helping agencies; crisis in past
economic decline, etc. that may have happened when the program

began.

1NOW
Observations:

What are your thoughts/feelings:

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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II. INTERNAL CONTEXT
A. LIBRARY/LIBRARY AGENCY

Now, focusing on the variety of roles a library can play, such as

outreach services, booktalks, or adult programming, what role(s)

preceded the library's [library agency's] literacy inveivement?

What was there about the library [library agency] that aided in

the decision to serve traditional r Jit-users, such as non-readers?
PROBES: Previous special outreach programming; cooperative

efforts with agencies; volunteers--degree to which the library is

flexible in role definition. Are these still features of the
library's services?

1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Observations:

What are y_aur. thoughts/feelings:

4
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II. INTERNAL CONTEXT

B. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LITERACY PROVIDERS

[Library] How do the library's [library agency's] efforts relate

to other literacy efforts in the community [state]?

[Non-library organization] How do your literacy efforts relate
to the library's [library agency's] literacy efforts?

PROBES: Historically? Changes?

l_NOW
Observations.,

What are your thoughts/feelings:

5
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III. ADOPTION DECISION

A. PEOPLE/EVENTS

[Library] When the decision was made by the library [library

agency] to participate in literacy efforts, what did you observe

about the people and events involved?

[Non-library organization] When the decision was made by your

organization to participate in the library literacy program, what

did you observe about the people and events involved?

PROBES: Community leaders, new staff members, particular
individual; acceptance by library administration, staff, board;

represent institution or own interests? Newspaper reports?

Attendance at informational or planning meeting? Crisis in the

community? New funding available? Documents? Any changes now

in the people or events that lead to your involvement?

1. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

PEOPLE EVENTS

Observations: Observations:

6
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PEOPLE EYENTE
What are your thoughts: What arg your thoughts:

I

7
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IV. OUTCOMES/CHANGES

A. DEGREE OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION

To what degree has the literacy program become a

basic/central/integral part of the library's [library agency's]

services?

PROBES: Part of library's long-range plan; changes in policies
or procedures; increased knowledge of staff or awareness; part of

library's operating budget?

1. AT FIRST 2. NOW

Observations: I Observations:

What are What are your thoughts:

8

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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IV. OUTCOMES/CHANGES
B. GAINS AND LOSSESPF DPLE/INSTITUTIONS/COMMUNITY

l'o what degree have the library literacy efforts broughtabout
advantages or disadvantages for the people involved (adult new
learners and stafFvolunteers) or institutions involved'?

PROBES: Within the library? Within the community? Within the
organization? Changes in user perceptions and practice? Other

new programs? Public awareness? Evaluation efforts and results?
Unanticipated results?
1. NOW

GAINS LOSSES

Observations: Observations:

What are your thoughtsi What are your thoughts:

9
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VI. OTHER
Do you have other observations, thoughts, or feelings you would

like to share with me regarding the library's literacy program?

What do you see for the future?

1. NOW 2. FUTURE

Observations: Observations:

What are your thoughts: What are your thoughts:

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINMADISON
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